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(ABSTRACT) 

Section 263A was added to the Internal Revenue Code by the Tax Reform Act of 1986. This 

code section applies inventory capitalization rules more uniformly across many industries and 

strictly increases the cost charged to inventory for tax purposes by increasing the number of cost 

allocations required [Seago, 1987]. The Treasury thought the changes would increase the economic 

efficiency of the tax system. These changes, called uniform capitalization, are analyzed by a math- 

ematical model in this dissertation. The results reverse the conventional wisdom of the Treasury 

and show that the changes lead to less, not more efficient behavior and, under some reasonable 

assumptions, this inefficiency leads to decreases in inventory holding and production. 

This dissertation contains the development of a mathematical model of uniform capitaliza- 

tion, performs an economic analysis of the model, and advances the conclusion that uniform cap- 

italization causes productively inefficient behavior. The provisions of §263A that required more 

costs to be allocated and more industries to be covered created the inefficiency. The results show 

that the rules are uniform, but uniformly bad, because productive efficiency is decreased. The 

uniformity of the system is not the problem. The increased number of cost allocations required is 

the problem with §263A. Uniform capitalization has no affect on allocative efficiency because it 

changes the tax treatment of input, not outputs. 

This dissertation also contains the development of a mathematical model of firm output and 

inventory holding decisions and advances the conclusion that under LIFO inventory and some 

reasonable cost assumptions, production and inventory holding decrease because the inefficient tax



act increases production costs. The mathematical results are consistent with the intuition devel- 

oped.
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10 INTRODUCTION 

Policy makers try to design tax policies that minimize harmful economic effects. These 

effects include decreases in economic efficiency which increase production cost and changes 

in tax burden which affect distributional equity. Based upon the intuitive analysis presented, 

Treasury II [The White House, p. 202] proposed changes that were thought to increase eco- 

nomic efficiency and equity of the tax system. These changes, called uniform capitalization 

in Treasury II, are analyzed using a mathematical model in this research. The results of this 

research reverse the conventional wisdom of Treasury II and Evans [1989]. The new results 

are consistent with Seago [1987] and show that the changes lead to less efficient, not more 

efficient behavior and this inefficiency leads to decreases in output. Chapter 1.3.1 shows that 

the equity arguments of Treasury II are contained in the efficiency arguments. 

Uniform capitalization was implemented when §263A was added to the Internal Re- 

venue Code by the Tax Reform Act of 1986. This code section applies inventory capitaliza- 

tion rules more uniformly, but not totally uniformly, across many industries and strictly 

increases the cost charged to inventory for tax purposes by increasing the number of cost al- 

locations required [Seago, 1987]. Inventory capitalization refers to the amount of cost that 

is charged to the asset inventory and is not deducted for tax purposes. When the asset is sold, 

the cost is deducted for tax purposes. Costs that are capitalized in inventory are called 
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product costs. Costs that are charged to expense in the time period they are incurred are 

called period costs. 

The effect of §263A is that some period costs of production and holding under §471 are 

reclassified to product costs under §263A and therefore the tax deduction for these additional 

items is deferred to the extent firms hold a given quantity of inventory. The deferral of the 

deduction increases the after-tax cost of production and holding by increasing the amount of 

tax currently paid. Increasing the amount of tax currently paid decreases the effective tax rate 

on the deduction for production and holding because the deduction is delayed to a future 

period. If firms do not hold inventory at year end, no capitalization is required, and no 

deferral occurs. 

Section 263A imposes four kinds of economic costs onto firms. First, chapters 1.1.2 

and 1.2 explain that §263A requires different capitalization rules for various types of inputs. 

The difference in tax capitalization results in different effective tax rates for different types of 

inputs. The difference in effective tax rates causes firms to use the inputs inefficiently because 

of tax-induced distortions, resulting in higher production costs. Second, 1.0 explains that the 

effective tax rate on the deduction for production and inventory holding decreases because the 

deduction for more production and holding cost retained in inventory is deferred. This results 

in a higher present value of tax payments over the life of the firm. Third, firms respond to the 

lower effective tax rate on the deduction for production and holding costs by changing the 

quantity of goods produced and inventory held. Chapter 1.1.2 explains how the change in 

quantities may increase overall production and holding costs per unit because of increasing 

marginal costs of these items. Fourth, §263A imposes additional compliance costs on firms. 

The effect of compliance costs is not explicitly modeled in this research.! 

The purpose of this research is to analyze the impact of §263A on the economic be- 

havior of profit-maximizing firms.? The impact of the inventory provisions of the tax code 

1 See Halperin [1979] for a discussion of this issue. 

2 Behavior in this context refers to the rational choice of profit-maximizing firms. Taxes may also have 
psychological or sociological effects, but these are not addressed in this research. 
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on firm behavior are explained first through intuition. Then mathematical models of the tax 

code are developed. These models are then analyzed using standard economics to determine 

the effects of the tax code on firm behavior. 

The essential implication from this research is that tax accounting rules matter because 

they have economic consequences. That is, tax accounting rules determine how costs are 

measured for tax purposes and thus how much tax is paid. This means that tax accounting 

rules determine real economic costs that impact firm input and output decisions. Tax ac- 

counting rules are not just labeling issues. Costs for tax purposes should not be charged based 

on ad hoc judgements concerning which costs benefit which activities, but should be charged 

based on real economic costs, if one wishes to maximize economic efficiency. 

1.1 Motivation 

1.1.1 Analysis of Why Firms Hold Inventory 

Taxes affect economic behavior of profit-maximizing firms. If one is to understand the 

behavioral effects of changing tax valuation rules for inventory, one must understand why 

firms hold inventory. Firms hold inventory to minimize the total economic costs of pro- 

duction and holding over a number of time periods.* Inventory may be held by a multi-period 

firm for a number of specific reasons. These reasons may include (among others) the 

smoothing of production costs when demand fluctuates deterministically, hedging against the 

risk of stocking out when demand fluctuates stocastically, one-time production runs when 

3 Just in time inventory systems are designed to minimize total production and holding costs [O’Boyle, 
1990). This research does not explicitly consider just in time inventory, but more generally examines how 
production and inventory holding change because of tax changes, given that firms minimize total cost. 
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models change, and the tax cost of liquidating LIFO inventory layers [Cohen and Halperin, 

1980]. The amount of inventory that is held depends upon the trade-off of production costs, 

holding costs, costs of stocking out, and costs of LIFO liquidations [Levy, 1974, Sunder, 

1976a and 1976b and Cohen and Pekelman, 1978 and 1979]. For simplicity, it is assumed in 

this research that there are no stockouts, one-time production runs, or LIFO liquidation 

costs. As a result, the focus is on the smoothing of production costs when demand fluctuates 

deterministically. 

Firms have the choice of producing some (or no) output in each of several periods, in- 

curring holding costs, and selling the output over the periods involved, or producing output 

and selling that same output in a given period and incurring no holding costs. As firms ap- 

proach practical production capacity, marginal production costs start to increase. When there 

are increasing marginal production costs and very low holding costs, one would expect to see 

relatively equal production each period because smoothed production is cheaper than uneven 

production. For example, assume that a firm expects to sell fifty units in period one and sixty 

units in period two. If the marginal production cost of unit fifty is $20, but the marginal 

production cost of unit sixty is $30, it may be cheaper to produce fifty-five units each period 

and hold five units between the periods to avoid some of the increasing marginal production 

cost. As holding costs increase relative to production costs, inventory holding will decrease 

and more production will be matched to the period sales occur. In the preceding example, 

if holding costs are $15 per unit, firms will incur the additional marginal production cost of 

$10 to avoid the marginal holding cost of $15. As a result of the relationships between mar- 

ginal production and holding costs, firms subject to deterministically fluctuating demand and 

increasing positive marginal production and holding costs may find production patterns that 

result in inventory holding, and the corresponding holding costs result in higher levels of profit 

than producing and selling all output in the same period with no holding costs. 
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1.1.2 Economic Effects On Production and Inventory Holding Of 

§263A 

The basic argument in this chapter is that §263A increases present and future production 

and inventory holding costs to the extent firms hold a given quantity of inventory. Because 

the costs of production and holding have increased, firms will choose a different combination 

of production and inventory holding than they chose prior to §263A. If §263A results in more 

inefficient behavior than §471, the new combination of production and inventory, given the 

new tax act, must be more expensive than the old combination of production and inventory 

were under the old tax act, or else the new combination would have been chosen previously. 

The increase in production and holding costs also appears to decrease total production and 

holding, but the direction of the change in inventory and production each year is ambiguous, 

given that production and inventory holding one period is a substitute for production in a 

future period. This ambiguity is explained later in this chapter. 

Section 471 requires that some, but not all, input costs be capitalized in inventory for 

tax purposes. Section 263A increases the number of costs that must be capitalized. Capi- 

talizing a particular cost in inventory defers that deduction for tax purposes and increases the 

after-tax cost of that input. Increasing the after-tax cost of some, but not all, inputs causes 

firms to substitute one input for another in an attempt to reduce the after-tax cost of pro- 

duction and inventory holding. For example, firms have the choice of producing high-quality 

outputs with a small amount of advertising, or producing lower-quality outputs with more 

advertising. Firms choose the optimal amount of advertising and quality based on the eco- 

nomic benefits and costs of each. Quality control was not capitalized under §471, but is 

capitalized under §263A. Advertising was neither capitalized under §471 nor under §263A. 

Capitalizing the cost of quality control under §263A increases the after-tax cost of this input 

relative to advertising, causing firms to shift some resources from quality control to advertis- 

ing. If §263A results in more inefficient behavior than §471, this shift in resources is inefficient 
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because the tax code induces firms to use inputs in combinations they would not have oth- 

erwise used. Any new input combination must be more expensive or else the profit maxi- 

mizing firms would have used this combination previously. Chapter 1.2 explains how various 

categories of input costs are accounted for under §471 and §263A. See chapter 1.3.3 and 4 for 

more discussion of efficiency. 

The decrease in the effective tax rate on the deduction for some inputs increases the 

overall after-tax cost of these items and 1s inefficient because total production and holding 

costs are increased. The increase in production and holding costs results in an increase in 

price and a decrease in quantity demanded over the life of the firm. It is not clear, however, 

that both production and inventory holding decrease each period when the effective tax rate 

on the deduction for each decreases. For instance, if production cost increases each of two 

periods because of a change in the tax code, production each period declines because of the 

cost increases. If the production cost increases more in the present than in the future, firms 

shift some of the remaining production from the present to the future, resulting in an even 

greater decline in production in the present and, as a result, lower levels of inventory in the 

present. Although total production over the life of the firm decreases, the effect on future 

production is ambiguous because there are two offsetting effects. Future production decreases 

because production cost increases, but increases because future production is relatively less 

expensive than present production. The following paragraph demonstrates that an increase 

in holding cost is equivalent to an increase in future production cost and decreases or reverses 

the shift of production from period one to period two and decreases or reverses the reduction 

in inventory held. 

For example, assume that a firm expects to sell fifty units in period one and sixty units 

in period two. If the period one marginal production cost of unit fifty is $20, holding cost is 

$6 per unit held, and the period two marginal production cost of unit sixty is $30, it is rational 

for the firm to hold some inventory to avoid some of the increasing marginal production cost. 

After the imposition of §263A, if the period one marginal production cost of unit fifty in- 

creases to $25, holding cost increases to $8 per unit held, and the period two marginal pro- 
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duction cost of unit sixty increases to $31, it is rational for firms to hold less inventory and 

shift some production from period one to period two to avoid the large cost increases in pe- 

riod one. The decline in inventory and the shift in production from period one to period two 

occurs because the increase in period one production cost is greater than the sum of the in- 

creases in holding cost and period two production cost. This relationship shows that an in- 

crease in holding cost has the same result as an increase in period two production cost. 

Conversely, if production cost increases more in the future than in the present because 

of a change in the tax code, firms shift some of the remaining production from the future to 

the present, resulting in an even greater decline in future production and, as a result, higher 

levels of inventory. Although total production over the life of the firm decreases, the effect 

on present production is ambiguous because there are two offsetting effects. Present pro- 

duction decreases because production cost increases, but increases because present production 

is relatively less expensive than future production. An increase in holding cost has the same 

result as an increase in future production cost and increases the shift of production from the 

future to the present and further increases the inventory. 

In the preceding example, if the period one marginal production cost of unit fifty is $20, 

holding cost is $6 per unit held, and the period two marginal production cost of unit sixty is 

$30, it was rational for firms to hold some inventory to avoid some of the increasing marginal 

production cost. After the imposition of §263A, if the period one marginal production cost 

of unit fifty increases to $21, holding cost increases to $7 per unit held, and the period two 

marginal production cost of unit sixty increases to $34, it is rational for firms to hold more 

inventory and shift some production from period two to period one to avoid the large holding 

cost and period two production cost increases. The increase in inventory and the shift in 

production from period two to period one occurs because the increase in period one pro- 

duction cost is less than the sum of the increases in holding cost and period two production 

cost. 

The preceding paragraphs demonstrated that production over the life of the firm will 

decrease because of §263A, but the change in production each period is ambiguous because 
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it is not clear whether costs increase more in the first or second period. The ambiguities exist 

because production one period and the resulting inventory holding that year are substitutes 

for production in the following period. Although the precise directions of the changes in 

present and future production and inventory holding are ambiguous, it is clear that the results 

depend upon the relative increases in production cost between the two periods and the in- 

crease in holding cost. The mathematics of optimization of firm profit gives insight into the 

changes in equilibrium production, inventory holding, and input combinations caused by 

changes in tax law. 

The discussion in the previous chapters argues that §263A affects efficiency because 

firms change input decisions and equilibrium because firms change output decisions. As a 

result, both effects on finn behavior are studied in this research. The analyses in 1.3.3, 4.0, 

and Appendix B show that uniform capitalization is less efficient than the prior law and 

changes firm input and output decisions to less profitable levels that use more societal re- 

sources to produce fewer goods than under the prior law. The analyses in 1.3.2, 5, and Ap- 

pendix C predict that equilibrium production and inventory holding decrease and specifies the 

circumstances in which decreases occur. A change in equilibrium is not necessarily evidence 

that the firm or the economy is better off or worse off than under prior law. The efficiency 

analysis is necessary to show that the economy is worse off. 

1.2 Legislative History 

A firm's taxable income equals revenues earned minus all fixed and variable expenses 

including cost of the goods sold, selling expenses, and administrative expenses. Cost of goods 

sold is determined by adding beginning inventory to cost of goods purchased or produced and 

subtracting ending inventory. Therefore, if the tax valuation of ending inventory increases, 

cost of goods sold decreases, taxable income increases, and tax payments increase. As a result 
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of these relationships, inventory rules in the tax code affect inventory carrying values, cost of 

goods sold, taxable income, tax payments, and cash flows. 

Full absorption costing required under §471 mandates that manufacturing firms include 

both direct and indirect manufacturing and storage costs in inventory for tax purposes.* Sec- 

tion 1.471 regulations do not apply to retail, wholesale, and service firms. Section 

1.471-11(c)(2) classifies various indirect fixed and variable costs as (in accounting terms) cat- 

egory 1 (pure manufacturing cost), category 2 (pure administrative and selling costs), and 

category 3 (a mixture of manufacturing, finished goods storage, and administrative costs). 

These regulations require that some fixed and variable category 1 costs be included in inven- 

tory and deducted from taxable income when the finished goods are sold, rather than when 

the costs are incurred. The remaining category | costs are expensed or inventoried according 

to the way the cost is treated in the taxpayer’s financial accounting reports. Category 2 costs 

are expensed in the current period. Category 3 costs are included or excluded from inventory 

according to the way the cost is treated in the taxpayer’s financial accounting reports. Given 

the option, taxpayers tend to expense category | and category 3 costs in the current period. 

Uniform capitalization required under §263A was added by the Tax Reform Act of 

1986. It extends to retailers and wholesalers [Committee on Finance, 1986], but not service 

firms, the general rules of §471 that were previously applied only to manufacturers, and in- 

creases the number of different manufacturing and storage costs that must be charged to in- 

ventory.* Section 263A also requires a portion of mixed costs be charged to inventory instead 

4 The terms production cost and holding cost are used in this research to include all the economic costs of 
producing and holding goods respectively. Production cost includes all the costs to get a good produced 
and to the ultimate consumer. The terms manufacturing cost and storage cost are used in this research 
to specifically refer to definitions in §471 and §263A. The decrease in the effective tax rate on the de- 
ductions for category 1 (manufacturing-cost) and category 3 (mixed-cost) inputs creates the increases in 
production and holding output costs. 

5 See table 1 [Seago, 1987] following the appendices to this dissertation for a list of these items. Note that 
straight line depreciation is inventoried under both §471 and §263A. The excess of accelerated over 
straight line depreciation is inventoried only under §263A, however. One can think of straight line de- 
preciation and the excess of accelerated over straight line depreciation as two different cost categories. 
The assignment of the excess of accelerated over straight line depreciation to inventory increases the 
number, but not the magnitude, of different manufacturing and storage costs that must be assigned to in- 
ventory. The same logic applies to idle capacity costs, interest [Richardson and Seago, 1989, Seago and 
Richardson, 1989] and the excess of percentage depletion over cost depletion. 
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6 

of giving the taxpayer the option to expense or to capitalize. The §263A charges are in addi- 

tion to the charges previously required under §471 [Seago, 1987] and therefore strictly increase 

the carrying value of inventories for tax purposes. Section 1.263A Temporary Regulations 

{May 24, 1987] also define costs by referring to §471. Increasing the number of costs capi- 

talized and increasing the number of firms covered by the provisions increases compliance 

costs because firms must gather information and hire people to perform the calculations. The 

effect of compliance costs is not explicitly modeled in this research. Halperin [1979] models 

the effect of compliance costs. 

Increasing the number of industries covered by the capitalization rules decreases the ef- 

fective tax rate on the deduction for production and holding costs for the new group of firms 

firms covered by §263A and increases the after-tax cost of production and holding. Firms 

may respond to this provision of §263A by shifting to service industries to escape the cap- 

italization rules. Increasing the number of cost categories subject to the uniform capitaliza- 

tion rules increases the number of cost categories that have a decreased effective tax rate on 

the deduction for category 1 and category 3 items and an increased after-tax cost for these 

same items.® Firms may respond to this provision of §263A by substituting category 2 items 

that are not covered by §263A such as advertising for category 1 and category 3 items that are 

covered by §263A such as quality control. If §263A is more distorting than §471, the effect 

of the shift of industries and the shift of inputs is that firms and the economy will incur higher 

costs than were incurred under §471 (otherwise, the new industries and input combinations 

would have been chosen under §471). 

In summary, §263A has two effects that increase the capitalization required. First, 

§263A increases the number of firms covered by the capitalization provisions from manufac- 

turers only to manufacturers, retailers, and wholesalers.’ Service firms are excluded from 

In particular, table 1 [Seago, 1987] following the appendices to this dissertation shows that raw materials 
storage costs (category 1) and finished goods storage costs (category 3) were not required to be capitalized 
under §471, but are required to be capitalized under §263A. 

More precisely, §471] applies to manufacturing activities and §263A applies to manufacturing and resale 
activities. Neither act applies to service activities. This project assumes that manufacturing firms are in- 
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coverage under both §471 and §263A. Section 263A also increases the number of allocations 

required for each manufacturing, retailing, and wholesaling firm. Section 263A encompasses 

§471 and strictly extends the scope of the cost assignments required. 

Uniform capitalization was effective for tax years starting after December 31, 1986 and 

required that firms use the new rules both for beginning inventory the year the act became 

effective and future inventory acquisitions. The beginning inventory was revalued as if the 

§263A rules had been in effect in all prior periods and was considered to be an accounting 

change initiated by the taxpayer under §481(a). The adjustment to beginning inventory in the 

year of the change increased taxable income by the amount of the change in capitalization 

times the amount of inventory. The actual increase in tax payments was usually spread over 

a four year period [§1.263A-1T(e) and §481(a)]. The inventory adjustment had the one-time 

effect of increasing the present value of future tax payments by the sum of one fourth of the 

amount of the adjustment each year for four years times the present value of the marginal tax 

rate in effect each year. This adjustment is equivalent to and is modeled in chapter 5 as a 

single outflow that equals the present value of each of the four future additional tax payments. 

This one-time increase in taxable income is referred to as a §481 adjustment. The economic 

effect of the §48] adjustment is modeled in equation 5.1.7 and is analyzed in appendix C.1. 

volved in manufacturing activities, and service firms are involved in service activities. It is possible, how- 
ever, for manufacturing firms to undertake service activities, etc. 
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1.3 Economic Analysis of the Law 

1.3.1 Intuitive Analysis 

Treasury I] [The White House, p. 202] argued that §471 was deficient in several respects. 

First, “appropriate” matching [Gunn, 1984] of income and expense is not achieved when income is 

reported in one year and expense related to that income is reported in another year. Second, dis- 

tortions in business decisions occur because of differential tax treatments. Third, inequities are 

created when taxpayers in lower marginal tax brackets are crowded out of multi-period activities 

by upper-bracket investors seeking tax deferral.® 

Tax accountants attempt to defer costs and match them against income which is also deferred 

until the goods are sold. This deferral of revenues and expenses results in both items being taxed 

in the same tax period. It is difficult to determine exactly what is accomplished by good matching, 

however. Matching appears to be important if it leads to a true economic cost measurement that 

can be used to make profit maximizing decisions by the firm. Profit maximizing behavior occurs 

when firms produce as long as marginal revenue exceeds marginal cost.!° Marginal revenue is the 

incremental revenue earned because of a particular decision and marginal cost is the incremental 

cost incurred because of a particular decision (such as additional production, additional inventory 

holding, additional sales, etc.) Profit maximizing behavior requires the explicit use of marginal cost 

8 High and low-income taxpayers have the same opportunity for tax deferral. High-income taxpayers have 
more incentive for deferral under a progressive tax system, however, because the marginal tax rate of 
high-income taxpayers is higher than the marginal tax rate of low-income taxpayers. This makes deferrals 
more valuable for high-income taxpayers. The crowd out argument is not an equity issue for lower in- 
come taxpayers, but is a residual of the progressive tax system. For a similar argument involving high 
income taxpayers that have identical tastes, see Rosen [1985, p.318]. 

9 Matching might also include some concept of equity. One could argue that it is not equitable for one 
person to pay tax one period and another person to pay tax the following period on equivalent activities. 
The two taxpayers pay different effective tax rates, so this can be thought of as an efficiency issue. Effi- 
ciency is a less ambiguous argument because it results from profit maximizing behavior and does not de- 
pend upon a definition of equity which may vary from person to person. 

10 Marginal revenue is derived from the demand curve 
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concepts instead of vague statements about good matching. In summary, an efficient tax leads firms 

to make profit-maximizing decisions. Profit-maximizing decisions depend upon marginal costs, not 

matched costs. Therefore, tax policy makers must be concerned about measuring marginal costs, 

and not worry about matching of costs to revenues. 

An efficient tax system does not require the measurement of costs that do not change (i.e., 

are not marginal) with respect to a certain decision for tax purposes. Therefore, if a cost (c) is not 

OC _ 
al 

additional inventory is not relevant to cost decisions because additional inventory does not change 

marginal with respect to a certain decision such as additional inventory holding (I) (i-e., 0), 

cost.!! For example, Temporary Regulations §1.263A require that certain administrative expenses 

be charged to manufacturing, and hence implicitly assume that these costs are marginal with respect 

to production.!? While it is true that some administrative expenses are marginal with respect to 

production, it is not obvious that all administrative expenses are marginal with respect to pro- 

duction."3 The difference in language between matching and marginal cost is important from an 

efficiency perspective because only marginal costs with respect to a given decision are relevant to 

that decision. Profit maximizing decisions and economic efficiency occur only when marginal costs 

are measured and used in making decisions. 

Evans [1989] is in agreement with the general tone of Treasury II [The White House, p. 202] 

and argues that §263A leads to improved efficiency because uniform capitalization moves the tax 

system closer to the Haig-Simon [Stiglitz, 1986, p.420] definition of economic income. Haig-Simon 

define income to be any increase in one’s net worth in real terms plus consumption during a period, 

without regard to the source of the increase. This seems to imply that income from all different 

11 That cost may be sunk and thus should be expensed in the current period. 

12 This is in conflict with Fort Howard Paper Co. v. Commissioner (49 T.B. 275, 1967). Fort Howard implied 
that incremental costs are the only costs that must be inventoried for tax purposes. 

13 The uniform capitalization regulations illustrate the confusion in language between matching and marginal 
cost. Section 1.263A-1T(b)(6) refers to costs that “ ...directly benefit or are incurred by reason of ... pro- 
duction”. “Incurred by reason of production” is consistent with the marginal cost concept. The phrase 
“directly benefit” is difficult to interpret. For example, §1.263A requires idle capacity costs to be inven- 
toried because they benefit future production. However, idle capacity is a sunk cost and sunk costs are 
not relevant to future decisions. Idle capacity should not be inventoried under a marginal cost concept, 
but is erroneously inventoried under the matching concept. 
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types of outputs is treated the same for tax purposes and there are no distortions because of differ- 

ential tax treatment. 

There are numerous fundamental departures from an economic definition of income in the 

United States tax system. The United States system is generally transactions-based; it recognizes 

revenue or expense when a transaction occurs that establishes the amount of the revenue or expense 

that has been earned or incurred, instead of recognizing revenue and expense when changes in value 

occur [Shakow, 1986]. 

The current system also departs from an economic definition of income because all industries 

are not taxed comparably.'* Section 471 applies to manufacturers, while §263A applies to man- 

ufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers. Neither section applies to service firms. For example, the cost 

of holding inventories of goods increases under §263A, but the cost of work in process performed 

by service firms is not increased.!5 Firms may hold lower inventories of tangible goods relative to 

inventories of service in process because of §263A. Holding lower inventories of goods appears to 

be bad per se (i.e., a move away from efficiency), given that service companies were already given 

preferential treatment because they were not covered under §471. The reduced level of goods in 

inventory may be efficient if too much inventory was being held under the previous taxing scheme. 

Sections 471 and 263A clearly have behavioral effects.'® It is unclear whether the tax code led 

to more or less efficient behavior before or after the implementation of §263A. Given that (a) there 

are numerous departures from the Haig-Simon definition of income in the tax code, and (b) there 

are unequal treatments of industries, second-best analysis!’ is necessary to show how uniform cap- 

italization affects efficiency. This analysis is done in chapter 4 and appendix B. 

14 Personal service corporations (such as accounting, consulting, engineering, legal, medical, etc.), or other 
corporations with gross receipts of less than $5 million, are not required to use the accrual basis of ac- 
counting under §446 and §448. The possible distortions caused by these exceptions are beyond the scope 
of this research. 

15 For example, accounting firms are not required to include in inventory the cost of an audit that has not 
been completed, but rather may expense the cost in the period incurred. This results in part of the expense 
of the audit being deducted in one period, while the revenue is taxed in a later period. 

16 In addition, §263A does not apply to production in foreign countries. Therefore, firms may shift pro- 
duction to other countries to escape the costs imposed by §263A. Domestic production is assumed in this 
research. 

17 First best analysis occurs when an unconstrained social optimum is achieved. Second best analysis is the 
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1.3.2 Equilibrium Analysis 

Equilibrium (stability) in price and quantity occurs in a competitive market with free entry 

when price equals marginal and average cost. The equilibrium occurs because there are no potential 

profits to induce entrants and no losses to drive out present competitors. As a result, supply and 

demand determine price and quantity. 

Partial equilibrium analysis allows one to focus on only one market and view it in isolation 

as if it were independent of all other markets [Miller, 1982]. In this analysis, all markets except the 

market(s) under study are held constant so that a restricted number of markets can be studied." 

The general equilibrium model relaxes the assumption that markets are independent of each 

other and examines all markets simultaneously. The general equilibrium framework is a sound 

theoretical approach to public sector problems because it makes no assumption about feedback 

effects. As a practical matter, it is difficult to model all markets and the interactions between the 

markets; hence, partial equilibrium is often assumed in early work for analytic tractability. Subse- 

quent research can examine a general equilibrium model and determine whether or not a change 

or a failure in the market of interest has an impact and requires corrective action in other markets 

as well [Tresch, 1981, p.14]. 

A partial equilibrium analysis is presented in chapter 5. This analysis mathematically exam- 

ines changes in production and inventory holding when production and holding costs are increased 

by changes in tax law. One would expect that present and future production and inventory holding 

decrease when costs imposed by a tax act increase, but chapter 1.1.2 argues that, since present 

production and holding is a substitute for future production, the result is ambiguous. 

social optimum subject to policy or other constraints such as a desired income distribution [Tresch, 1981], 
p. 3-6]. 

18 Partial equilibrium analysis implicitly assumes that feedback affects do not exist. For example, if taxes 
in market A are changed, market B is affected to the extent A and B are substitute or complementary 
goods. The effect on market B in turn feeds back to market A. Partial equilibrium analysis assumes that 
the feedback effect from A to B to A does not exist. When the feedback is small, there is no grave con- 
sequence to using partial equilibrium instead of general equilibrium analysis. 
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Equilibrium analysis studies changes in economic behavior. No judgement is made con- 

cerning whether any change is good or bad for the firm or the economy. 

1.3.3 Efficiency Analysis 

Efficiency analysis goes beyond mere descriptions of equilibrium conditions and investigates 

whether one tax system is more efficient than an alternate tax system. A tax is defined as inefficient 

if it distorts unconstrained utility-maximizing or profit-maximizing decisions [Diamond and 

McFadden, 1974]. Inefficiency is bad for businesses because it reduces profitability. Inefficiency 

is bad for society because resources are wasted. The motivation of businesses to increase profits 

leads to improvements in society by minimizing the quantity of resources used. 

Production of fewer goods may make the firm and society worse off. If two outputs are taxed 

at different effective rates under a new, inefficient tax act, producers and consumers will allocate 

resources to a different, less profitable combination of outputs than they chose before the act.!? This 

may cause allocative inefficiency [Halperin and Srinidhi, 1987]. See chapter 4.0 and appendix A for 

more discussion of allocative efficiency. 

Additionally, fewer goods may be produced because of a decrease in the effective tax de- 

duction on some, but not all, productive inputs. If one input has a lower effective deduction under 

a new, more inefficient tax act than it had previously, producers will choose different, higher-cost 

input factors than they chose before the act.?? This may cause productive inefficiency. The in- 

creased cost caused by productive inefficiency may cause lower production. See chapter 4.0 and 

appendix A for more discussion of productive efficiency. 

19 If §263A is more distorting than 6471, the new combination of outputs must be less profitable than the 
previous combination or it would have been chosen previously by a profit-maximizing firm. 

20 A profit-maximizing firm chooses the combination of production factors that has the the lowest after-tax 
cost. If a new, more inefficient tax policy causes a different combination of factors to be chosen, that 
combination must be higher cost or presumably that combination would have been chosen previously. 
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Whether a tax system leads to increased or decreased productive efficiency depends in large 

part upon what costs should be measured for tax purposes. See chapter 1.3.1 for more discussion 

of this issue. If producer and consumer choices are not efficient before a tax act, a change in 

equilibrium is not necessarily inefficient. For instance, if firms are producing an inefficient quantity 

of a particular output before the tax act, a decrease in production may be desirable because it is 

efficient. 

In principle, taxes can be levied that are efficient because they are independent of the tax- 

payer’s behavior [Rosen, 1985, p. 277-81]. These taxes are efficient because they do not distort 

taxpayer choices. That is, the same amount of tax must be paid without regard to the taxpayer’s 

future input and output decisions. An efficient tax may not be practical or equitable, however. 

Efficiency in taxes may be sacrificed for the sake of equity. Social welfare is strictly improved ac- 

cording to the Pareto optimality criterion, when the efficiency of a tax subject to an income dis- 

tribution requirement is strictly improved until no one player in the market can be made better off 

by a change in the tax policy without making another player worse off. This means that im- 

provements in efficiency unambiguously improve societal welfare as long as the tax has no equity 

gains or losses. Any further changes would have a distributional impact and could reduce social 

welfare. Efficient taxes are examined in more detail in chapter 4.0. 

Section 263A may have efficiency implications because the §263A allocations increase after- 

tax category | (manufacturing) and category 3 (a mixture of production and administrative) costs” 

by deferring the tax deduction for these items. Because §263A does not apply to category 2 (pure 

selling and administration), the after-tax costs of these items has not changed. Clearly, the after-tax 

costs of category 1 and category 3 inputs have increased relative to category 2 inputs, and one could 

expect to see firms substitute items in category 2 for items in categories 1 and 3. As a result of the 

tax constraint, the firm may choose a different combination of inputs that is more costly than the 

original combination of inputs and therefore is inefficient. For example, quality control is a cate- 

gory | item and is capitalized into inventory cost for tax purposes, while advertising is a category 

21 See chapter 1.2 for a definition of category 1,2, and 3 costs 
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2 item and is not capitalized into inventory cost for tax purposes (see Table | at the end of this 

dissertation). Capitalizing the cost of quality control under §263A increases the after-tax cost of this 

input relative to advertising, causing firms to shift some resources from quality control to advertis- 

ing. If §263A results in more inefficient behavior than §471, this shift in resources is more costly 

because the tax code induces firms to use inputs in combinations that they would not otherwise 

have used. The new input combination must be more expensive or else the profit maximizing firms 

would have chosen this combination previously. 

Section 263A may also have efficiency implications because service activities are not subject 

to §471 and §263A capitalization rules. An accrual basis taxpayer subject to §263A normally capi- 

talizes production costs and defers the deduction for these costs until the good is sold. For example, 

if an accounting firm were subject to the rules of §471 and §263A, it would be required to capitalize 

the costs of an audit, and charge these costs to expense when the audit is complete. Because ac- 

counting firms are service concerns and not subject to the rules of §471 and §263A, the audit costs 

are not capitalized, but are charged to expense and deducted in the period incurred. By comparison, 

if manufacturing firms hold inventory, direct and allocated manufacturing costs are capitalized for 

tax purposes, thereby increasing the after-tax cost of manufacturing activities relative to service ac- 

tivities. Manufacturing firms were at a tax-cost disadvantage under §471 compared to service firms, 

and §263A makes the disparity even more pronounced. One could argue that manufacturing firms 

may undertake service activities because of the tax rules, resulting in a different combination of 

outputs that is less profitable than the original unconstrained combination of outputs. The firm is 

worse off because it chooses a less profitable combination of outputs. Society is worse off because 

the choice of goods to consume is distorted away from the optimum by the tax barrier. 

Assuming they hold inventory, retail and wholesale firms are also at a tax-cost disadvantage 

when compared to service firms because they are now covered by §263A capitalization rules. Asa 

result, retailers and wholesalers may also undertake service activities because service firms have a 

strictly advantageous treatment under the capitalization rules. A mathematical model will be con- 

structed in 4.2 to facilitate a more complete analysis of the problem. 
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2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 

The literature reviewed in this chapter guides this research in several areas. Seago [1987] gives 

the legal background of the problem, shows that §263A strictly encompasses §471, and suggests al- 

location rules that are acceptable under §1.263A. Seago [1987] is discussed in chapter 2.1. Evans 

[1989] links legal and economic analysis of uniform capitalization. Evans [1989] is discussed in 

chapter 2.2. Accounting research in efficient cost allocations, productive efficiency, and allocative 

efficiency is discussed in chapter 2.3. Halperin [1979] links efficiency analysis to tax accounting 

problems for inventory. This type of analysis 1s applied to develop the decision model used in 

chapter 4.0. Kaplan and Thompson [1971], Kaplan and Welam [1974], and Zimmerman [1979] 

suggests efficient cost allocation techniques. Economics research in tax issues [Gravelle and 

Kotlikoff, 1989] is contrasted to accounting research in tax issues and is discussed in chapter 2.4. 

2.1 The Legal Problem 

Seago [1987] reviews the uniform capitalization rules and includes a listing of the costs that 

must be allocated under §471 and §263A and a description of how the allocations are performed. 
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Section 263A and §1.263A-1T set forth rules for charging costs to manufacturing (i.e. inventory) 

as follows (Garrett, 1987 and Roth, 1988]: 

1. Classify costs as pure manufacturing (category 1), purely selling and administrative (category 

2),2 or a mixture of manufacturing, selling, and administrative activities (category 3).# 

2. Allocate mixed costs to manufacturing, sales, and administration. Mixed costs are allocated 

to particular activities or functions on the basis of a factor or relationship that reasonably re- 

lates the incurring of the service costs to the benefits received by the activity. 

3. Allocate total manufacturing costs (including pure manufacturing costs and mixed costs allo- 

cated to manufacturing) to inventory and cost of goods sold. Total manufacturing cost is 

allocated proportionally between the number of goods sold and the number of goods retained 

in ending inventory. If no inventory is retained, there is obviously no capitalization required. 

Seago [1987, p.1165] shows one (of many) simplified formulas [Guarascio and 

O’Connor, 1989] that may be used to allocate mixed costs to manufacturing [Temp. Reg. 

§1.263A-1(b)(5)(ii)] (the variable names have been changed to more easily reflect the costs 

described): 

PR 
AG = MS, x~7 = MS; x © 2.1.1 

Where: 

AC; = The part of a particular mixed cost j that is allocated to manufacturing 

and then to inventory. 

MS; = A particular mixed cost j (category 3) that will be partially allocated to 

manufacturing and then to inventory. 

PR = Total pure manufacturing cost (category 1). 

22 Section 263(A) clearly defines these costs as executive, financial (not managerial) accounting, legal, and 
marketing and require that “no substantial part...directly benefit a particular production...activity.” 

23 Category | and the portion of category 3 costs allocated to manufacturing are inventoried and charged 
to expense when the goods are sold. Category 2 and the portion of category 3 costs ailocated to selling 
and administrative expense are charged to expense in the period the costs are incurred. 
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TC Total costs other than mixed costs and interest. 

oe The ratio represents the proportion of mixed 

costs that are allocated to inventory. 

A constant ratio = ® H 
Equation 2.1.1 shows that each particular type of mixed cost can be allocated to manufac- 

turing and then inventory in a ratio that is fixed across all categories of mixed cost. The effects on 

efficiency and equilibrium of the simplified method [Joint Committee on Taxation, 1986] will be 

examined in chapters 4.0 and 5.0 and appendices B and C. 

Seago [1987, p.1165] argues that the simplified method is biased toward allocating more than 

true manufacturing costs to inventory, especially for small business. The overvaluation of inventory 

occurs because an assumption underlying the simplified method (Equation 2.1.1) is that the pro- 

portion of manufacturing costs in mixed items is the same as the same proportion of manufacturing 

costs are in total costs (excluding mixed items). The scale of small business is such that employees 

perform multiple job functions, forcing virtually all non-manufacturing costs to be treated as mixed 

items (MS; in 2.1.1 above). These multiple job functions suggest that PR nearly equals TC and 

therefore virtually all mixed costs will be charged to inventory under the simplified method. 

Charging such a high proportion of mixed costs to manufacturing results in an overstatement of 

inventory and taxable income because virtually all costs that are a mixture of manufacturing, selling, 

and administrative activities are assumed to be manufacturing costs. Firms can choose to use more 

sophisticated allocation methods, but at the cost of increased compliance effort. 

The above arguments imply that arbitrary allocations“ that depart from marginal costs do 

not achieve good matching and distort decisions. The big firm/small firm difference is not directly 

addressed, but the discussion centers on what happens to firms as more costs are allocated to 

manufacturing. 

2 The term arbitrary allocation is used in this research to mean a cost allocation that does not result in 
marginal costs being assigned to production. The cost allocation is not strictly arbitrary in that there is 
some rationale behind the calculation (such as overhead being assigned to products on the basis of square 
footage), but it is arbitrary in that marginal costs are not assigned. 
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2.2 Economic Analysis of the Legal Problem 

Evans [1989] applied economic analysis to §263A and asserts that uniform capitalization is 

an improvement in the horizontal equity of the tax code because the uniform capitalization system 

moves toward the Haig-Simon economic definition of income. Haig-Simon define income as the 

money value of the net increase to an individual’s power to consume during a period [Rosen, 1988, 

p.348]. Under the Haig-Simon definition, all income is taxed when value increases, not when a 

transaction occurs. It was asserted in 1.3.1 that horizontal equity issues of this type are really effi- 

Ciency issues. One could argue that it is not equitable for one person to pay tax one period and 

another person to pay tax the following period on equivalent activities. The two taxpayers pay 

different effective tax rates, however, so the equity issue can be addressed within the context of ef- 

ficiency. Efficiency is less ambiguous because it results from profit maximizing behavior and does 

not depend upon a definition of equity, which may vary from person to person. Evans [1989, fn.9] 

implicitly asserts that uniform capitalization is an improvement in the tax code because it moves 

toward the Haig-Simon economic definition of income as the criterion for efficiency. Evans did 

not specify whether he was referring to productive or allocative efficiency, but used the Haig-Simon 

criterion which seems to imply that income from all different types of outputs is treated the same 

for tax purposes and there are no distortions because of differential tax treatment. If this is the case, 

he was asserting that §263A causes an improvement in the combination of outputs chosen. This 

is an allocative efficiency issue. 

When the Haig-Simon definition for taxable income 1s followed, economic costs for all op- 

portunities are measured, and the resulting behavior is efficient behavior because there are no dif- 

ferential tax treatments of outputs. Applying the Haig-Simon criterion to taxable income results 

in unconstrained profit-maximizing decisions. In the Evans model of long run competitive equi- 

librium, inventory is sold at a price that equals total production cost. According to Evans, inven- 

tory must be “worth” the current selling price and should be valued for tax purposes at selling 
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price.* Selling price equals total production cost (including production, selling, administration, and 

interest) according to Evans. Evans concludes by arguing that various provisions of §263A lead to 

an inventory valuation that approximates full cost of production, sales, and administration. This 

valuation results in a better measurement of Haig-Sumon income. 

The problem with the Evans analysis is that he does not distinguish between productive and 

allocative efficiency. The Haig-Simon model of income seems to address the issue of allocative ef- 

ficiency of outputs. Evans frames his arguments in the context of inputs, which are measured by 

productive efficiency. 

The Evans analysis can be improved in at least three ways. First, §263A can be modeled to 

see if the intuitive Evans analysis holds analytically. Second, a more explicit reference to economics 

theory will show whether §263A has allocative or productive efficiency implications. Third, the 

economic rationale for holding inventories can be included to see if the economic rationale changes 

the underlying arguments. 

Firms in a long-run competitive market can sell all the goods they wish at the exogeneously 

given market price. Presumably firms would prefer to sell than to hold inventory. See chapter 1.1.1 

for discussion about why firms hold inventory. Evans also asserts that in long-run competitive 

equilibrium, price is exactly equal to the total economic cost of production, including selling and 

administrative items. The more precise statement is that, in long-run competitive equilibrium (i.e., 

there has been entry and exit), price is bid down until it exactly equals both long-run marginal cost 

and minimum long-run average cost. But, to which decisions are these marginal and average costs 

marginal and average? For instance, materials cost is marginal with respect to producing a unit, 

but a sales commission is marginal with respect to selling a unit. This research improves upon the 

Evans analysis (1) by analytically modeling the effects of §263A, (2) by performing theoretically 

sound allocative and productive efficiency analysis, (3) by explicitly including an economic rationale 

for holding inventory, and (4) by considering the effect of more precise definitions of marginal costs. 

2s Evans is not correct in this analysis. The fact that firms hold inventory indicates that the inventory must 
be more valuable in the future than it is in the current period. See chapter 1.1.1 for analysis of why firms 
hold inventory. 
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Uniform capitalization is at best a cost-based system and cannot capture subtle economic 

nuances. For instance, §263A assigns idle capacity cost to inventory [§1.263A-1T(b)(2)(vi1)|. Idle 

capacity has an opportunity cost of zero. Assigning idle capacity cost to inventory, therefore, results 

in an overstatement of cost. As the result, uniform capitalization inherently does not fully meet the 

Haig-Simon criterion because it is an expired cost-based system, rather than an opportunity cost- 

based system. Even if the Evans model more closely approaches an economic definition of income, 

it is not clear that a system with remaining substantial departures from economic income results in 

more efficiency than the prior model. The efficiency model in chapter 4.0 will facilitate this analysis. 

In spite of these criticisms, the basic premise that uniform capitalization leads to a more effi- 

cient tax system is interesting and worthy of further analysis. 

2.3 Accounting and Tax Research in Cost Allocations 

With the exception of Robert Halperin, accounting researchers have done little analysis of 

equilibrium and efficiency effects of changes in tax policy. Cohen and Halperin [1980] compute 

optimal inventory ordering strategy by constructing a three-period, deterministic, profit maximizing 

model that captures the trade-offs between production cost, holding cost, and LIFO inventory layer 

liquidation cost using a linear programming example. Unfortunately, linear programming does not 

allow for endogeneous input substitutions and the resulting efficiency effects. The model presented 

in this research allows for input substitutions, and shows the general direction of changes in pro- 

duction and inventory holding when taxes change. Both models take the LIFO/FIFO choice as 

given. 

Halperin [1979] analytically studies LIFO inventory and shows that, under certain conditions, 

the imposition of tax leads to inefficient input and output combinations (including tax compliance 

activities that he considers to be outputs) as defined by Pareto optimality. Specifically, he demon- 

strates that using LIFO for tax purposes causes maintenance of excess year-end inventory to be 
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profitable. This is inefficient because the economy would be better off if the firm used its resources 

to produce goods instead of using resources to hold excess inventory. Halperin suggests alternative 

tax treatments that could achieve the same policy objectives without the inefficiencies of LIFO. 

This suggests that there may be uniform capitalization schemes that achieve stated policy objectives 

with reduced efficiency losses. 

Management accounting has a rich tradition of research in cost allocations that may be rele- 

vant to the problem of tax allocations. Kaplan and Thompson [1971] and Kaplan and Welam 

[1974] use linear and non-linear approaches to the analysis of allocation techniques that do not 

distort managerial behavior. In principle, allocations of historical cost that approximate the mar- 

ginal revenue product of scarce resources are efficient. This same principle may also hold for tax 

allocations. Appendix A shows that firms produce as long as the marginal revenue product of 

production is greater than or equal to the marginal cost of production. Therefore, the relevant costs 

appear to be marginal production costs (net of tax). 

Zimmerman [1979] asserts that allocations of costs for managerial accounting purposes under 

certain conditions can serve to increase firm profits and firm value because variable costing leads 

to over-utilization of scarce resources. The logic of Zimmerman’s argument is that profit- 

maximizing firms should produce as long as marginal revenue is greater than or equal to marginal 

cost, but true marginal cost is expensive to observe and measure. To the extent that cost allocations 

proxy for true marginal cost, cost allocations can be the second best solution for internal firm re- 

source allocations, given the the expense of observing true marginal cost. The Zimmerman con- 

clusion suggests that only true marginal costs should be assigned to inventory for income tax 

purposes. 

In short, the managerial accounting literature on cost allocations is valuable because it lays 

the foundation for efficient allocation techniques that do not distort managerial decisions. 
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2.4 Analytic Modeling of Tax Issues in the Economics 

Literature 

There is substantial economics literature concerning the efficiency of various tax issues 

[Slemrod, 1990]. The research, however, tends to view taxes in general and not model specific 

provisions of the tax code. In addition, the economics literature tends to assume specific functional 

forms for production technology, consumer utility, and social welfare and parameters for these 

functions. Simulations before and after a particular tax are run and efficiency measures are com- 

puted [Goulder and Thalmann, 1990, Gravelle, 1989 and Gravelle and Kotlikoff, 1989]. For other 

examples of this type of research, see Auerbach [1989], Ballard [1988], Ballard, Shoven, and Whalley 

[1985], Browning [1987], Chamley [1985a and 1985b], Clarete and Whalley [1987], Clotfelter [1983], 

Judd [1987a and 1987b], Kay and Keen [1988], Myles [1987], Pines, Sadka, and Sheshinski [1985] 

and Svensson and Weibull [1987]. This dissertation contributes to the literature by modeling a 

specific provision of the tax code while making no non-mathematical assumptions about the pro- 

duction technology. 
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3.0 RESEARCH QUESTIONS, 

PROPOSITIONS, AND METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Research Questions 

The discussion so far has suggested that uniform capitalization may have efficiency and 

equilibrium implications. With this in mind, the research questions of interest are: 

1. What are the behavioral effects of uniform capitalization on productive and allocative effi- 

ciency? 

2. What are the behavioral effects of uniform capitalization on inventory holding and pro- 

duction? 
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3.2 Research Propositions 

The preceding research questions suggest the following propositions that are proven in this 

research:?6 

P}: Uniform capitalization leads to productive inefficiency (i.e., use of inputs that are not oe 

unconstrained cost minimizing). 

Chapter 1.1.2 demonstrates that §263A increases the number of cost categories that must be 

capitalized for tax purposes, and increases the after-tax cost of these inputs. Increasing the after-tax 

cost of some, but not all, inputs causes firms to substitute one input for another in an attempt to 

reduce the after-tax cost of production and inventory holding. The shift in resources is productively 

inefficient because the tax code induces firms to use inputs in combinations that they would not 

have otherwise used. This new input combination results in higher production costs. 

This proposition is proven analytically by constructing a profit maximizing model of a firm 

subject to uniform capitalization. Cost minimizing firms use input combinations for which the 

ratio of the marginal products of the two inputs (i-e., the marginal rate of technical substitution 

between the two inputs) equals the price ratio of the two inputs. This relationship is also true for 

any firm in any industry that uses the same inputs. Uniform capitalization requires cost allocations 

that create additional marginal rates of technical substitution for inputs that are not identical across 

firms and across industries. The conclusion is that uniform capitalization leads to productive inef- 

ficiency. See chapter 4.0 and appendix A for a more complete development of this theory. 

26 Empirical research states a null hypothesis that can be statistically rejected with a certain probability be- 
cause the researcher is sampling from a population that may (or may not) be representative of the general 
population. If the null is rejected, the alternative hypothesis is not accepted, but the rejection of the null 
gives some evidence for the alternative. In this case, the propositions are mathematically proven, given 
the assumptions of the model instead of mounting statistical evidence. 
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P?: Uniform capitalization does not lead to allocative inefficiency (i.e., production of out- 

puts that are not unconstrained profit maximizing). 

Chapter 1.3.3 shows that, if two outputs are taxed at different effective rates under an ineffi- 

cient tax act, producers and consumers will allocate resources to a different, less profitable combi- 

nation of outputs than they would have chosen before the tax act. The argument is that §263A 

may have allocative efficiency implications because service firms are not subject to sections 471 and 

263A capitalization rules and therefore service firms have a cost advantage when compared to 

manufacturing and retailing firms. As a result, some manufacturing and retailing firms may 

undertake service activities because of the tax rules, resulting in a different combination of outputs 

that is less profitable than the original unconstrained combination of outputs. This loss of profit- 

ability is the result of allocative inefficiency. Section 263A, however, is a tax on inputs, not a tax 

on outputs. Therefore, §263A does not lead to allocative inefficiency. It is true that firms choose 

a different combination of outputs than they chose before §263A, but the combination is 

allocatively efficient, given the productive inefficiencies. 

This proposition is proven analytically by constructing a profit-maximizing model of a firm 

subject to uniform capitalization. Profit maximizing firms produce output combinations such that 

the ratio of the marginal costs of the two outputs (i.e., the marginal rate of product transformation 

between the two outputs) equals the price ratio of the two outputs. This relationship is true for 

any firm in any industry that produces the same outputs. If uniform capitalization creates addi- 

tional marginal rates of product transformation that are not the same as the marginal rate of sub- 

stitution for consumers, then one can show that uniform capitalization leads to allocative 

inefficiency. See chapter 4.0 and appendix A for a more complete development of this theory. 

P3: Uniform capitalization leads to a decrease in the equilibrium quantity of inventory held. 

Chapter 1.1.2 argues that §263A increases holding costs. The increase in holding costs results 

in fewer units being held. This proposition is proven analytically by constructing a profit maxi- 
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mizing model of a firm subject to uniform capitalization. The change in inventory held in this 

model is examined as uniform capitalization is imposed. 

P3: Uniform capitalization leads to a decrease in equilibrium output. 

Chapter 1.1.2 argues that §263A increases production costs. The increase in production costs 

should result in fewer units being produced. It is not clear, however, that both production and in- 

ventory holding decrease each period when the effective tax rate on the deduction for each de- 

creases. This ambiguity exists because production one period and the resulting inventory holding 

that period are substitutes for production in the following period. Although the precise directions 

of the changes in present and future production and inventory holding are ambiguous, it is clear that 

the results depend upon the relative increases in production cost between the two periods and the 

increase in holding cost. 

This proposition is proven analytically by constructing a profit maximizing model of a firm 

subject to uniform capitalization. The change in output in this model is examined as uniform 

capitalization is imposed. 

P3: The §481 adjustment has no impact on future inventory holding and production deci- 

sions. 

The mechanics of the §481 adjustment are described in chapter 1.2. In Chapter 5.3, it will 

be shown that §263A retroactively applies the new capitalization rules to the existing stock of in- 

ventory under $481. Equation 5.1.7 shows that the §481 adjustment appears to be a lump-sum tax 

because it was levied retroactively on inventories held before the act was adopted and does not 

appear to distort future production or inventory holding decisions. The inventory, however, will 

eventually be sold and the higher carrying value for tax purposes might affect future decisions. 

The proposition that the §481 adjustment is a lump-sum tax is proven analytically by con- 

structing a profit maximizing model of a firm subject to uniform capitalization. The results show 
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that changes in production and inventory holding are the same under a comprehensive and a cut-off 

approach. Therefore, the catch-up provisions of §481 have no effect on future production and in- 

ventory holding decisions. The comprehensive and cut-off approaches are discussed in chapter 5.3. 

PS: The impact of the §481 adjustment is no different if the taxpayer chooses LIFO as op: 

posed to FIFO for tax accounting purposes. 

Chapter 5.3 shows that §263A retroactively applies the new capitalization rules to the existing 

stock of inventory under §481. The inventory subject to the catch-up adjustment will eventually 

be sold. If the producer uses FIFO, the inventory including the §481 adjustment is assumed to be 

sold and the cost deducted for tax purposes in the period §263A became effective. If the producer 

uses LIFO, the inventory is assumed to be sold and the cost deducted for tax purposes in a later 

period. The difference in the FIFO and the LIFO methods is the difference in the present value 

of the tax deduction for the inventory held when uniform capitalization became effective. One 

might think that taxpayer behavior is different under the alternate systems because the present value 

of the tax deduction for the §481 adjustment is larger under FIFO than under LIFO. Because the 

§481 adjustment is based on past decisions and is a lump-sum tax, the LIFO or FIFO choice has 

no impact on the production and holding decisions. 

This proposition is proven analytically by constructing a profit maximizing model of a firm 

subject to uniform capitalization. Since changes in production and inventory holding resulting from 

the §481 catch-up adjustment are the same under the LIFO and FIFO cost flow assumptions, the 

LIFO vs. FIFO decision has no impact on future production and inventory holding decisions. 
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3.3 Methodology 

The research question determines the appropriate research methodology. The first research 

question involves studying whether the behavioral effects caused by §263A are efficient or ineffi- 

cient. A strictly intuitive analysis of the efficiency effects of §263A might be appropriate, but a 

mathematical process allows the exploitation of well-known efficiency criteria from the economics 

literature [Halperin, 1991]. Empirics are not appropriate at this point because analytical inquiry is 

necessary to provide an understanding of the sources of efficiency or inefficiency. After the sources 

of efficiency or inefficiency are understood, they can be measured, and the results of the present 

research used to develop empirically testable hypotheses about the sources of efficiency or ineffi- 

ciency. The empirics can give magnitudes of the efficiency or inefficiency if magnitudes are of in- 

terest. 

The second research question involves studying the behavioral effects on production and in- 

ventory holding caused by uniform capitalization. A strictly intuitive analysis of the effects might 

be appropriate in considering the theoretical implications of §263A, but a mathematical process al- 

lows the use of tools that are well known in the economics literature. In the process of solving 

equations, the mathematics forces consideration of nuances that might otherwise be ignored. After 

the mathematical equations are derived, intuition must follow. The analytics allow one to predict 

changes in behavior from §263A and suggest policy implications. Empirics are not appropriate at 

this point because the theory is evolving and there is little evidence of what is appropriate to ex- 

amine until after the analytics are performed. After the mathematical analysis is complete, the re- 

sults may be used to develop empirically testable hypotheses concerning the directions of changes 

in production and inventory holding. The empirics also will give magnitudes of the changes if 

magnitudes are of interest. For examples of empirical research in tax issues (and some methodology 

papers), see Ayers [1987], Bathke [1985], Binder [1985], Courtenay, Crum, and Keller, Downs and 

Hendershott [1987], Eckel and Vermaelen [1988], Foster [1980], Halperin and Lanen [1987], 

Leftwich [1981], Madeo and Pincus [1985], Nikolai and Elam [1979], Owens and Rogers [1985], 
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Schipper and Thompson [1983], Schipper, Thompson, and Weil [1987], Schneider and Solomon 

[1986], Schwert [1981], and Slemrod [1982]. 
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4.0 EFFICIENCY THEORY AND MODEL 

Chapters 1.1.2 and 1.3.2 argue that equilibrium output and inventory holding decisions will 

change because of the changes in capitalization rules. One might infer (correctly or incorrectly) that 

changes in production and inventory are bad for the firm and society per se. Equilibrium analysis, 

however, makes no normative statement about whether the firm and society at large are better off 

or worse off because of uniform capitalization. Chapter 4.3 demonstrates that efficiency analysis 

requires a comparison of efficiency before and after uniform capitalization to demonstrate that 

§263A is better or worse than §471. 

In this chapter, a positive micro-economic model of firm profit-maximizing input and output 

decisions before and after uniform capitalization is developed and compared to known efficiency 

conditions. This allows conclusions as to whether society is better off or worse off under §263A 

than it was under §471. If there are no equity gains from uniform capitalization, and the efficiency 

of the model is reduced by this tax, consumers will be worse off because prices will rise, output will 

fall, and consumer surplus will decrease [Rosen, 1988, p300]. 

Pareto optimality is the usual criterion for public policy analysis and occurs when one person 

cannot be made better off without making another person worse off [Tresch, 1981, p26-37]. Pareto 

optimality holds in competitive markets when consumptive, productive, and allocative efficiency 

conditions are simultaneously met independent of the underlying utility and welfare functions . 
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Therefore, two societies could have different values concerning the allocation of resources, em- 

ployment of labor, etc. and the efficiency conditions still hold.’ 

Consumptive, productive, and allocative efficiency are obtained when:”* 

Consumptive Efficiency MRSf » = MRS? » VY Ah 4.0.1 

Productive Efficiency MRTS¥ ;,= MRTS& ;. VY LL’ 4.0.2 

Allocative Efficiency MRS,, « = MRPT), VioAR 4.0.3 

Where: 

MRSé » = Marginal Rate of Substitution for person A between any outputs A and h’. If a 
consumer is maximizing utility, the MRS is the maximum rate that person A 
can exchange product é for product h’, while maintaining the same utility (i.e., 
level of satisfaction) [Rosen, 1985, p. 587]. 

MRTS¥ ,. = Marginal Rate of Technical Substitution for firm M between any inputs L and 
L' for all (V) L = i,j,k (in all combinations of i,j,k). i,j,k are defined to be 
manufacturing costs, mixed costs, and selling and administrative costs respec- 
tively in chapter 4.2. If the firm is minimizing cost, the MRTS is the maximum 
rate that firm M can exchange the use of input L for the use of input L’ (in 
producing output h), while maintaining the same output. 

MRPT}¥ y Marginal Rate of Product Transformation for firm M between any outputs A 
and #’. If the firm is maximizing profit, the MRPT is the maximum rate that 
firm M can exchange the output of product h for the output of product A’, 
while maintaining the same cost. 

If an economy is not Pareto optimal before or after §263A, one cannot necessarily prove that 

the new tax law moved the economy closer or farther away from the Pareto optimal condition. 

Diamond and Mirtlees [1971] show, however, that if there is an optimal distribution of income, 

27 See appendix A for a more complete development of this theory. 

28 Efficient allocation is an economic concept that occurs when efficient consumers and efficient producers 
are willing to exchange product A for product h’ in the same ratio (see Equation 4.0.3). This leads con- 
sumers to allocate resources to utility maximizing activities and producers to allocate resources to profit 
maximizing activities. Cost allocation is an accounting concept that refers to the assignment of cost. This 
dissertation shows that cost allocations required by the tax code may lead to inefficient economic allo- 
cation. 
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increases in productive efficiency are desirable. It follows that decreases in productive efficiency are 

undesirable under the same set of circumstances. 

Although the Diamond and Mirrlees result strictly holds under restrictive conditions (includ- 

ing the optimal distribution of income), one could heuristically argue that the result holds in less 

restrictive settings and assert that second best umprovements in productive efficiency are potentially 

Pareto improving. The logic of this argument is that improvements in productive efficiency allow 

the firm to decrease the consumption of at least one input without harming the production of any 

good. The decreased consumption of input(s) may allow the production of more outputs. Surely 

at least one person is made better off by the decreased use of inputs and potential production of 

more outputs without making anyone worse off. If this is the case, then improvements in pro- 

ductive efficiency are Pareto improving [Tresch, 1981, p.31]. 

Based on the Diamond and Mirrlees result and its general heuristic interpretation, it is not 

necessary to prove that a tax policy action results in a movement toward or away from Pareto op- 

timality. Rather, it is only necessary to show that there is an increase or decrease in productive 

efficiency and an effect on the Pareto optimal condition is assumed. Therefore, this dissertation will 

show where increased inefficiencies occur because of uniform capitalization and suggests policy 

actions that might decrease the inefficiencies. 

4.1 The Input Model and Analysis 

Economic modeling abstracts from total reality to study items of interest while making the 

ceteris paribus assumption. In a defense of experimental economics, Plott [1982] argues that what 

holds true in a simple special case also holds true in other more general cases; however, confounding 

factors may obstruct the item of interest in the more general cases. It is desirable to first study the 

simple special cases and draw inferences before enriching the model with all the real-world com- 

plexities. 
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Uniform capitalization is complex, and modeling all its provisions is difficult. To achieve 

some understanding of the problem, abstraction allows the basic theoretical issues to be isolated 

and addressed. This chapter develops a simple partial equilibrium micro-economic model of the 

firm’s input choices before and after uniform capitalization. 

There are two equivalent methods of modeling firm inputs and outputs. A firm can choose 

optimal inputs given a production technology. Combining the optimal inputs with the production 

technology yields the optimal outputs. In the dual, but equivalent problem, a firm can choose the 

optimal output combination for a given production technology. Combining the optimal outputs 

with the production technology yields the optimal inputs [Silverberg, 1978, p.309]. 

A study of productive efficiency investigates distortions in inputs; therefore, costs must be 

stated as a function of inputs. This study applies the basic Halperin [1979] idea of input costs to 

the uniform capitalization problem to analyze whether §263A leads to less efficient behavior than 

§471 alone and under what circumstances any inefficiencies occur. The results of the efficiency 

analysis suggest tax accounting rules (i.e., allocation procedures) that mitigate the inefficiencies. 

The dual, but equivalent, approach is used in chapter 5 to examine cost as a function of outputs. 

4.2 Development of the Input Model 

Assume that a profit-maximizing firm operates in perfectly competitive markets, the cost 

functions can be differentiated, there is zero inflation, and accounting, tax, and economic costs are 

identical except for the provisions of §471 and §263A.” Profit as a function of inputs can be stated 

as follows [Silverberg, 1978, p.309]:% 

29 The implications of these assumptions will be examined in the limitations chapter. P p p 

30 Tax accountants implicitly assume that input costs can conveniently be divided into fixed and variable 
components. These assumptions will be relaxed in future research. 
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MaxlIIl = > Rall — Swixfl—-]- > Al -2 4.2.1 
h=l f=1 L=1 

Where: 

I] = Firm profit 

t = The firm’s tax rate [0< t< I]. 

H 

> Raga = Total revenue where R, is the selling price of the hth good and 4, is the 
A=] quantity of the hth good sold. 

Ul 

> wrx = Variable accounting and economic input costs when | = the number of 
L=1 inputs that are possible to use in the production process, w is the unit 

price of the variable cost of interest, and x is the quantity of the factor 
used. 

i 

> Fr = Fixed costs. 

One could order all variable and fixed costs into manufacturing (i), mixed (j), and selling and 

administrative (k) cost categories as defined in §471. When this ordering is done, the profit function 

becomes: 

H I J K 
Max II = > Rgall—-Q- Swxll-d—- Swxetl-d- Lweall-} 

=} ist j=l k=l 

I J K 

—-SFll-g-DSFD-9Q- LAD -g_ 4.2.2 
i=) j=l k=l 

Where: 

fi 

> Wixi = The variable accounting and economic costs of manufacturing, mixed 
L=! activities, and selling and administration when L = i,j,k respectively. w 

is the unit price of the variable cost of interest and x is the quantity of 
the factor used. 

! 

> Fr = Fixed costs of manufacturing, mixed activities, and selling and adminis- 
L=1 tration when L = 1,j,k respectively. 

An assumption underlying equation 4.2.2 is that the firm deducts all expenses in the period 

they are incurred. Sections 471 and 263A force the firm to allocate some portion (@,) of fixed and 
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variable costs to inventory (@,w,x, + 6 _F,) for tax purposes. @, is the proportion of fixed and 

variable costs assigned to inventory and is between zero and one inclusive. Costs not allocated to 

inventory are (1 — @,)wix, + (1 — 6,)Fi. Ifa cost is not allocated, 9; equals zero. If the cost is fully 

allocated, 8, equals one. If the cost is partially allocated, 8, is between zero and one. Allocating 

cost to inventory causes the tax deduction to be deferred and discounted for the period of time (n) 

the inventory remains on hand er ae 

cost. The decrease in the effective tax deduction can be thought of as an increase in the effective 

Orwixt + OrFr 

(l+y 
The effective cost for tax purposes of an input consists of the cost allocated plus the cost not 

), which lowers the effective tax deduction on this 

wage rate of inputs for tax purposes (vi) where (vix, = 

allocated and can be thought of as vix, + (1 — @z)wix. + (1 — 61)F.. If an input is required to be 

fully allocated, the effective cost for tax purposes is vix, because 8, equals one. If the input is not 

required to be allocated, the effective cost for tax purposes is w,x, + F; because 6, equals zero. 

The firm’s problem is to pick ga, xi, X;, Xx, SO that profits are maximized. Using the logic 

previously developed, equation 4.2.2 is changed as follows: 

H i J x I J K 

Maxl] = YRig- Lwx- Vwy- Lwu- TAh- Yh- TA 
A=lI : p= k= i=l j=l kel i=l J = 

H I I J J K 

—f [> Rigs — 2¥ im 2 — 6) wx — 2% —~ S(1—- 6)wx — 2 VEX] 
= is i= j= j=l =} 

=~ f= ¥(1-0)wige— EU - OF — D-H — S(1- OOF, 4.2.3 
j=l k=) k=1 i=1 

with the following identities: 

_ Ow: + OF; 
Aim (i + ry" 4.2.4 

Ow;x; + OF; yix) = Tay 4.2.5 

Vix" = Cees t ee =0 If 6, = 0, 
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subject to: 

2(q1, q2,--- 

6, 

(i+ry 

2(di, qa - - 

4.2.6 

’ qo) — h(x, X2,-- +) Aye 74 K) = 0, 4.2.7 

The variable accounting and economic costs of manufacturing (i), mixed 
activities (j), and selling and administration (k) when L=i,j,k respec- 
tively. w is the unit price of the variable cost of interest and x is the 
quantity of the factor 

Fixed cost of manufacturing (i), mixed activities (j), and selling and ad- 
ministration (k) when L=i,j,k respectively. 

The effective tax costs of manufacturing and mixed activities after the 
imposition of uniform capitalization where L = i,j. v’ is different from 
w because v‘ includes w and allocated fixed manufacturing costs, both 
discounted for the period of time held in inventory [Equations 4.2.4 and 
4.2.5]. Tax law does not require that pure administration and selling 
costs be allocated and thus the effective and nominal wage rate are equal 
[Equation 4.2.6]. 

Portion of manufacturing, mixed activities, and pure selling and admin- 
istration cost required to be allocated to inventory when L = i, j, and 
k. If the cost 1s required to be allocated, 0<0@,<1. Otherwise, 6, = 0. 
No pure selling and administrative costs are allocated and deferred, so 
@ c= 0. 

The discounting factor (r) for the average period of time (n) inventory is 
retained. 

- > Qo) = h(x, X2,..-., X74 74 x)» The firm’s multi-product production function 

expressed as a function of outputs [g(.)] and as a function of inputs [h(.)]. 
This function determines the quantity of each input that must be used 
to produce a certain combination of outputs. For example, if only one 
output is produced, g(.) is that output, and h(.) describes the inputs that 
are used. 

31. Under sections 47] and 263A, pure selling and administrative costs are not allocated to inventory and 

vj disappears because 6; = 0. 
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Line one of equation 4.2.3 is pre-tax revenue, variable and fixed manufacturing, mixed, and 

pure administrative and selling expenses. Line two and the first term of line three show the tax 

effect of revenue and variable expense where cost is, is not, or is partially allocated. As was previ- 

ously discussed, each cost category has two terms to allow for allocation, no allocation, or partial 

allocation. The last three terms of line three show the effects of allocation on fixed costs. If the 

category is partially or fully allocated, part or all of the fixed cost is captured in viq;. If the category 

is not allocated, the fixed cost is fully deducted in the period it is incurred. 

@, is the portion of manufacturing, mixed activities, and pure selling and administration costs 

required to be allocated to inventory when L = i, j, and k. If the cost is required to be allocated, 

0<6,<1. Otherwise, @, = 0. Exhibit 4.2 that follows the next three paragraphs summarizes the 

values 6, can take on under §471 and §263A assuming the firm is a manufacturer, a retailer, or a 

service concern. In general, manufacturing costs (category 1) are fully charged to inventory under 

$471, but §263A extended the number of manufacturing costs charged to inventory. As a result, 

8,=Oor1. There are two categories of manufacturing costs. The first category includes manu- 

facturing costs defined under §471. The second category includes the additional manufacturing costs 

defined under §263A.*2 The subscript 1a in the exhibit refers to category | manufacturing costs when 

§471 and §263A agree on the definition. These costs are fully charged to inventory under §471 and 

§263A, so 6i.= 1. The subscript iu refers to the additional category 1 manufacturing costs defined 

under §263A. These costs are fully charged to inventory under §263A, but are not charged to in- 

ventory under §471. As a result, #;,= 1 under §263A, but @,, = 0 under §471. Retail and service 

firms do not have manufacturing costs, so manufacturing costs are not applicable to retail and ser- 

vice firms (6; = N/A ). 

The subscript k is used to designate category 2 pure selling and administrative costs. These 

costs are not charged to inventory under 9471 or §263A, so 8,=0 under §263A and §471. The 

subscript j refers to category 3 mixed costs. These costs were not required (but may) be charged 

to inventory under §471, and thus @;=0 is assumed. This assumption seems realistic given that 

32 See table 1 at the end of this dissertation for examples of manufacturing costs required to be assigned to 
inventory under §263A that were not required to be assigned to inventory under §471. 
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firms attempt to maximize the present value of tax deductions. A portion of mixed costs 1s required 

to be charged to inventory under §263A, and thus 0<6,<1. 

Retail firms were not covered under §471, so 6 = 0 for retailers under §471. Retail firms are 

covered under §263A, so 0<@<1 for retailers under §263A. Service firms are not covered by §471 

or §263A, so 8 = O or N/A for service firms. 

Exhibit 4.2 

Proportions (@) of Category 1,2, and 3 Costs 

That Are Allocated For Manufacturing, Retail, and Service Firms 

Under §471 and §263A 

§471 §263A 

Manufacturing Retailing Service Manufacturing Retailing Service 

Category | 

$47 lia 1 N/A N/A 1 N/A N/A 

§263Au 0 N/A N/A 1 N/A N/A 

Category 2, 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Category 3; 0 0 0 0<8;<1 0<8;<1 0 

Where: 

Manufacturing costs that are charged to inventory under both §471 and 
§263A. The subscript ia is used in appendix B to indicate these manu- 
facturing costs. 

Category 1 (§47112) 

Category | (263A) = Additional manufacturing costs that are charged to inventory under 
§263A. These costs are charged to inventory under §263A, but were not 
charged to inventory under §471. The subscript iu is used in appendix 
B to indicate manufacturing costs that are charged to inventory under 
§263A, but not under $471. 
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Category 2, = Pure selling and administrative costs that are not charged to inventory 
under either §471 and §263A. The subscript k is used in appendix B to 
indicate these pure selling and administrative costs. 

Category 3; = Mixed costs that are not required to be charged to inventory under $471, 
but that are required to be charged to inventory under §263A. The 
subscript j is used in appendix B to indicate these mixed costs. 

Manufacturing = Firms involved in manufacturing activities that are covered under §471 
and §263A. 

Retailing = Firms involved in retailing activities that are not covered under §471, 
but are covered under §263A. 

Service = Firms involved in service activities that are not covered under §471 or 
§263A. 

4.3 Method of Analysis of the Input Model 

To assess the efficiency effects of §263A relative to §471, one must compare the efficiency of 

each of the tax cost systems independently across firms within an industry and across industries. 

Appendix B.3 compares firms within industries (manufacturing, retail, and service) and appendix 

B.4 compares firms across industries. If §263A has all of the inefficiencies of §471 and adds more 

inefficiencies, or the inefficiencies of §263A are larger than the corresponding inefficiencies of §471, 

§263A is less efficient than §471 alone. Conversely, if §263A cures some of the inefficiencies of §471 

while adding no more inefficiencies, or the inefficiencies of §263A are smaller than the correspond- 

ing inefficiencies of §471, §263A is more efficient than §471 alone. The analysis will be done using 

the criteria of equations 4.0.1 - 4.0.3. For example, the following contrived example is a compar- 

ison of productive efficiency between manufacturers and retailers under §471 and §263A: 
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§471 §263A 

Retailers Manufacturers Retailers Manufacturers 

Wom Mo Mm 
MRTS,, j= Wy — W; W; — W; 

WwW; _ Wi Wi w(1 7 t.) 
MRTS,,« = Wh = wh Wh Wk 

Ww; wl — &) Ww; w(1 — t) MRTS,,4 = w!|UF Ww wm Fw 

The above example shows that retailers and manufacturers have equal MRTS,, ; under both 

§471 and §263A. If the firm is minimizing cost, the MRTS,, ; is the maximum rate that the firm 

can exchange the use of input 1 for the use of input j (in producing output h), while maintaining 

the same output. Any other combination would be more costly. By equation 4.0.2, retailers and 

manufacturers have combinations of 1 and j that are productively efficient under both §471 and 

§263A because MRTS?; = MRTS*, Retailers and manufacturers have equal MRTS,,, under 

§471, but have a different MRTS, , under §263A. As a result, combinations of i and k are pro- 

ductively efficient under §471, but are not productively efficient under §263A. In addition, retailers 

and manufacturers do not have equal MRTS,,, under either 9471 or under §263A. As a result, 

combinations of j and k are not productively efficient under §471 or §263A. Therefore §263A is less 

efficient in this example than §471 because §263A maintains all the cases of efficiency of §471 [case 

1], §263A creates distortions that did not exist under §471 [case 2], §263A does not cure any of the 

distortions of §471 [case 3], and thus §263A induces firms to use higher than unconstrained eco- 

nomic least cost production combinations. In short, resources are wasted because of the tax dis- 

tortions. 

The Diamond and Mirrlees [1971] result shows that productive inefficiencies move the econ- 

omy away from the Pareto optimal point and therefore society is worse off unless there is some 

equity gain. Even if there is an equity gain, policy makers need to understand the resulting effi- 

ciency loss. 
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The analysis suggested in this chapter is performed in appendix B. Appendix B.1 shows that 

§471 and §263A lead to allocatively efficient behavior [proposition 2]. Appendices B.2 - B.4 show 

that §471 and §263A lead to productively efficient behavior [proposition 1]. 

4.4 Validation of the Input Model 

The most common definition of validity is: Are we measuring what we think we are measur- 

ing [Kerlinger, 1986, p.416-418]? When physical properties or simple attributes are measured, va- 

lidity is not troublesome because there is direct logical association between the object being 

measured and the measuring instrument. Content validity asks: Is the substance of this measure 

representative of the content of the theoretical property being measured? [Kerlinger, 1986, 

p.416-418]. In this case, a model of variable and fixed input costs under §471 and §263A is devel- 

oped. Well-known economics theory and techniques are then used to examine the changes in ef- 

ficiency between the two code sections. Therefore, the validity of this project is not difficult to 

establish. 

Logically, there seem to be two general requirements for establishing the content validity of 

a mathematical model of a tax act. First, the final model must be deductively consistent with ac- 

cepted economic models and the tax act under consideration. Second, the model developed must 

withstand sensitivity analysis and other logical tests. If both these requirements are met, validity 

appears to be supported. 

In the case of the input model of §471 and §263A, a well known single period profit- 

maximizing model [equation 4.2.1] from the economics literature is used [Silverberg, 1990, p.251] 

and the variable and fixed inputs are ordered into category 1, 2, and 3 costs to capture the provisions 

of §471 and §263A [4.2.2]. The tax deductions are then discounted to reflect the holding of inven- 

tory [4.2.3 - 4.2.7]. By deductive reasoning, if the beginning model is valid and the modeling of §471 

and §263A are valid, the final model is valid. 
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The final results computed are examined for reasonableness and for sensitivity to underlying 

assumptions. The method of proof is heavily dependent upon the mathematical assumptions of 

differentiability, but this research is more interested in the reasonable modeling of the tax code. 

Sensitivity analysis is done on 4.2.3 - 4.2.7 by substituting reasonable values for @. Exhibit 4.2 

shows that cost is fully allocated [@ = 1], partially allocated [@, = 0 .], or not allocated at all 

[6, =0]. From 4.2.3, assuming the particular cost is fully allocated, #, = 1: 

WrXL + F, 
vixe + (1 _ O1)WLXL + (1 - 61)Fr =vyx,= (J + ry 

From 4.2.3 - 4.2.6, if the particular cost is not allocated, 0, = 0: 

vixr + (1 - O1)WiXL + (1 - 01) Fr = wx, + Fr, 

These results show that the model reduces to an effective wage rate for tax purposes if the cost 

is allocated, or the pure economic wage rate when the cost is not allocated. 
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5.0 EQUILIBRIUM THEORY AND MODEL 

It is argued in chapter 4.] that a firm can choose the optimal inputs given a production 

technology of outputs, or equivalently the firm can choose the optimal outputs given the pro- 

duction of inputs. The model previously presented in this research examines changes in input 

productive efficiency and models costs as functions of inputs. In this chapter, changes in equilib- 

rium production and inventory holding are studied and costs are functions of output production 

and inventory holding. 

Recall the profit maximizing firm modeled in chapter 4.2. That firm operates in a perfectly 

competitive market, cost functions are twice differentiable with respect to all choice variables and 

parameters, there is Zero inflation, and tax and economic costs are identical except for the provisions 

of §471 and §263A. To justify holding inventory, assume that the firm faces positive and increasing 

marginal production cost (with respect to quantity produced and inventory held) and holding cost 

(with respect to inventory held) functions. After the models are developed, the changes in equi- 

librium production and inventory holding decisions created by the imposition of uniform capital- 

ization are studied. 

33. The implications of these assumptions are addressed in the limitations chapter. 
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5.1 Development of the Multi-Period Output Model 

Consider a multi-period world in which prices periodically increase deterministically. From 

the arguments presented in 1.1.1, it is rational for firms to hold inventory. The amount of inventory 

on hand when §263A was first anticipated is fixed by past decisions and cannot be changed at this 

point (i.e., prior production and inventory holding are no longer choice variables). Firms are as- 

sumed to have a finite life and thus there is no inventory at the end of the last period. To capture 

the §481 adjustment in the first period, the effects of the LIFO/FIFO choice, and the final liqui- 

dation of inventory, a two period model is used. The finite remaining life of any firm can arbitrarily 

be divided into any number of time periods. Just two periods with an implicit prior period where 

inventory is first accumulated are chosen for study in this research.* 

A simple one period competitive firm can be modeled (after tax) as [Chiang, 1984, p.247]: 

Tl =P,[1 _- tq _- a(q)[1 _ t,] 5.1.1 

Where: 

I = Firm profit 

P; = The price of the good in period i[P; > 0]. 

Gi = The quantity of the good produced and sold in period i [¢g; > 0 J. 

ci(qi) = The firm’s production cost in period i which is a function of quantity 
produced in that period [c(q;) and 6c(q)/0q, > 0 J. cq) will not 
equal c;.;(g;+1;) unless g; = 4;+;. Production cost includes all costs 
to acquire the good and get it to the ultimate consumer, including 
manufacturing, marketing, and selling and administrative items. 

t = The tax rate in period i (0 < 4 < 1]. ¢ may or may not equal ¢,,. 

4 One could argue that inventory is a function of production in this model. However, inventory is a function 
of production if production uniquely determines inventory. In this model, total sales for the life of the firm 
are exogeneously determined by market demand and production over the life of the firm equals sales. 
Production in each of periods is determined by the trade-off of increasing marginal production costs and 
increasing marginal holding costs. Therefore, inventory carried is a result of the mathematical relationship 
between sales and production, rather than a function of production because if production goes up, sales 
may also go up, leaving inventory unchanged. 
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The one period model can be easily expanded into a two period model in which all goods 

produced in the first period may not be sold: 

Tl = Pi[l — 4S: — a(gq)[l — 4) + 

—— [PL ~ 21S: — og - al 5.1.2 
l+r 

Where in addition to the terms previously defined: 

Si = The quantity of the good sold in period i [S; > 0 J. 

Gi = The quantity of the good produced in period i [g, > 0 J. 

(qi) = The firm’s production cost in period i which is a function of quantity 

produced in that period [c(g,) and ae > 0 

r = The discount rate [0 < r < 1]. 

Logically, sales (S;) in the current period equal current period production (q¢,) plus beginning 

inventory (J;- )*5 minus ending inventory (J,), as follows: 

S=Gth~—-h 5.1.3 

Where in addition to the terms previously defined: 

I; = Units of inventory held at the end of period i [/; > 0]. 

If firms do not sell all of their production in a given period, inventory must be held. There 

are costs of holding inventory including storage, theft, breakage, etc. By substitution, the two pe- 

riod world can be expanded to explicitly include inventory and holding cost. There is no inventory 

or holding cost in the second period of the two period model. The present value of two period 

lifetime income 1s: 

3 Beginning inventory for period i equals ending inventory for period i-1. 
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Il =P,[1 _ jl + Ib—k _ I] _ a(q)[1 _ hy] _ A(1){1 _ ty] + 

1 

l+r 
  

[P2[l — o]i@ + hj — a(¢)[1 — ey] 5.1.4 

Where in addition to the terms previously defined [g; and ¢,(q,) are defined following 5.1.2]: 

OAK I; 
A{1) = Economic inventory holding cost [A,(/,) and a > 0}. 

Iy-. = Beginning inventory in units that comes from an implicit prior period. 
The 0-k subscript indicates what period the inventory units came 
from. If the firm is a FIFO taxpayer, k equals zero. This indicates 
that the ending year 0 inventory came from year 0 production. If the 
firm is a LIFO taxpayer, k equals some number greater than zero. 
This indicates that the ending year 0 inventory came from production 
in periods prior to year 0. 

Because of the §471 and §263A inventory capitalization rules, only the proportion of goods 

sold (to goods produced) times production and holding costs may be deducted for tax purposes in 

the current year. The proportion sold equals one minus the proportion not sold. The proportion 

of current production not sold each period equals ending inventory divided by current production 

I, , wo: ogee . i 
(Gr ). If all costs are required to be capitalized, the cost retained in inventory is the proportion just 

calculated times total cost including production, selling, and administrative items. Since generalized 

cost functions are used, the cost can be of any specification, including fixed, variable, or cost to any 

other power as long as the first and second order conditions are met. Algebraically, the after-tax 

production cost each period is: 

L Lt; 

e(g)L1 — o[1 - a Y= eg) 01 — 4) + c(i a 

The after-tax holding cost each period is: 

3% Production cost is defined in this research to include all costs to produce and take a good to market, in- 
cluding pure manufacturing, selling, and administrative items. This cost includes cost of goods sold, but 
also includes selling and administrative items. 
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ACI) — a1 — 2 J) = ACHE — 4] + ADL hy 5.1.5 

Equation 5.1.5 implicitly assumes that all production and holding costs not sold must be as- 

signed to inventory for tax purposes. Equation 5.1.6 includes a variable (0<@;<1) that measures 

the proportion of cost that is required to be deferred under §471 and §263A. This proportion strictly 

increased when §263A was added to the previously existing §471 [Seago, 1987]. When (2) iS 

multiplied by ©; and the cost function, the result describes the proportion of cost retained in in- 

ventory for tax purposes. The ©; converts the proportion of total cost (including production, sell- 

ing, and administrative) to a proportion of tax cost. The portion of current production and holding 

costs that are not deducted in the current period are retained in ending inventory and are included 

in beginning inventory the next period. Thus, the after-tax production cost is given by 

e(antl — f1 — Sy = e¢qyt — 0] + dant 1. 

The after-tax holding cost is given by 

“ l; ©, it; 
ACIEL — 61 — G>T = Aq) - 6) + ACE GJ. 5.1.6 

Where in addition to the terms previously defined, 

©, = The proportion of the firm’s production (including manufacturing, 
selling and administrative) costs that must be allocated to inventory 
under §471 and/or §263A [0 < ©, < 1]. ©, strictly increased when 
§263A was added to the previously existing §471 [Seago, 1987]. 

©, = The proportion of the firm’s holding costs that must be allocated to 
inventory under §471 and/or §263A [0 < ©, < lJ. @, strictly in- 
creased when §263A was added to the previously existing §471 [Seago, 
1987]. 

©; is the proportion of production costs charged to inventory for tax purposes. @, is the 

proportion of Aolding costs charged to inventory for tax purposes. As a result, these two pro- 
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portions are likely to be different because they come from different functional relationships. Under 

the simplified method shown in equations 2.1.1, however, the proportions are the same. The 

equilibrium implications of the simplified method is addressed when the models are analyzed. The 

© in equation 5.1.6 is not exactly the same © in equation 2.1.1, but represents the same general 

concept. The © in equation 2.1.1 represents the proportion of mixed costs that are allocated to 

manufacturing and then to inventory. The © in equation 5.1.6 represents the proportion of total 

costs that are allocated to inventory. 

The one-time §481 adjustment (discussed in chapter 1.2) when §263A first became effective 

equals the increase in production and holding costs allocated to period 0 ending inventory times the 

present value of the future marginal tax rates (¢,). The §481 adjustment equals: 

    

1, 0o- kly . I 0- kb 

6:0,[ Go ok Je fao-#) + 6,0,[ Go-k Ja (o-a)s 5.1.7 

where in addition to the terms previously defined: 

6; = The increase in the proportion of production (1) and holding (2) 
costs that must be allocated to inventory (j= 1,2) respectively be- 
cause of §263A [0 < 4). 

  

  

©,[ ‘oh Je (q-%) = Production costs in inventory from some prior period (0-k), a 
"nok portion of which must be added to taxable income. If the firm is 

a FIFO taxpayer, k equals zero. This indicates that the ending year 
0 inventory came from year 0 production. If the firm is a LIFO 
taxpayer, k equals some number greater than zero. This indicates 
that the ending year 0 inventory came from production in periods 
prior to year 0. 

©.[ aot jh {o-¥) = Inventory holding costs from some prior period (0-k), a portion 
of which must be added to taxable income. 

Insertion of equations 5.1.6 and 5.1.7 into 5.1.4 yields an equation showing the firm’s profit 

when there is no inventory at the end of the two-period life. 
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N= P[1—4)la t+ b-.— hj) — a(g)0l -— 4) -—A(A)tt - 4] - 

Suh ons 
  a(q)L ]— A(h)l[—— ] + 

Oly — at @o/y — xt 
-(G0-NL —g + bo-(lo- I - 

Io xt Iq — uty 
HOlG_, 1 (q-1) — OL, Wh (lo-s) +     

a 1h 
    > [Pall — b)[i@+hj]—-a(q@[l -— e] + a(q)L ©: vt ]+ Ad)[—— J] 5.1.8 

Line one of equation 5.1.8 is period one revenue, production costs, and holding costs. Line 

two describes period one ending inventory of production and holding costs using the FIFO cost 

flow assumption for tax purposes. Under the FIFO assumption, ending inventory comes from 

current period production. Line three of the equation describes period one beginning inventory of 

production and holding costs. Period one beginning inventory comes from the period 0 ending 

inventory discussed in 5.1.7. Line four of 5.1.8 is the §481 adjustment. Line five of the equation 

is period two profit. The last two terms of year-two profit are beginning inventory of production 

and holding cost. There is no ending inventory at the end of the terminal period. 

It was argued in chapter 1.3.1 that all costs are not marginal with respect to production, but 

may be marginal with respect to some other factor such as sales. The sales and production di- 

chotomy is consistent with the §471 and §263A classification of costs as manufacturing (category 

1), selling and administrative (category 2), and a mixture of manufacturing, selling and administra- 

tive (category 3). 

If some costs are functions of quantity produced and some costs are functions of quantity 

sold, the costs can be thought of as a function of quantity produced and quantity sold. From 

equation 5.1.3, sales equals quantity produced plus beginning inventory, minus ending inventory. 

By substitution, costs can be thought of as a function of quantity produced, beginning inventory, 

and ending inventory. For instance, production costs costs are defined to include all costs to ac- 
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quire the good and get it to the market, including manufacturing, selling, and administrative items. 

However, if an item is manufactured, but retained in inventory, certain selling and administrative 

items are avoided in that period. Therefore, costs that are a function of ending inventory are sub- 

tracted from costs in the period the good is produced but not sold. The good is eventually sold, 

however, and the selling and administrative costs that are a function of beginning inventory are in- 

curred that period and added to costs. Based on the above arguments, the cost function is specified 

as: 

CA Gir Ly ~ ny Li) = CG) + Clo — 4) — Ci) 5.1.9 

It is reasonable to believe that the selling and administrative costs avoided in one period be- 

cause of ending inventory approximately equal the additional selling and administrative costs in- 

curred in a future period because of beginning inventory. Nevertheless, the functions need not be 

identical (i.e., costs avoided one period are not necessarily equal to the additional costs incurred the 

next period). In addition, the specification of equation 5.1.9 implicitly assumes that there is no 

Oc?(.) 

" Oqal 

It is argued in chapter 1.3.3 that if a new more inefficient tax policy causes a different com- 

  connection between production and inventory holding costs (i.e. =) ).*” 

bination of input factors to be chosen than were used under a previous act, that combination must 

be higher-cost, or it would have been chosen previously. The analytical discussions in chapter 4 

and appendix B show that §263A is inefficient; therefore, the cost function increases when © in- 

creases because §263A causes the firm to incur higher costs of production. As a result, production 

costs are a function of units produced, beginning inventory, ending inventory,?® and © as follows: 

c;(.) = (Gis lo- ks li, 0) 5.1.10 

37 Increasing marginal production costs are assumed in this dissertation. The negative sign in front of c,(Z;) 
BCAQirs Ig ~ ky Ti) dei) 

means that —a,. = - =, * 0 

38 There is no period two ending inventory. 
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The inefficiency from §263A also means that holding costs increase when © increases. 

Holding costs are a function of inventory held and © as follows: 

h(.) = h{L, ©) 5.1.11 

Substitution of equations 5.1.10 and 5.1.11 into equation 5.1.8 yields, 

T= Pll — align + hee — A — alg b-w A, ONO — 4] — a(h, O)E1 — 4] - 

Sui Suit 
    

CAs Loa hs ©)[ ]- Ay(h, ©) j+ 

O15 _ xt ©,/,_ it 

=A oats bo ML Gay 1 + Foley I 

    

Io ef 
Je (o- as Lo- a1 fo—4) — O2O2L ——— Mh (hed) + 

O-k Go -—k O-k 

  i + ~ [P2[] — e]lg2 +h) - (qh, D1 — 4] + 

© vs ©], t, 

]+A(h, O)[ —— qi J]. 5.1.12   

a(q, Loew hi, ©,)[ 

In addition, the firm may be either a LIFO or a FIFO taxpayer. If the firm is a FIFO tax- 

payer, the proportion of ending inventory from current production (p) is high, and the proportion 

of inventory from prior production (1 - p) is low. If the firm is a LIFO taxpayer, the proportion 

of inventory from current production (p) is low and the proportion of inventory from prior pro- 

duction (1 - p) is high. Under either the FIFO of LIFO cost flow assumption, period one ending 

inventory (and period two beginning inventory) are: 

39 There can only be efficiency effects after the act first became anticipated. Therefore, 0, is not relevant for 
period 0 or before for production or holding costs. 
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© Sy @ At 
(91 to— ar Lh, ©) — Jo + Ath, ©) =, Je + 5.1.13 

€9— 1(G0— ty fo 4-15 Lo) or A LL =p] + Fo alle-w St "l= l. 

In addition to the terms previously defined, 

p = The proportion of inventory from current period production. is 
close to 1 under the FIFO assumption and close to 0 under the LIFO 
assumption [0 < p < lj. 

l-p = The proportion of inventory from prior period production. (1 - p) is 
close to 0 under the FIFO assumption and close to 1 under to LIFO 
assumption. 

Substitution of equation 5.1.13 into 5.1.12 yields, 

NM = Pill —a4)lqa + b-.-hl—-alga, b-.h, O)0! — 4] -—Ath, O)[1 — 4] - 

Sui Sei 
  

a(q, fo- wh, ©)[——_ Je - Ay(1,, ©)L je - 

© lo _ at ©r2lo_ xt 
5 4(40— by Lo 4-1» LoL Gy ILI — 0] - Po-lo- LG MU - 2] + 

C0 Hdo— elon fo Gy ng 1+ bolo Gay I~ 

    

  

5,0 2 Jeon lo-a-ndo-1) - 6.01 font ZA (le-a)+ 

Ty PPL = ella +h] - (as, h, JL = 1+ 

ai(qu fous hy QL Jp + Ath, ©) Io + 

C0 -1(o— ts Fo = tsfo Le TE =p] + Fo alo EI = pT) 5.1.14 
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The first line of equation 5.1.14 is revenue, production cost and holding cost for period one. 

Lines two and three are the proportions of ending period one inventory from current production 

and prior production respectively. Line four is beginning inventory from prior period production. 

Line five is the §481 adjustment. Line six is revenue and production cost from period 2 (there is 

no holding cost because there is no ending inventory). Lines seven and eight are the proportions 

of beginning inventory from period one and prior to period one production respectively. 

By algebraic manipulation and simplification equation 5.1.14 becomes: 

TL = Pill — a)ign + foe — Lh] — (Qi, fo~e, hh, ONE — 4] — Ah, ©) — 4) - 

ot pl — 2 1 — Ah, ©) Iota -   aq, lois Li, ©) [ ——          
ay l+ 

OF i k 
1— 

60-10 fons fo TEs, — [1 = pn + AOL 
l+r 

  J+ 

Se k o[1— p] 

l+r 
  Ay— lo - es) Go I - [1 - ep] + ]- 

Iy- = a2 klp 
ye (H- [p- 4-1 o-%) — 6:0,[ | ——_— a (bs) +   6Of-2 

i [P20 — elle + h)] -— ag, h, O01 — oy] 5.1.15 

It is demonstrated in chapter 1.1.2 that the change in production and inventory holding de- 

pends upon the relative increases in production and holding costs in periods one and two. It is 

therefore useful to separate production and holding costs into separate components. Total holding 

costs of inventory can be thought of as the pure economic holding cost plus the costs imposed by 

the deferral of tax deductions for inventory under §471 and §263A. Pure economic holding cost is 

the last term in line one of equation 5.1.15. The costs imposed by the deferral of tax deductions 

for inventory are shown in lines two, three, and four of 5.1.15. Chapter 2.1 points out that no in- 
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ventory capitalization is required if no inventory is held. By addition and rearrangement of the 

terms just described as total holding cost: 

AI, 4s I, qo — ks qi; ©,, i, ’, p) = 

I t Ach, OJ — 4] + [4-72 WO.a(a ba hs ©) + Oh(h, ©)] - 

Ih t[l— 
ae [at + Pd LO. domte lot 1s ot) + Orbe Hla] 5.1.16   

5.2 Method of Analysis of the Output Model 

By substitution of equation 5.1.16 into 5.1.15 and rearrangement, this firm can be modeled 

as: 

  M= Pfl— alla + b-1—+[ 741A - ella t+ - 
1+ 

a(4, o-s J,O)01 — 4] - I Jeg, I, O)[1 — &] — 

    

Io xt Ih — xt 
6Ol Ga Te (dots fo n-1do-0) = 6:0 Ge la 1) - 

H(lo-as I, Go — ks 7,©;, h, r, p) 5.2.1 

40 J; is changed to J because inventory is a choice variable only in period one of this model. 
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First and second order conditions of this profit maximization model and the comparative 

statics results are computed in appendix C. The first order conditions with respect to the choice 

variables of production in period one, production in period two, and inventory holding are func- 

tions of the general form:*! 

Fin, 92; ih, ©,, ©,, t, Fr, p) = 0 5.2.2 

F(41; 9 1, @1,@2,t,7,p)=0 is simply interpreted as some _ function of 

MN; 9 1), @1, @2, ti, r, p. The simultaneous equation version of the implicit function theorem cited 

in Chiang [1984, p204-14] shows that if functions in the form of equation 5.2.2 have continuous 

partial derivatives with respect to all variables in the function, the result can be solved mathemat- 

ically.*? The profit equation is assumed to be twice differentiable in this research and as a result: 

OF (. 
N at = A(,, ©,, li, 7, p) 5.2.3 

1 

  

OF.) 
0g 

q = f,(@,, @,, t, 7, p) 5.2.4 

OF(.) 
al 
  l= = FQ, ©,, ti, 7; p) 5.2.5 

©, and ©, represent the proportion of production and holding costs capitalized and therefore 

deferred for tax purposes under §471 and §263A. As was previously argued, an increase in these 

proportions increases production and holding costs. One might expect production and inventory 

holding to decrease as production and inventory holding costs [i.e., ©, and @,] increase because of 

41 One or more of the terms may have a zero coefficient. 

“2 More precise language requires that the determinant of the Jacobian be non-zero. A Jacobian is simply 
a matrix of all partial derivatives of a system of equations, arranged in a particular systematic fashion 
[Chiang, 1984, p.184]. Cramer’s rule is used in carrying out the analysis of this exercise and the Jacobian 
is the denominator of the expression. If the denominator of an expression is zero, the result is undefined 
and thus “cannot be solved mathematically”. Therefore, the Jacobian must be non-zero. Because the third 
principal minor of the three by three matrix of second order conditions must be Jess than 0 for a profit 
maximizer [Chiang, 1984, p.336], the Jacobian determinant is nonzero. 
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the §263A increase. If the increase in production and inventory holding cost caused by uniform 

capitalization causes production and inventory holding to decrease, the result is stated mathemat- 

ically as: 

al 
30, < 0, 30, < 0 5.2.6   

Equation 5.2.6 mathematically restates proposition 3 [§263A leads to a decrease in the quan- 

tity of inventory held] and proposition 4 [§263A leads to a decrease in output] in chapter 3.0. If 

inventory holding and/or production decreases with respect to increases in uniform capitalization 

allocation rules, the derivatives will be negative. If inventory holding and/or production increases 

with respect to increases in uniform capitalization allocation rules, the derivatives will be positive. 

Section 263A requires capitalization of additional production and inventory holding costs 

beyond those required under §471. It is not clear whether this section causes a larger increase in the 

capitalization of production cost in the first period, a larger increase in the capitalization of pro- 

duction cost in second period, or equal increases in the capitalization of production cost each pe- 

riod. As argued in chapter 1.1.2, when production cost increases more in the first period than in 

the second period, present production and inventory holding decline, but future production is am- 

biguous because of the shift in production from period one to period two. An increase in holding 

cost is equivalent to an increase in period two production cost and decreases or reverses the shift 

of production from the future to the present and decreases or reverses the increase in inventory 

because of the shift in production cost. If production cost increases more in the second period than 

in the first period, future production and present inventory holding decline, but present production 

is ambiguous because of the transfer of future production to the present. An increase in holding 

cost is equivalent to an increase in period two production cost and adds to the shift of production 

from period one to period two and adds to the inventory decline. 
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5.3 Implementation of §263A 

Chapter 1.2 explains that §263A increased the carrying value of inventory for tax purposes and 

that this increase in carrying value increases the amount of taxes currently paid. Section 263A could 

have been implemented in one of three ways. The provisions of §263A could have been imple- 

mented retroactively only on existing stocks of inventory quantity (the catch-up approach) as of 

some effective date, the provisions could have been implemented only on additions to inventory 

(the cut-off approach), or the provisions could have been implemented on existing stocks and ad- 

ditions to inventory (the comprehensive approach).** Congress chose to use the comprehensive 

approach that includes both the cut-off and the catch-up inventory accounting adjustment under 

§481 [Committee on Ways and Means, 1986]. Intuitively, the catch-up adjustment does not appear 

to distort future production or inventory holding decisions, but inventory accounting rules for tax 

purposes could have some continuing impact. This is because the company is carrying inventory 

at a higher value for tax purposes than it otherwise would have carried and production and inven- 

tory holding decisions might be affected by the adjustment. Based upon further analysis, the §481 

catch-up adjustment is a lump-sum tax and should have no impact on production and inventory 

holding because it was levied retroactively on inventories held before the act was adopted. 

The inventory subject to the catch-up adjustment will eventually be sold. If the producer uses 

FIFO, the inventory including the §481 adjustment is assumed to be sold and the cost deducted for 

tax purposes in the period §263A became effective. If the producer uses LIFO, the inventory is 

assumed to be sold and the cost deducted for tax purposes in a later period. The difference in the 

FIFO and the LIFO methods is the difference in the present value of the tax deduction for the in- 

ventory held when uniform capitalization became effective. One might argue that taxpayer behavior 

is different under the alternate systems because the present value of the tax deduction for the §481 

43 The catch-up provision was necessary if the inventory for a LIFO taxpayer was to be retroactively ad- 
justed because ending inventory for a LIFO taxpayer comes from production in some prior period and 

is carried at that old value until sold, unless it is adjusted. The catch-up provision was not necessary for 
a FIFO taxpayer because ending inventory comes from current period production that is subject to the 
new cut-off rules. 
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adjustment is larger under FIFO than under LIFO. The §481 adjustment is lump-sum, however, 

and does not affect future production and inventory holding decisions. As a result, the LIFO/FIFO 

choice also has no affect on future production and inventory holding decisions. 

It was argued in the preceding paragraphs that the §481 adjustment required under §263A and 

the LIFO/FIFO choice should have no distorting effect on future production and inventory holding 

decisions. Equation 5.2.1 implicitly models the comprehensive approach (catch-up plus cut-off) 

because it shows the effect of the §481 adjustment and the effect on future inventory increases of 

§263A cost capitalization rules. The comprehensive model (equation 5.2.1) is compared to the 

cut-off model (equation 5.2.1 without the §481 adjustment) to determine that the §481 catch-up 

adjustment has no impact on future inventory holding and production decisions. This analysis will 

answer two questions: 

1. Does the §481 adjustment affect future production and inventory holding decisions (proposi- 

tion 5)? 

2. Is any impact of the §481 adjustment different if the taxpayer chooses FIFO as opposed to 

LIFO (proposition 6)? 

In more mathematical terms, the §481 adjustment affects future production and inventory 

holding decisions if: 

    

    

    

Comprehensive Cut-Off 
Approach Approach 

9 + % 

26 + 6) 

se # se 5.3.1 
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The §481 adjustment is modeled in equation 5.1.15 with the 6 parameter, where 6 is defined 

to be the increase in the proportion of costs allocated to beginning inventory under §263A. If 6 is 

oq COI; 0g: 
in the final solution for 30,’ GO,’ and 50,” 

and/or inventory holding decisions. If 6 is not in the final solutions, the §481 adjustment has no 

    then the §481 adjustment affects future production 

affect on future production and/or inventory holding decisions. 

The §481 adjustment has a different impact if the taxpayer chooses FIFO as opposed to LIFO 

    

    

FIFO LIFO 

36; + <6 

a # a 5.3.2 

The LIFO/FIFO choice is modeled in equation 5.1.15 with the p parameter. If the §481 

adjustment impacts future production and inventory holding decisions and, if p is in the solutions, 

the LIFO/FIFO choice changes the effects of the §481 adjustment. 

Equation 5.3.1 mathematically restates proposition 5 [the §481 adjustment has no impact on 

future inventory holding and production and production decisions] from chapter 3.0. Equation 

5.3.2 mathematically restates proposition 6 [any impact of the §481 adjustment is no different if the 

taxpayer chooses LIFO as opposed to FIFO for tax accounting purposes] from chapter 3.0. 
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5.4 Validation of the Output Model 

General approaches to validating analytic models were discussed in chapter 4.4. To the extent 

that the model developed in equation 4.2.3 is valid, equation 5.2.1 is valid because the output 

problem is the dual to the input problem [Silverberg, 1978, p.309]. In this case, a model that ex- 

plains how production and inventory holding change when tax law changes is first developed. 

Then, well-known economics theory and techniques are used to examine the behavioral effects of 

the change. This seems to validate the output model. 

A behavioral model of §471 and §263A can be derived from the well known single period 

profit-maximizing model [equation 5.1.1] from the economics literature [Chiang, 1984, p.247]. A 

number of elements are added to the model to capture the economic rationale for holding inven- 

tory. These elements include a second period [5.1.2], the presence of inventory between periods 

one and two [5.1.3, 5.1.4], the trade-off of increasing marginal production and holding costs [5.1.5], 

and the form of the functions involved [5.1.9 - 5.1.11]. The inventory rules imposed by §471 and 

§263A are then added to the two period model [5.1.6 - 5.1.8, 5.1.12 - 5.2.1]. By deductive reasoning, 

(1) if the beginning model is valid, (2) the changes to the model that explain the rationale for 

holding inventory are valid, and (2) the modeling of §471 and §263A are valid, the final model is 

valid. 

The final results are examined for reasonableness and for sensitivity to underlying assump- 

tions. The analytic proof is dependent upon the mathematical assumption that cost functions can 

be differentiated. The emphasis in this research is on the assumptions about the relationships of 

marginal cost to average cost, production cost to holding cost, and the assertion that marginal 

production costs are increasing. The economic intuition is dependent upon the assumptions about 

the relationships of marginal cost to average cost, production cost to holding cost, and the assertion 

that marginal production costs are increasing. The lack of differentiability is a mathematical com- 

plication that is a problem for tractability, but not for economic substance. 
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Another test for validity is a sensitivity analysis of extreme values of the parameters of the 

model brought about by the tax act [0 < 9, 4,7, < 1] and [0 < 6,] that might be manipulated. 

The sensitivity of the model to high values of the parameters is not particularly interesting, but 

when the low extreme values are substituted, the results sumplify and sometimes converge toward 

the original two period model. This can be done based on equation 5.1.15 as follows: 

1. ‘If there is no §481 adjustment [6; = 0] then equation 5.1.15 becomes: 

TT = Pill — a)lqi + fo-e — J — lM, o- eh, ONO — 4] — (hh, O)E1 -— 4] - 
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Equation 5.4.1 adds validity to equation 5.1.15 because when there is no §481 lump-sum ad- 

justment required, only the lump-sum adjustment drops out of the model. 

2. If there is no tax [t; = 0] then equation 5.1.15 becomes: 

MW = Pilg t+ fa‘ — LJ — alg, fo-s, hh, 9) — ah, ©) + 

  1 + 7 EPalg@ +h) — ag, h, O)] 5.4.2 
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Equation 5.4.2 adds validity to equation 5.1.15 because when there is no tax, the more com- 

plicated model reduces to a simple two-period model. 

3. If the discount rate is zero [7 = 0] then equation 5.1.15 becomes: 

NM = Pfl—ajlat h-.— hh) — alg, fo-s h, O)C1 — 4] — ath, [1 — 4] - 

Ou; sz 
(91, Lo as is ©) —G Jel — 2] - Ah, O)[ —— Jela — J+ 

Ci k   Co K(Go— kr Loa - 1) Low Jla -— (1 — pj + 6[1— pl] + 

lo» SA Jpn, [1 = pn + af -   

sont 
  

Ty at 
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[P21 — e]l@ + hj] — a(@, hh, [1 — 2] 5.4.3 

Equation 5.4.3 adds validity to equation 5.1.15 because when the discount rate is zero, the 

model does not fundamentally change. There may be a change in optimal production and 

inventory holding, but the model is about the same as equation 5.1.15. 

4. If the discount rate is zero [7 = 0] and the tax rates for the two periods are equal [4 = 4], then 

equation 5.1.15 becomes: 
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Equation 5.4.4 adds validity to equation 5.1.15 because when the discount rate is zero and the 

tax rates for the two periods are equal, the tax deferral costs disappear. There may be a 

change in optimal production and inventory holding, but the model is similar to 5.1.15. 

5. If the firm uses the FIFO cost flow assumption for tax purposes, [p = 1] and [1 — p = 0], then 

equation 5.1.15 becomes: 

TT = Pill —a4]la + b-«— hh] -— a(t, b-1 h, O)C1 — 4] — Ah, OC! -— 4] - 
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Equation 5.4.5 adds validity to equation 5.1.15 because it demonstrates that the model ex- 

penses all beginning inventory under the FIFO assumption. 

6. If the firm uses the LIFO cost flow assumption for tax purposes, [p = 0] and [1 — p = 1] and 

does not liquidate any inventory layers, equation 5.1.15 becomes: 

ITI = Py - olin + Ip-. _ hj _- a(q, lew h, ©)! _ u] _ Ah, ©,)[1 -_ ti] + 

O,1y_ 5 hb 

9o-k It l+r 
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I 
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Equation 5.4.6 adds validity to equation 5.1.15 because it shows that all beginning inventory 

is retained in ending inventory under the LIFO assumption. 

The results of equation 5.1.15 have criterion-related validity (Kerlinger, 1986, p.418] because 

they predict the changes in production and inventory holding with respect to changes in the tax 

rules under §263A. 
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6.0 RESULTS 

Section 3.0 set out the research questions and propositions of interest. The propositions and 

conclusions are as follows: 

Pi: Uniform capitalization leads to productive inefficiency (i.e., use of inputs that are not 
unconstrained cost minimizing). 

Section 1.2 shows that §263A has two effects. First, the number of costs that are capitalized 

for each firm in an industry covered by capitalization requirements is increased. The increase in the 

number of costs capitalized for each firm in an industry impacts cost comparisons for firms within 

industries. The within industry comparisons are addressed first in this chapter. In addition, the 

number of industries covered by capitalization is increased. The increase in the number of industries 

covered impacts cost comparisons for firms between industries. The between industry comparisons 

are addressed after the within industry comparisons. 
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Within Industry Comparisons 

Appendix B.3 shows that §263A cannot increase productively efficient behavior for input de- 

cisions made by firms within an industry, and results in less productively efficient behavior. Because 

all firms in competitive markets face the same input prices, it is apparent that productive efficiency 

occurs if the MRTS [Marginal Rates of Technical Substitution] of all firms equal the price ratio 

[equation 4.0.2]. Even if the MRTS of all firms do not equal the price ratio, productive efficiency 

occurs if the MRTS are equal across firms. As more cost allocations are added by the tax law, 

more allocated terms are added to the MRTS, increasing the probability that the MRTS for at least 

some firms within an industry have different MRTS. 

When more allocated costs were added to the MRTS by §263A, the analysis in appendix B.3 

shows that the MRTS for firms cannot be closer to each other, and can only be further from equal. 

There are five possibilities that must be examined: 

1. Section 471 leads to productively efficient behavior, while §263A leads to productively ineffi- 

cient behavior [Equations B.3.1.2, B.3.1.4, B.3.1.7, B.3.1.9, B.3.1.10, B.3.2.1, B.3.2.3]. This 

case occurs because of the expanded definition of manufacturing cost under §263A. 

2. Section 263 leads to behavior that is more productively inefficient than the behavior §471 leads 

to [Equations B.3.1.3, B.3.1.6]. This case also occurs because of the expanded definition of 

manufacturing cost under §263A. 

3. Sections 471 and §263A lead to equally productive inefficient behavior [Equations B.3.1.1, 

B.3.1.8]. This means that §263A has no impact on productive efficiency for these cost com- 

parisons because §471 and §263A lead to equally inefficient behavior since they use the same 

rules. This case occurs for manufacturing costs as originally defined under §471. 
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4. Both §471 and §263A lead to productively efficient behavior [Equation B.3.1.5, B.3.2.2, 

B.3.3.1, B.3.3.2, B.3.3.3]. This means that §263A has no impact on productive efficiency for 

these cost comparisons because both §471 and §263A lead to efficient behavior. This case 

occurs for selling and administrative costs and service firms that are not covered under §471 

or §263A. 

5. Section 263A leads to productively efficient behavior, while §471 leads to productively ineffi- 

cient behavior. There are no examples of this case. 

Using the criteria of equation 4.0.2, the five cases above show that §263A adds more sources 

of inefficiency to the tax code [cases 1 and 2], leads to all the productive inefficiencies of §471 [case 

3], and cures none of the inefficiencies of §471 [cases 4 and 5]. For example, case | shows: 

    

  

§471 §263A 
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Equation 6.0.1 shows that under §471, the MRTS*,, for all manufacturing firms equal the 

price ratio. Because all firms in a competitive market face the same prices, productive efficiency 

must occur. Section 263A, however, leads to MRTS#*, that differ from the price ratio and, in 

general, differ across firms. Section 263A leads to productively inefficient behavior unless one as- 

sumes that all firms within a particular industry have the same production technology and use the 

same cost allocation techniques. If all firms within a particular industry have the same production 

technology and use the same cost allocations techniques, then the allocated terms for all firms 

would be identical and, as a result, the MRTS under §263A would be equal across firms. This 
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possibility seems unrealistic given the different kinds of markets that are available within each in- 

dustry. For instance, Bethlehem Steel and Nike are both manufacturers, but it is unlikely that they 

have the same production technology or use the same cost allocation techniques. 

In short, the increased number of costs required to be capitalized under §263A by firms al- 

ready subject to capitalization requirements under §471 leads to productively inefficient behavior. 

Service firms are not currently covered by §263A. Equations B.3.3.1 - B.3.3.3 show that service 

firms make productively efficient input decisions because all service firms have equal MRTS. Ex- 

tending the §263A rules to service firms would make the economy more productively inefficient 

because service firms then would have input choices distorted by tax rules (in addition to the dis- 

tortions already imposed on manufacturers and retailers). The formal analysis would be intuitively 

identical to the previous analysis done in this chapter. 

Between Industry Comparisons 

The analysis in appendix B.4 shows that §263A cannot increase productively efficient behavior 

for input decisions made by firms between industries (as defined by the tax code), and results in less 

productively efficient behavior. 

Because all firms in competitive markets face the same input prices, equation 4.0.2 shows that 

productive efficiency occurs if all the MRTS of firms between all industries equal the price ratio. 

If the MRTS of all firms do not equal the price ratio, productive efficiency occurs only if the MRTS 

are equal for all firms. As more cost allocations are added by the tax law, more allocated terms are 

added to the MRTS, thereby increasing the probability that the MRTS for at least some firms 

within an industry have different MRTS. 

The analysis in appendix B.4 shows that when more allocated costs are added to the MRTS 

by §263A, the MRTS for all firms cannot be more nearly equal to each other, and will likely be 

further from equal. There are four general cases that must be addressed to illustrate that §263A 

leads to more productively inefficient behavior than §471 for input decisions made by firms between 

industries. 
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Section 471 leads to productively efficient behavior for input decisions made by firms between 

industries, while §263A leads to productively inefficient behavior for input decisions made by 

firms between industries.: [Equations B.4.1.1, B.4.1.3, B.4.2.1, B.4.2.3]. This case occurs 

because mixed costs and selling and administrative costs are not covered under $471, but are 

not covered under §263A. 

Both sections 471 and 263A lead to productively efficient behavior for input decisions made 

by firms between industries.: [Equations B.4.1.2, B.4.2.2]. This case occurs because selling 

and administrative costs are not covered under §471 or §263A. 

Section 471 leads to productively inefficient behavior for input decisions made by firms between 

industries, while §263A leads to productively efficient behavior for input decisions made by 

firms between industries.: There are no examples of this case. 

Both sections 471 and 263A lead to productively inefficient behavior for input decisions made 

by firms between industries. There are no examples of this case. 

Using the criteria of equation 4.0.2, the four cases above show that §263A unambiguously 

adds more sources of inefficiency to the tax code. For example, case 1 shows: 
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§263A 
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Equation 6.0.2 shows that under $471, the MRTSM for all manufacturing, retailing, and ser- 

vice firms equals the price ratio. Because all firms in a competitive market face the same prices, 

productive efficiency must occur. Equation 6.0.3 shows that under §263A, the MRTSM for manu- 

facturing, retailing, and service firms do not equal each other. Section 263A leads to less produc- 

tively efficient behavior because the MRTS of all manufacturing, retailing, and service firms were 

equal under §471, but do not equal under §263A. 

In short, this research demonstrates that the increased number of industries subject to the 

rules of §263A leads to productively inefficient behavior. Service firms are not currently covered 

by §263A. Equations B.4.2.1 and B.4.2.3 show that manufacturing, retailing, and service firms 

make productively inefficient input decisions between firms because the firms have different MRTS. 

Extending the §263A rules to service firms could have no negative impact on productive efficiency 

(because the input choices are already distorted) nor could it have a positive impact on productive 

efficiency unless one makes the very unlikely assumption that all firms in all markets in all industries 

(Bethlehem Steel, Wal Mart, and Coopers & Lybrand, CPA’s) have the same production technol- 

ogy and use the same cost allocation techniques. The formal analysis of extending §263A to service 

firms would be intuitively identical to the previous analysis in this chapter. 
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Conclusions 

Because the increased number of costs capitalized and the increased number of firms covered 

both lead to inefficient behavior, §263A strictly leads to less productively efficient behavior than 

§471. The intuition for this result is that §263A strictly increases the number of cost allocations 

required for tax purposes, and therefore increases the number of marginal rates of technical substi- 

tution that are not equal across firms within industries and across industries. Increasing the number 

of marginal rates of technical substitution that are not equal to each other within industries means 

that some costs (i.e., manufacturing and mixed items) are more expensive after-tax than other costs 

(selling items). As a result, §263A induces firms within an industry to use higher-cost input com- 

binations than does §471, or those combinations would have been used under §471. 

Increasing the number of marginal rates of technical substitution that are not equal between 

industries means that some industries (i.e., manufacturing and retailing) operate at higher after-tax 

costs than other industries (service). As a result, §263A induces firms to change industries and earn 

less profit after §263A in the new industry than they earned under §471 in the old industry (or else 

the firm would have been in the new industry under §471). Extending the §263A rules to service 

firms would therefore increase the inefficiencies in the system by forcing more firms into inefficient 

behavior. 

In summary, §263A increased the uniformity of the cost allocations, but these allocations were 

uniformly bad. Section 471 leads to productively inefficient behavior, and §263A increases the in- 

efficiency. Firms are worse off under §263A than they were under §471 because they produce at 

higher cost and lower profits. Society is worse off because §263A results in more resource use and 

therefore waste resources. 

Intuitively, one might argue that subjecting all firms to the same distortions leads to produc- 

tively efficient behavior because all firms have the same or close to the same distortions. If all the 

firms have the same distortions, then all the firms have the same MRTS and productive efficiency 

occurs. This possibility never materialized in the relevant comparisons. 
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Effect of Removing Sections 471 and 263A 

If there were no allocations required in equations 6.0.1 - 6.0.3, 8 = 0 and all the MRTS equal 

the price ratio and equal each other since all firms face the same input prices in a competitive 

market. The result of the elimination of §471 and §263A is productive efficiency. The lost revenue 

could be recouped by a lump-sum adjustment on each taxpayer equal to the amount of inventory 

cost previously capitalized. The net result is that the economy operates efficiently at a lower cost, 

inputs are not wasted, and tax revenue is retained. Tax revenues lost from increases in inventory 

held in the future will be partially or fully offset by increases in real economic income that result 

from efficiency gains. 

P2; Uniform capitalization leads to allocative inefficiency (i.e., production of products that 
are not unconstrained profit maximizing). 

The analysis in appendix B.1 shows that 9471 and §263A both lead to allocatively efficient 

production of outputs. Because there are no tax distortion effects on consumer or producer prices, 

$471 and §263A lead to allocatively efficient behavior across code sections and across firms. The 

intuition of this result is that inputs are treated differently by §471 and §263A, but there is no dif- 

ference in the taxation of outputs. Therefore, there are no distortions between firm and consumer 

prices. 

While it is true that uniform capitalization has an equilibrium effect on outputs because of 

cost distortions, the effect is reflected in the price of the goods and thus consumers make different 

(than before §263A), but utility-maximizing, decisions under §263A. The difference in the optimal 

combination of goods consumed and goods purchased results from productive inefficiency of in- 

puts, not allocative inefficiency of outputs. 

The conclusions of this research are the opposite of the conclusions proposed by Evans 

[1989]. He argued that §263A surrogated for changes in economic inventory values and moved the 

tax inventory accounting rules toward the Haig-Simon economic measurement of inventory costs. 

To put the Evans analysis into more precise economic terms, the “better” valuation of inventory 
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leads firms to make profit-maximizing output decisions within and between industries, which leads 

to allocatively efficient behavior. The results of this research demonstrate that since neither §471 

nor §263A have any distorting effects on outputs, and consumers make utility-maximizing decisions 

that are not distorted by taxes, producers make profit-maximizing choices that are not distorted by 

taxes. Because the sections relate to inputs and not outputs, §263A is not an improvement in 

allocative efficiency over §471 - the sections have nothing to do with allocative efficiency. As a re- 

sult, producers display allocatively efficient behavior under both §471 and §263A. 

There are a number of problems with the Evans analysis. First, the Haig-Simon definition 

of income is only appropriate if it leads to more efficient economic behavior. The Haig-Simon 

definition does not include a measure of efficiency, nor does it define which type of efficiency is 

enhanced. Therefore, Haig-Simon is an inadequate evaluation standard. Second, Evans does not 

distinguish between productive and allocative efficiency. The Haig-Simon definition appears to lead 

to profit-maximizing output choices. This is an allocative efficiency issue. Evans, however, framed 

his arguments in the context of inputs, which impact productive efficiency. Even if the Haig-Simon 

definition were an appropriate standard for allocative efficiency, this is a productive efficiency 

problem. Third, Evans implicitly assumes that uniformity and an increased number of input cost 

tax allocations are identically the same and proxy for fair market output value of inventory. Section 

263A, however, achieves uniformity by requiring a larger number of cost allocations. The increased 

number of allocations that do not proxy for marginal input cost (not the uniformity) create more 

productive inefficiency. 

This research improves upon the Evans analysis by mathematically modeling §471 and §263A 

and comparing the results to established criteria for productive and allocative efficiency. Allocative 

efficiency occurs under both §471 and §263A, but increased productive inefficiency occurs under 

§263A. 

In short, Evans argued that §263A increases the allocative efficiency of a system that was al- 

ready allocatively efficient. Section 263A actually reduces productive efficiency, which will be re- 

flected in higher prices. Given the prices, consumers and producers will make allocatively efficient 
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decisions. It is true that consumers and producers make different and less optimal choices under 

§263A, but the inefficiency results from productive inefficiency, not allocative inefficiency. 

The United States transactions-based tax system fundamentally departs from the Haig-Simon 

definition of true economic income. Although Evans argued that §263A approximates an economic 

definition of income, this research shows that the additional cost allocations required under §263A 

make the system less, not more efficient. The loss of efficiency results because the allocations are 

not marginal with respect to production decisions 

P3: Uniform capitalization leads to changes in the equilibrium quantity of inventory held. 

The results in appendix C.3 show that inventory holding decreases when §263A is imposed 

if the firm uses LIFO for tax purposes and has no current period production in ending inventory 

[i.e., @ = O]. This research defines p to be the proportion of current production in ending inven- 

tory. A very low value for p is consistent with the LIFO inventory method because LIFO inven- 

tory comes primarily from prior production. Equation C.4.39 shows that p equals zero [i.e., there 

is no current period production in ending inventory] if marginal production cost [with respect to 

inventory] avoided in period one increases more because of §263A than the sum of the increases 

of marginal holding cost [with respect to inventory] and marginal period two production cost [with 

respect to inventory] because of §263A. The discussion following equation C.4.39 shows that the 

increase in period one marginal production cost [with respect to inventory] because of §263A ap- 

proximately equals the increase in period two marginal production cost [with respect to inventory] 

because of §263A. This leaves the increase in marginal holding cost [with respect to inventory] 

because of §263A which is greater than zero because §263A is inefficient. Therefore the p likely 

equals zero. 

The cost assumption in C.4.39 is equivalent to using the LIFO inventory tax assumption |t.e., 

ending inventory comes from the earliest available production, primarily beginning inventory] and 

the mathematical assumption that p = 0 [the proportion of ending inventory from current pro- 

duction is zero]. When p = 0, many terms disappear and the problem becomes mathematically 
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tractable. Therefore the cost, tax, and mathematics assumptions are consistent and complementary. 

Because §263A is inefficient and inventory holding likely declines, this assumption is not contra- 

dicted. If §263A had been efficient, thereby allowing an inventory increase, the assumption would 

have been contradicted. 

The results are consistent with the intuition developed in Chapter 1.1.2 where it is shown that 

the direction of increase or decrease in inventory 1s determined by the relationships of the increases 

in production and holding cost caused by §263A. It is also argued in chapter 1.1.2 that because 

items produced in periods one and two are substitutes for each other, changes in output in each 

of the periods depend on the relative increases in production cost between the two periods and the 

increase in holding cost. The decreases in production each period differ slightly from the original 

intuition because the effect on total production of the cost increases was not explicitly considered. 

Because total production must go down when costs increase, it is logical that production each pe- 

riod also decreases, in spite of the fact that the relative cost increases may have some effect on the 

magnitude of the decreases each period. 

The argument in chapter 1.3.1 is that holding lower levels of inventory by manufacturers and 

retailers appears to be bad per se because service firms were already given preferential treatment 

under §471 and §263A makes the preference even larger. The original intuition does not apply be- 

cause firms only hold inventory in this model because it is sometimes cheaper to produce and hold 

inventory for a period than it is to defer production. As a result, holding more or less inventory is 

not bad per se, but only results from productive inefficiencies that cause the increase or decrease in 

inventory holding. 

P3: Uniform capitalization leads to changes in equilibrium output. 

The analysis in appendix C.1 shows that production in the first period decreases when §263A 

is imposed if the firm uses LIFO for tax purposes and retains no current period production in in- 

ventory. All current period production costs are charged to expense under the LIFO and no in- 
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ventory accumulation assumptions. Because §263A is inefficient, costs increase, and production 

decreases. 

The analysis in appendix C.2 shows that production in the second period decreases when 

§263A is imposed, independent of the inventory method used for tax purposes. This result is logical 

because in the second period there is no ending inventory and all current period production and 

holding costs are charged to expense. Because §263A is inefficient, costs increase and quantity de- 

creases. The result reverses if §263A is efficient. 

PS: The §481 adjustment has no impact on future production and inventory holding deci- 
sions. 

The §481 adjustment is modeled as 6 in equation 5.1.7. This parameter does not appear in 

the first order conditions of C.1.3 - C.1.5 and C.4.41 - C.4.43. Therefore, the §481 adjustment has 

no impact on future production and inventory holding decisions. This demonstrates that the §481 

lump-sum adjustment is truly efficient because it does not distort future decisions. 

The argument in chapter 5.3 is that although the §481 adjustment is a lump-sum tax, future 

decisions might be affected because the inventory is being carried at a higher tax value because of 

the §481 adjustment. This research shows that the changes in production and inventory holding 

depend upon the trade-offs of marginal production and holding costs. As a result, inventory car- 

rying values for tax purposes are not relevant to future production or holding because the §481 

adjustment is levied on past, not future, decisions. 

PS: Any impact of the $481 adjustment is no different if the producer chooses LIFO as 
opposed to FIFO for tax accounting purposes. 

Because the §481 adjustment has no impact on future production and inventory choices, the 

LIFO or FIFO tax accounting rules have no additional impact on production and inventory 

holding decisions because of the §481 adjustment. 
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Based on chapter 5.3, one might argue that future decisions are affected by the LIFO/FIFO 

choice because the present value of the tax deduction for the §481 adjustment is larger under FIFO 

than under LIFO. This research supports the intuition that the §481 adjustment 1s lump-sum and 

does not affect future production and inventory holding decisions. As a result, the LIFO/FIFO 

choice can no affect on future production and inventory holding decisions. 

RESULTS 8]



7.0 SUMMARY, LIMITATIONS, POLICY 

IMPLICATIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS 

7.1 Summary 

This research contains the development of a mathematical input model of uniform capital- 

ization, performs an analysis of the model, and advances the conclusion that uniform capitalization 

unambiguously causes productively inefficient behavior. The provisions of §263A that arbitrarily 

required more costs to be allocated and more industries to be covered created the inefficiency. 

Treasury II [The White House, p. 202] and Evans [1989] assume that a uniform set of inventory 

accounting rules leads to increased economic efficiency and that increases in the number of required 

allocations leads to even greater efficiency. The results show that the rules are uniform, but uni- 

formly bad, because they decrease productive efficiency. Treasury II and Evans therefore advocate 

a uniformly bad, rather than a uniformly good, system. The uniformity of the system is not the 

problem. The increased number of cost allocations required is the problem with §263A. 

This research also contains the development of a mathematical output model of uniform 

capitalization, an analysis of the model, and concludes that under LIFO inventory and some rea- 
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sonable cost assumptions, production unambiguously decreases because the inefficient tax act in- 

creases production costs. The effect on inventory holding depends on whether the increases in 

marginal production cost [with respect to inventory] avoided in period one caused by §263A dom- 

inate the sum of the increases in marginal holding cost [with respect to inventory] and marginal 

period two production cost [with respect to inventory] caused by §263A or the reverse. This result 

is consistent with the intuition developed in Chapter 1.1.2. 

7.2 Limitations 

1. This research makes a number of assumptions about firm behavior, market structure, 

and cost behavior, including: 

A. Firms are profit maximizers and markets are perfectly competitive. The assump- 

tion of profit maximization seems reasonable in the business environment. The 

assumption of perfect competition is made to make the mathematics tractable and 

has no affect on the allocative efficiency result because chapter 6.0 argues that §471 

and §263A relate to inputs and not outputs. Section 263A is not an improvement 

in allocative efficiency over §471 - the sections have nothing to do with allocative 

efficiency. As a result, producers display allocatively efficient behavior under both 

§471 and §263A, whether the firm is perfectly competitive, part of an oligopoly, 

or a monopolist. 

The assumption of perfect competition should have no affect on the productive 

efficiency result because chapter 4.0 shows that if there is an optimal distribution 

of income, increases in productive efficiency are desirable in any market structure 

[Diamond and Murrlees, 1971]. That is, publicly traded firms that are perfectly 

competitive, part of an oligopoly, or monopolists are driven to productive effi- 
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ciency by profit-maximizing behavior. The logic of this argument is that im- 

provements in productive efficiency allow the firm to decrease the consumption 

of at least one input without harming the production of any good. The decreased 

consumption of input(s) may allow the production of more outputs. Surely at 

least one person is made better off by the decreased use of inputs and potential 

production of more outputs without making anyone worse off. If this is the case, 

then improvements in productive efficiency are Pareto improving [Tresch, 198], 

p.31). 

Friedman discusses research assumptions at length. He distinguishes between as- 

sumptions that have practical significance and assumptions that have only tech- 

nical or analytic significance. Some assumptions may not hold in the strictest 

sense, but they act as if they hold. For instance, few believe that perfect compe- 

tition actually exists in very many markets. However, industrial organization re- 

searchers only have clear evidence that firms earn profits in excess of the 

competitive return when eight firm concentration ratios are 70% or above. [See 

Bain, 1951 in Scherer, 1980, p.267-295]. Based on this result, a wide range of 

markets behave as if they are competitive. The assumption of perfect competition 

has analytic unportance, but little practical significance. [See Musgrave, 1981 and 

Blau, 1980}. 

B. Firms operate in a partial equilibrium economy. Partial equilibrium analysis im- 

plicitly assumes that feedback affects do not exist. When the feedback is small, 

there is no grave consequence to using partial equilibrium instead of general 

equilibrium analysis. This is the usual benchmark assumption made for analytic 

tractability in the early study of public sector problems and provides a frame of 

reference for later research when the assumptions are relaxed. 

C. Accounting, tax, and economic costs are identical except for the provisions of §471 

and §263A. This ceteris paribus assumption allows the focus to be placed on the 
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effects of uniform capitalization without the confounding effects of other tax de- 

partures from economic costs. Future research will analyze other cases where tax 

measurements of cost and economic measures of cost differ. 

D. An improvement in productive efficiency is Pareto improving if there are no eq- 

uity changes. This result strictly holds under very restrictive circumstances, but 

is logical because improvements in productive efficiency free up resources that 

someone in the economy can use. This assumption is used in the efficiency 

analysis. 

E. Cost as a function of outputs is differentiable with respect to all choice variables 

and parameters. This assumption eases mathematical analysis and allows the use 

of the implicit function theorem. It is quite standard in economic analysis, and 

has no practical significance. 

F. Marginal production cost (with respect to quantity produced and inventory held) 

and marginal holding cost (with respect to inventory held) are positive, increasing, 

and differentiable. The first two assumptions are made to economically justify 

holding inventory. In the model presented, there is no reason to hold inventory 

if it is just as expensive to produce currently as it is to produce in the future. The 

assumption of increasing marginal costs is necessary in the short term to keep the 

firm from growing into a monopoly. Since several firms are observed in most 

industries, there is evidence that marginal costs are increasing. The differentiability 

assumption is made to permit mathematical analysis, but is not essential to the 

qualitative results. 

G. Input costs can be conveniently separated into fixed and variable components. 

This 1s the standard assumption in accounting models. 

H.  LIFO inventory is assumed and: 

Bei(.) Pol.) [1-4] eal.) 
ara0, |! “I+ a0, Ti+ * Gre, | 
  ti] > 0. 
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' 66, 

creases when the costs capitalized under §263A increase and thus p [the proportion 

  When this cost relationship holds < 0. That is, inventory holding de- 

of ending inventory from current period production] = 0 under the LIFO inven- 

tory method. It is argued in appendix C.3 that the first two terms of the above 

expression sum to approximately zero because costs avoided one period are in- 

curred the next period. Because §263A leads to productively inefficient behavior, 

&h(.) 
dla, 

I. There is no inflation. The prior analysis suggests that inflation has an impact on 

  {1—4] > 0., and thus the sum of the terms should be greater than zero. 

equilibrium production and inventory holding only if the inflation changes the 

relationship between the increases in marginal period one and period two pro- 

duction costs and holding costs because of §263A. It seem reasonable to believe 

that inflation has little or no affect on the increase in marginal costs because of 

§263A, so this assumption has no impact. Income tax accounting rules that ex- 

clude the effects of inflation tend to increase the size of the distortions highlighted 

here [Feldstein, 1976 and Feldstein and Summers, 1978]. A firm conclusion can 

be established in further research. 

J. Firms have a two-period life. The finite remaining life of any firm can arbitrarily 

be divided into any number of time periods. The analysis in this research 1s based 

on two periods with an implicit prior period where inventory is first accumulated. 

The two periods are required to examine production and inventory holding 

choices when capitalization rules are changed tn one period and and the same 

choices in a period where liquidation occurs. This assumption is reasonable and 

makes mathematical analysis more tractable. 

K. Equation 5.1.9 assumes that inventory holding and production costs are separable 

7c, 

Oqnolh, 

marginal production costs do not change when more inventory is added. This 

  from each other and =(0. This mathematical assumption means that 

seems like a reasonable, although not necessary assumption. 
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L. The firm is subject to deterministic demand, but has no stock-out, LIFO liqui- 

dation costs, or one-time production costs. These assumptions are made to justify 

holding inventory, simplify the problem, and to permit analysis of inventory 

holding because of future price changes caused by demand fluctuations. If the 

firm had stock-out, LIFO liquidation, or one-time production costs, it would have 

reasons to hold inventory other than the one put forth in this research. It seems 

reasonable to believe that §263A would have a similar effect on production and 

inventory holding, independent of the reasons inventory is held. 

M. Only domestic production is modeled. Foreign production would allow other 

alternatives for firms that wish to avoid costs imposed by §263A and make analysis 

more difficult. If foreign production were allowed, the costs imposed by uniform 

capitalization could not increase, but it is possible that the foreign production 

opportunity may be better than the domestic alternatives, partially mitigating the 

productive inefficiency costs. In any case, foreign production is not a reasonable 

alternative for many of the firms affected. 

The assumptions are made primarily to simplify the problem. After the simple problem 

is well understood, the assumptions can start to be relaxed. 

2. This research does not estimate the magnitude of any equilibrium or efficiency effects. 

Future research can estumate these magnitudes once the direction and sources of effects 

is well understood. 

3. This research does not unambiguously establish the direction of the change in inventory 

holding caused by §263A. Empirics may be needed to establish the direction of the 

change. 
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7.3 Policy Implications 

Treasury II [The White House, p. 202] argued for §263A essentially on the basis of improving 

equity and efficiency. This research does not directly address the equity issue, but chapter 1.3.1 

argues that the types of equity discussed are really not only equity issues (crowd out of low income 

taxpayers from multi-period activities), but can be thought of as efficiency issues. This is because 

one might argue that it is not equitable for one taxpayer to pay tax one period and another taxpayer 

to pay tax the following period on equivalent activities. This is also an efficiency issue because the 

taxpayers would have different effective tax rates that might distort decisions. This research shows 

that if the equity and efficiency issues discussed were the goals, the act failed. In contrast to the 

desired results, the conclusions from this research show that 9471 and §263A have no affect on 

allocatively efficient behavior. Section 471 is, however, productively inefficient and §263A increases 

the inefficiency. This inefficiency is bad for the firm and bad for society because firms will use more 

and/or more expensive resources under §263A than they used under §471. Uniform capitalization 

therefore fails the policy objective of increased efficiency. 

There are some who argue that §263A was inserted to raise revenue [Galante and Jacobs, 

1987]. This research shows that the §481 catch-up provisions of §263A are efficient because they 

do not further distort output decisions. Therefore, Congress could have simply implemented §263A 

retroactively |i.e., the catch-up provisions] and deleted the future provisions fi.e., the cut-off pro- 

visions]. This would have allowed Congress to raise revenue without imposing dead weight effi- 

ciency losses on the economy and resource waste on society. Because the catch-up provisions are 

levied on the stock of inventory while the cut-off provisions are levied on the increases in inventory, 

it seems reasonable to suggest that the catch-up provisions will raise the bulk of the revenue.“ This 

“4 The catch-up provision for a LIFO taxpayer is necessary because ending inventory comes from pro- 
duction in some prior period and is carried at that old value until sold, unless it is adjusted. The inventory 
valuation will automatically be adjusted for a FIFO taxpayer because ending inventory comes from cur- 
rent period production that is subject to the new cut-off rules. The point remains, however, that the bulk 
of the revenue will come from the change in capitalization on existing stocks of inventory, not future in- 
creases in inventory. 
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is especially true because the analysis shows that the cut-off provisions cause inventory stock to 

decrease. 

If Congress wanted to increase economic efficiency, it could have eliminated inventory cap- 

italization rules entirely. If there were no inventory cost allocations required, 6 = 0, and all the 

MRTS equal the price ratios and each other because all firms would face the same input prices in 

a competitive market. The elimination of §471 and §263A would result in productive efficiency. 

The lost revenue could be recouped by a lump-sum adjustment on each producer equal to the 

amount of inventory cost previously capitalized. The net result is that the economy would operate 

efficiently at a lower cost, inputs would not be wasted, and tax revenue would be retained. Tax 

revenues lost from increases in inventory held in the future would be partially or fully offset by in- 

creases in real economic income that result from efficiency gains. 

7.4 Contributions 

The contributions of this research to date are: 

1. Two sections of tax code are mathematically modeled and are subjected to standard 

equilibrium and efficiency analysis. This is relatively new to the tax accounting litera- 

ture. 

2. Separate examinations of allocative and productive efficiency show that the separation 

clears up confusion in prior research. 

3. The analytic results described in chapter 6 show that both $471 and §263A lead to 

allocatively efficient behavior. 

4. The analytic results described in chapter 6 show that §263A leads to more productively 

inefficient behavior than §471. 
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5. The analytic results described in chapter 6 show that under a LIFO inventory assump- 

tion, §263A leads to decreased production. The conditions under which inventory 

holding is decreased are shown. 

6. The analytic results described in chapter 6 show that the §48] adjustment does not im- 

pact future production and inventory holding decisions. 

7. The analytic results described in chapter 6 show that the LIFO/FIFO decision has no 

effect of the §481 adjustment. 

7.5 Future Research 

1. | Many assumptions are made in this research to simplify the problem. Now that the 

simple problem is understood, the assumptions can be relaxed analytically. 

2. This research does not estimate the magnitude of any equilibrium or efficiency effects. 

Empirical research can estimate these magnitudes now that the direction and sources 

of effects are understood. 

3. This research does not unambiguously establish the direction of the change in inventory 

holding caused by §263A. Empiricical research can establish the direction of the change. 

4. This research does not suggest the effects on tax revenue of uniform capitalization. 

Empirical research can establish the magnitude of the revenue collection and the affect 

of the catch-up and cut-off adjustments. 
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APPENDICES: 

Appendix A 

Pareto optimality is the usual criterion for public policy analysis and occurs when one person 

cannot be made better off without making another person worse off. Tresch [1981, p26-37| dem- 

onstrates this condition mathematically as: 

Max W[U? (X,, 2, Va, A] A.0.1 

Subject to simultaneous clearing of all good and factor markets. 

Where: 

W[U*) A function that describes the overall welfare of society at large. [For instance 
this function could be the sum of the utilities of all members of that society.] 

U'LXng, Var] A function that describes the utility [preferences] of an individual (h). This 
ordering is a function of goods consumed and factors of production provided. 

Xng A good consumed by person h. 

Vig A factor of production provided by person h such as labor or capital. 

Using the notation of Tresch [1981], in competitive markets, Pareto optimality holds when 

consumptive, allocative, and productive efficiency conditions are simultaneously met independent 

of the underlying utility and welfare functions . Therefore, two societies could have different values 
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concerning the allocation or resources, employment of labor, etc. and the efficiency conditions still 

hold*. 

The logic of the Pareto optimal conditions starts from the following basic individual con 

sumer and single firm market equilibrium conditions: 

1. Individual A wishes to maximize utility [satisfaction] subject to an income constraint. Within 

this constraint, A will consume until the marginal utility of that good equals the price of that 

good [U’, = R,]. Likewise, U’, = Ry. By simple division: 

U', _ R 
U’, = RR, A.0.2     Consumer Equilibrium MRS¢ » = 

2. Firm M wishes to minimize cost and will continue to use an input until the marginal output 

created by the additional unit of input equals the price of the input [H’; = wz,]. Likewise, 

H’,, = wy V L = 1,,k. By simple division: 

  

oe oe . H’,, jk WL 
Cost Minimization MRTS*,, = a = Ww A.0.3 

H inj, k L’ 

3. Firm M wishes to maximize profit and will therefore produce until the marginal cost of the 

good equals the price of the good [G’, = R,]. Likewise, G’, = R,. By simple division: 

Gh Re 
G' y Ry 
  Profit Maximization MRPTY¥ » = A.0.4 

Where: 

MRS¢, = Marginal Rate of Substitution for person A between goods A and A’. If acon- 
sumer is maximizing utility, the MRS is the maximum rate that person A can 

4S That is, the competitive market system generates the full set of Pareto Optimal conditions, but is neutral 
with respect to the distribution of resources. If society cares about the distribution of resources, a gov- 
ernmental body can maximize welfare by moving along an efficient frontier of individual utility combi- 
nations until maximum welfare is obtained. Thus the government imposes interpersonal equity conditions, 
while maintaining efficiency [Tresch, p37]. The government is required because individual consumers 
would not make the required choices since some consumers are unwilling to give up resources. 
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exchange product A for product A’, while maintaining the same utility (i.e., level 
of satisfaction) [Rosen, 1985, p. 587]. 

MRTS¥ ,.= Marginal Rate of Technical Substitution for firm M between any inputs L and 
L’ for all (V) L = i,j,k (in all combinations of i,j,k). i,j,k are defined to be 
manufacturing costs, mixed costs, and selling and administrative costs respec- 
tively in chapter 4.2. If the firm is minimizing cost, the MRTS 1s the maximum 
rate that firm M can exchange the use of input L for the use of input L’ (in 
producing output h), while maintaining the same output. 

MRPT#, = Marginal Rate of Product Transformation for firm M between outputs A and 
h’. If the firm is maximizing profit, the MRTP is the maximum rate that firm 
M can exchange the output of product A for the output of product h',, while 
maintaining the same cost. 

U', = Marginal Utility of Good A 

H’, = Marginal Input of Good L V L=ij,k (in all combinations of i,j,k). 

G’, = Marginal Output of Good A 

Ry = Selling Price of good A. 

WL = Cost (Price) of Input (Factor) L V L=i,,k (in all combinations of 1,j,k). 

The First Fundamental Theorem of Welfare Economics (The Invisible Hand Theorem) states 

that under conditions of perfect competition and no externalities (1.e., all goods are traded), market 

equilibrium conditions are Pareto optimal. Since the definition of Pareto optimality is that no 

person can be made better off without making another person worse off, the policy maker wishes 

to maximize the utility of at least one person while holding the utilities of all other players constant. 

The intuitive proof of the invisible hand theorem follows from the market equilibrium con- 

ditions and is true if the following conditions are simultaneously met: 

l. From equation A.0.2, the MRS#, = a Likewise, MRS» = a since consumers A and 

B face the same market prices for goods. Therefore, MRSf, = MRS, V consumers A and 

B and and outputs h. Thus consumptive efficiency is obtained. 

Consumptive Efficiency MRS#4 ,.= MRS? _. V AR A.0.5 
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2. From equation A.0.3, the MRTS¥; = = Likewise, the MRTS?)) = a since producers 

M and R face the same input prices. Therefore, MRTS¥;, = MRTS&;. V_ producers M and 

R and V goods L = i,j,k. Thus productive efficiency is obtained. 

Productive Efficiency MRTS¥ ;,=MRTSF, V LL’ A.0.6 

. R, . . R, . 

3. From equation A.0.4, the MRPT, = Ro Likewise, MRPTR,. = since producers M 
I’ Ay’ 

and R may sell the same goods. Therefore MRPT}#4, = MRPTRy. V producers A and C. 

4. From equations A.0.2, A.0.4, and A.0.5, MRS,» = Ry = MRPT,, V h, A, B, M, and R. 
hf 

As a result, consumers and producers efficiently allocate resources to the same goods. 

Allocative Efficiency MRS,, » = MRPT,, w VAR A.0.7 

46 As a result, any tax policy which causes some firms to face different effective input cost ratios than other 
firms, causes inefficiency. 
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Appendix B.1 

The model of a profit-maximizing firm subject to the input capitalization rules of §263A is 

developed in chapter 4.2 and is shown in equations 4.2.3 - 4.2.7. The model of the profit- 

maximizing firm subject to §263A [equations 4.2.3 - 4.2.7] is compared to well-known productive 

and allocative efficiency conditions from the economics literature to determine if §263A leads to 

greater or diminished allocatively and productively efficient behavior. The specific productive and 

allocative efficiency criterion are discussed in chapter 4.0 and appendix A and are listed in equations 

4.0.1 - 4.0.3. 

In appendix B.1, the profit-maximizing model is shown and first order conditions are calcu- 

lated with respect to output. The method of Lagrange [Chiang, 1984, p.372-3] is used, so L is 

substituted for II, and the Lagrangian multiplier (A) is multiplied by the constraint. In appendix 

B.1, the allocative efficiency conditions are also examined with respect to the criteria of equation 

4.0.3. In appendix B.2, the first order conditions of the profit function are calculated with respect 

to the three types of inputs defined in §471 and §263A and the marginal rates of technical substi- 

tution for the general case are calculated. In appendix B.3, the productive efficiency conditions 

between firms within the manufacturing, retailing, and service industries are calculated and examined 

with respect to the criteria of equation 4.0.2. In appendix B.4, the productive efficiency conditions 

between the manufacturing, retailing, and service industries are calculated and examined with respect 

to the criteria of equation 4.0.2. 

The terms that will be used in appendices B.1 - B.4 are as follows: 

I] = Firm profit 

L = The Lagrangian representation of profit subject to the production con- 
straint. L is substituted for I. 

t = The firm’s tax rate [0<t < ]]. 

H 
> Rar = Total revenue where R, is the selling price of the hth. good and 4, is the 
h=l quantity of the hth good sold. 

i 

S* WX = The variable accounting and economic costs of manufacturing (i), mixed 

L=1 activities (j), and selling and administration (k) when L=1i,j,k respec- 
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> fi 

i 

Ss vixr 
L=} 

Oy 

(l+7r)" 

2(qi, q2,... 

tively. w is the unit price of the variable cost of interest and x is the 
quantity of the factor 

Fixed cost of manufacturing (i), mixed activities (j), and selling and ad- 
ministration (k) when L=i,j,k respectively. 

The effective tax costs of manufacturing and mixed activities after the 
imposition of uniform capitalization where L = i,j. v' is different from 
w because v' includes w and allocated fixed manufacturing costs, both 
discounted for the period of time held in inventory [Equations 4.2.4 and 
4.2.5]. Tax law does not require that pure administration and selling 
costs be allocated and thus the effective and nominal wage rate equal 
[Equation 4.2.6]. 

The proportion of manufacturing, mixed activities, and pure selling and 
administration cost required to be allocated to inventory when L = i, j, 
and ek. If the cost is required to be allocated, 
0<0,<1. Otherwise, 6, = 0. No pure selling and administrative costs are 
allocated and deferred, so 6, = 0. 

The discounting factor (r) for the average period of time (n) inventory is 
retained. 

» Ge) = W(X, X2,- ~~. Xr4 74 x)» = The firm’s multi-product production function 
expressed as a function of outputs [g(.)] and as a function of inputs [h(.)]. 
This function determines the quantity of each input that must be used 
to produce a certain combination of outputs. For example, if only one 
output is produced, g(.) is that output, and h(.) describes the inputs that 
are used. 

The Lagrangian multiplier. 

From equations 4.2.3 - 4.2.7: 

H I 

L = YRGA-— Swix; - 
A=l i=1 

H IT 

— 10 Rig — Levins — 
h=1 i=1 

J K I J K 

wx Dwix— LPi- VF - & Fe 
=! i=l j=l k=l k=1 4 

I J J K 

L(1—8)wa— Lvpxy— Y (1 O)wxy — ¥ wbx] 
i=l j=l j=l 

-tf- ¥(1-@)mix— xl — 6)F,— zl ~6)F,— ¥(1-0)F,] B.1.1 

with the following identities, 

Vix; = 
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6wx; + 6,F; 

(l+ry 
B.1.2 
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O wx; + OF; 
iy, = 

ia) (i+rn 

_ OWwixn + Or Fy 

Mee pe If 0, = 0 B.1.4 

subject to, 

ACg(a, Qa, .- +5 a) — h(x, X2,- 6-5 Xr4e s+ x) = QO]. B.1.5 

By algebraic manipulation and substitution, equation B.1.2 becomes, 

Ow,X; + 6F; [Ow; + 6 fi] F; 
T= = =a 

= are 1 day Where Um) 

Using the same manipulations and substitutions, equation B.1.3 becomes, 

wel Owx;+Oj)F) , [Ow + Of] J = 
F; . 

x1 +r)" J= (l+ry where (f= =). B.1.7 

By substituting the results of equations B.1.6 and B.1.7, equations B.1.1 and B.1.2 become, 

H I J K 
L = SRaA- SLwxa- Ywxy- Dd 

A=l i=1 j ka = =1 i 

I J K 

WxX,—- OF - SF,- S Fy 

i=l j=l kel 

H l O(wit fx: / 1 OW; + fix 

tL 2 Re - 2, (l+ry - i ~ Gwe 7% (+r) | 

J 

== S85 — E wore — 
I 

E0-OF.— S0- OF — SF 
j=l i=] j=l 

_ AL2(q1, 2) ory Gr) _ A(x, X25 000, Xe Te x) = 0]. B.1.8 
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OL 02(4n) YE = - — {——— = — OR, = Ag" (gh, os ba, (1 t) By ASE 0 or (1—0R,= Ag'(qn) B.1.9 

aL Og(4w) 
= - —_— A = 0 1 _ t R = A , nh? ode Bgy (1-1) Ry Aa or (1 )Ry = Ag'(qe) B.1.10 

MRPT,,, = 2 = Fe B.1.11 
8'(qv) Re 

CONCLUSIONS: 

1. Equation 4.0.3 shows that the economy 1s allocatively efficient [i.e., producers produce un- 

constrained profit maximizing combinations and consumers purchase utility maximizing 

combinations] when: 

Ri MRS,, y= MRPT,, r= R 

Ae 

Section 263A changes the tax treatment of inputs, not outputs. Because §263A does not 

change the taxation of outputs, there is no tax distortion to consumers, and: 

Ry MRS,” = = 
Ay’ 

While it is true that uniform capitalization has an equilibrium effect on outputs, the effect is 

reflected in the price of the goods and consumers make different (than before §263A), but 

utility-maximizing decisions under §263A. 
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4. The characteristics of the code sections and the different impacts of the sections are captured 

in the 6, parameter. Because this parameter is not present in equation B.1.11, neither $471 

nor §263A cause tax, distortions and for all firms: 

&'(G) _ 
MRPT,, = ——= 

ms £ (Gu) Ry 

  

5. As there are no tax distortion effects on consumer or producer prices, both §471 and §263A 

lead to allocatively efficient behavior across code sections and across firms because: 

Ry MRS,, r= MRPT,, tr = R 

HY 

6. The intuition of this result is that inputs are treated differently by §471 and §263A, but there 

is no difference in the taxation of outputs. Therefore, there are no allocative distortions be- 

tween firms or between firms and consumers under §471 or §263A. 
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Appendix B.2 

The model of a profit-maximizing firm subject to the input capitalization rules of §263A was 

shown in appendix B.1 and allocative efficiency conditions were examined. In this appendix, the 

first order conditions of the same model are calculated with respect to manufacturing, mixed activ- 

ities, and selling and administrative items and the marginal rates of technical substitution for each 

input combination are computed. At the end of the appendix, there is discussion of the different 

definitions of manufacturing costs under §471 and §263A and how the differences are modeled for 

wholesalers, retailers, and service firms. 

    

    

    

    

  

  
  

=v, — SH _ 1-0). 4 1-22 a0 B.2.1 

=wfl — 1 -o St m- a +4 52 -0 B.2.2 

Se awit eft 0, EEEED gy Og SAD B23 

Gh wot — eq 0 PETE yy BA + 1 SO - 0 B24 

ee =w {1 — tl ~ 6, EA - i Fe =0 B.2.5 

SE =w[1- 1] +2 — =0 B.2.6 

Se =wl—d+4 — =0 B.2.7 
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MRTS,» 

MRTS,, = 

MRTSi4 = 

MRTS, = 

MRTS ix 

MRTS,, = 

ht 

h’, 

[l+ry-1 fi 
  

  

wil — C1 — Ol -—a  - T 5 

[l+ry-1 16 fr 
wll ~ {1 — OL - Fa 

  

[l+r}"-1 tO,fi 
wl — ¢{l ~ Ol Ase J Tae 

[l+r7y~1 8 fr 
wll — (1 —6,[ fl+ry WN Ty 

w,[ 1 _ t] _ Wr 

Well — ¢] wee 

  

l+ryp-1 Of 
wt = (1 — of SFT yy - 

[l+r}7-1 (8 if; 
wll — ¢({1 — 6   

trp Uo tise 

  

[l+ry-1 Of 
wil — {1 — ree ~Ti+7P 

[l+rp°-1 (Oh 
  well — ¢[1 — 4 [l+ry Jj - (ltr? 

  

1 n— | Gif: 

wll 0-0 ee Te 
[ltryp-1 18 ifr 

wll — ¢(1 — AL   

[l+r} Ji — [l+r] 

B.2.8 

B.2.9 

B.2.10 

B.2.11 

B.2.12 

B.2.13 

To assess the efficiency effects of §471 costing relative to §263A, one must compare the tax 

cost systems independently across firms within industries and across industries. Order i such that: 
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lL ta=1toA Those manufacturing costs that are allocated to inventory under §471 

and §263A rules. Because all of these manufacturing costs are required 

to be allocated to inventory, 6;.= 1 under both §471 and §263A. 

2. iu = A+ 1toU Those manufacturing costs that are allocated to inventory under §263A, 

but are not required to be allocated under §471. Because all these man- 

ufacturing costs are required to be allocated under §263A, 64), = 1. 

However, none of these manufacturing costs are required to be allocated 

under §471, so 6;, = 0. 

Retail (R) and service (S) firms do not have manufacturing costs and as a result, the com- 

parisons of manufacturing costs will only be within manufacturers (M). Therefore, MRTS*25, 

MRTS#-RS, MRTS*H-%5 are comparisons that do not exist and will not be shown. 

Because §471 and §263A apply uniformly to all firms in a given industry except for very small 

firms, one might infer that all firms are affected equally and there are no productive efficiency effects 

between firms in a given industry. The analyses that follow in appendices B.3 and B.4 show that 

this inference is not correct. 

The values of equations B.2.8 - B.2.13 are computed for firms within an an industry in ap- 

pendix B.3 for manufacturers, retailers, and service firms under §471 and §263A by substituting 6, 

values from Exhibit 4.2. The values of equations B.2.8 - B.2.13 are computed for firms between 

industries in appendix B.4. 
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Appendix B.3.1 

The model of a profit-maximizing firm subject to the input capitalization rules of §263A was 

shown in appendix B.1 and allocative efficiency conditions were examined. In appendix B.2, the 

first order conditions of the same model were calculated with respect to the three types of inputs 

as defined in §471 and §263A and the marginal rates of technical substitution for each input com- 

bination were computed. In appendices B.3.1 - B.3.3, the MRTS computed in appendix B.2 in 

general are made specific to manufacturers (B.3.1), retailers (B.3.2), and service firms (B.3.3) by 

inserting the values of @ shown in Exhibit 4.2 (under §471 and §263A). The MRTS for all the 

possible combinations of productive efficiency conditions for firms within the manufacturing, re- 

tailing, and service industries are computed. In appendix B.3.1, the MRTS of manufacturing firms 

only are compared under §471 and §263A. 

§471 

MRTSia,ia' = 

(l4ry?-1 tha 
[l+ ry" i} - [t+r}" 

  wiafl — (i -[ 
  

[l+7]?-1 thio’ 

(itery? 3) - tic+-y 
  wierll — {1 -[ 

MRTSiy iu’ = 

Wiy 

Wiy! 

MRITSia,iu = 

fi+r]?-1 tf WiaL! - =f - fi ay 

wiul! — ¢] 
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Manufacturers 

§263A 
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MRIS; = MRIS) = B.3.1.10 
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Summary: 

Sections 471 and 263A apply equally to all manufacturing firms and lead to productive effi- 

ciency [equation 4.0.2] only if MRTS“! = MRTS™. It is not necessary that the MRTS™! equals 

any particular number (including the price ratio), but rather the MR7TS™! must simply equal 

MRTS*™, For analytic tractability, it is helpful for the MRTS to equal the price ratio, so that one 

can be certain that all firms have an equal MRTS under a particular tax act. The equal price ratio 

occurs because all firms pay the same price for inputs in competitive markets. It is important that 

the MRTS be equal for all firms in an industry because otherwise a trade of inputs could increase 

output levels at all affected firms. 

If the MRTS has numerous allocated terms [see equation B.3.1.2], the MRTS do not equal 

for all firms under a particular tax act unless by chance all the allocated terms are equal. The al- 

located terms will be equal for all firms in an industry only if one makes the unlikely assumption 

that all firms in all markets have precisely the same production technology and use precisely the 

same cost allocation techniques. If all firms choose the same production technology, the firms have 

the same proportions of fixed and variable costs. Firms with the same production technology also 

keep the same inventory quantities and use the same optimal cost allocation techniques. Assuming 

that all firms in an industry choose the same production technology and use the same cost allo- 

cation techniques results in the allocated terms being equal across firms. If the allocated terms are 

equal across firms, the MRTS™! = MRTS™, This unlikely possibility must be kept in mind when 

analyzing the results of appendices B.3.1 - B.4. 

When examining the productive efficiency of §471 and §263A, there are five possibilities that 

must be examined: 
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1. Section 471 leads to productively efficient behavior, while §263A leads to productively ineffi- 

cient behavior [Equations B.3.1.2, B.3.1.4, B.3.1.7, B.3.1.9, B.3.1.10]. The narrow definition 

of manufacturing cost under §471 is expanded under §263A. The result is that none of the 

costs in this category are capitalized under §471, so the MRTS,, for all manufacturing firms 

equals the price ratio. This leads to productively efficient behavior under §471 since all firms 

in a competitive market face the same input prices. All of the costs in this category are cap- 

italized under §263A, so the MRTS,,,,. for all manufacturing firms do not equal each other 

(because of the cost allocations required) and therefore productively efficient decisions are not 

made. Section 263A leads to productively inefficient behavior. Since $471 already leads to 

productively efficient behavior, §263A cannot lead to an improvement in efficiency for costs 

in this comparison. This same logic applies to the MRTS,;, MRTSiuj, and MRTSi« for all 

manufacturing firms under sections 471 and 263A. 

2. Section 263 leads to behavior that is more productively inefficient than the behavior §471 leads 

to [Equations B.3.1.3 and B.3.1.6]. Because of the cost capitalizations required under $471, 

the MRTSj2,i. for all manufacturing firms do not equal each other. This means that produc- 

tively efficient decisions are not made. The same logic holds for the cost capitalizations re- 

quired under §263A. Since both §263A and §471 lead to productively inefficient behavior, it 

must be determined if §263A leads to more productively inefficient behavior than §471. 

The numerators of the MRTSi.in are precisely the same under §471 and §263A. Because 

of the cost capitalizations required, the MRTS;.,. for all manufacturing firms under §471 do 

not equal each other. The same logic holds for the MR7Sj.i, for all manufacturing firms 

under §263A. Therefore any inefficiencies in the numerator are precisely the same under §471 

and §263A. The denominators of the MRTS;.,, are not the same under §471 and §263A. 

The denominator of the MRTS,,,,, under §471 is simply the wage rate times one minus 

the tax rate. This means that all manufacturers under §47] must have the same denominator 

of the MRTS;.,;, because all firms in a competitive market face the same input costs and tax 
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rates. The denominator of the MRTS;,,., under §263A includes many cost allocations. 

Therefore the denominator of the MRTS,,,i, 1s not the same for all manufacturing firms. 

In summary, the numerators of the MRTS;,,. for all manufacturing firms under §471 

do not equal each other but are identically the same under §471 and §263A. The denomina- 

tors for all manufacturing firms under §471 are identical, but the denominators for all manu- 

facturing firms under §263A are different. Since these conditions are true, §263A cannot lead 

to an improvement in productive efficiency. The logic of the last four paragraphs also applies 

to the MRTS.,,. 

3. Both §471 and §263A lead to equally productive inefficient behavior [Equations B.3.1.1, 

B.3.1.8]. Manufacturing costs as narrowly defined under §471 are capitalized using precisely 

the same rules under §471 and §263A. The result is that the MRTS,,,.2 of manufacturing firms 

1 and 2 under §471 do not equal each other (because of the cost allocations required) and 

therefore productively efficient decisions are not made. The MR7S,,,« of manufacturing firms 

1 and 2 under §263A, precisely equal the MRTS,,2 of manufacturing firms 1 and 2 under 

§471. This means that §263A has no impact on productive efficiency for these cost compar- 

isons because §471 and §263A lead to equally inefficient behavior since they use the same 

rules. This same logic applies to the MR7S,., of manufacturing firms under sections 471 and 

263A. 

4. Both §471 and §263A lead to productively efficient behavior [Equation B.3.1.5]. Pure selling 

and administrative costs are not covered under §471 or §263A. The result is that the 

MRTS,,» of manufacturing firms 1 and 2 under §471 each equal the price ratio. Since all firms 

in competitive markets face the same price for inputs, productively efficient decisions are 

made. The same is true of the MR7S,, of manufacturing firms 1 and 2 under §263A. Since 

both §471 and §263A lead to productively efficient behavior, §263A has no impact on pro- 

ductive efficiency for these cost comparisons. 
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5. Section 263A leads to productively efficient behavior, while §471 leads to productively ineffi- 

cient behavior. There are no examples of this case in this model. 

Conclusions: 

Using the criteria of equation 4.0.2, §263A leads to all the productive inefficiencies of §471 for 

manufacturers, cures none of the inefficiencies of §471, and adds inefficiency to manufacturers unless 

one makes the unlikely assumption that all firms in all markets have precisely the same production 

technology and use precisely the same cost allocation techniques. Therefore, §263A cannot lead to 

an improvement in efficiency for manufacturing firms and probably leads to more inefficient pro- 

ductive behavior than §471. 
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Appendix B.3.2 

In appendices B.3.1 - B.3.3, the MRTS computed in appendix B.2 in general are made spe- 

cific to manufacturers, retailers, and service firms by inserting the values of @ shown in Exhibit 4.2 

(under §471 and §263A). The MRTS for all the possible combinations of productive efficiency 

conditions for firms within the manufacturing, retailing, and service industries are computed. In 

appendix B.3.1, the MRTS of manufacturing firms were compared under §471 and §263A. In ap- 

pendix B.3.2, the MRTS of retailing firms are compared under §471 and §263A. 
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Summary: 

1. The MRTS® of retail firm | equals the MRTS® of retail firm 2 under §471 because all firms 

in a competitive market face the same input prices. Because of the cost allocations required 

under §263A, the MRTSM! # MRTS*2. From equation 4.0.2, §471 leads to productively ef- 
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ficient behavior while §263A leads to a decrease in productively efficient behavior for costs in 

this comparison. The same analysis follows for MRTSA. 

2. MRTSP = MRTSF£y for both §471 and §263A since all firms in a competitive market face the 

same input prices. Therefore both §471 and §263A lead to productively efficient behavior by 

retail firms in this comparison. 

3. There 1s not a case where §263A leads to productively efficient behavior while §471 leads to 

productively inefficient behavior. 

Conclusions: 

Using the criteria of equation 4.0.2, §471 leads to productively efficient behavior by retailers. 

Section 263A adds sources of inefficiency to retailers unless one makes the unlikely assumption that 

all retailing firms in all markets have precisely the same production technology and use precisely the 

same cost allocation techniques. Therefore, §263A cannot lead to an improvement in efficiency for 

retail firms and probably leads to more inefficient productive behavior than §471. 
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Appendix B.3.3 

In appendices B.3.1 - B.3.3, the MRTS computed in appendix B.2 in general are made spe- 

cific to manufacturers, retailers, and service firms by inserting the values of 8 shown in Exhibit 4.2 

(under §471 and §263A). The MRTS for all the possible combinations of productive efficiency 

conditions for firms within within the manufacturing, retailing, and service industries are computed. 

In appendices B.3.1 - B.3.2, the MRTS of manufacturing and retailing firms were compared under 

§471 and §263A. In appendix B.3.3, the MRTS of service firms are compared under §471 and 

§263A. 

Service Firms 

§471 §263A 

MRIS; 7 = MRIS; 7 = B.3.3.1 

i wd 7" Ww; 

MRTS,,4 = MRIS, 4 = B.3.3.2 

wk wk 
Ww,’ wk 

MRIS 4 = MRIS), = B.3.3.3 

wi i 
Wk Wk 

Summary: 

1. The MRTS of service firm 1 equals the MRTS* of service firm 2 under both sections 471 

and 263A. This occurs because all firms in a competitive market face the same input prices. 

From equation 4.0.2, sections 471 and §263A lead to productively efficient behavior. The 

same analysis holds for MRTS§, and MRTSS;. 
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2. The MRTS;} of service firm 1 equals the MR7TS*3 of service firm 2 under §471 because no 

service firms are subject to the provisions of §471. If service firms were required to meet the 

provisions of §263A, MRTS;} # MRTS;?. From equation 4.0.2, §471 leads to productively 

efficient behavior, but §263A would lead to productively inefficient behavior for service firms. 

Therefore, adding §263A to service firms leads to more inefficient productive behavior than 

§471. The same analysis follows for MRTS?, and MRTS},. This means that §263A would 

lead to productively inefficiently behavior if service firms were included because more mar- 

ginal rates of technical substitution would not be equal across service firms. 

3. There are no cases where §263A leads to productively efficient behavior while §471 leads to 

productively inefficient behavior. 

Conclusions: 

Using the criteria of equation 4.0.2, both §471 and §263A lead to productively efficient be- 

havior by service firms. Adding §263A to service firms would lead to productively inefficient be- 

havior by service firms unless one makes the unlikely assumption that all retailing firms in all 

markets have precisely the same production technology and use precisely the same cost allocation 

techniques. Therefore, §263A cannot lead to an improvement in efficiency for service firms and 

probably leads to more inefficient productive behavior than §471. 
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Appendix B.4.1 

The model of a profit-maximizing firm subject to the input capitalization rules of §263A was 

shown in appendix B.1 and allocative efficiency conditions were examined. In appendix B.2, the 

first order conditions of the same model were calculated with respect to the three types of inputs 

as defined in §471 and §263A and the marginal rates of technical substitution for each input com- 

bination were computed. In appendix B.3, the MRTS for all the possible combinations of pro- 

ductive efficiency conditions for firms within the manufacturing, retailing, and service industries were 

computed. In appendices B.4.1 - B.4.2, the MRTS computed in appendix B.2 in general are made 

specific to manufacturers, retailers, and service firms by inserting the values of @ shown in Exhibit 

4.2 (under 9471 and §263A). In appendix B.4.1, the MRTS for all the possible combinations of 

productive efficiency conditions under §471 between firms are computed for the manufacturing, re- 

tailing, and service industries. In appendix B.4.2, the MRTS for all the possible combinations of 

productive efficiency conditions under §263A between firms are computed for the manufacturing, 

retailing, and service industries. 

§471 

Manufacturers: Retailers: Service Firms: 

MRIS; 7 = MRIS) 7 = MRIS; 7 = B.4.1.1 

Ww; wi ¥; 

Fr Fr * 

MRIS, 4 = MRTS,, 4! = MRIS; 4! = B.4.1.2 

Wk Wk Wk 

wer We we 

MRITSj,4 = MRIS), = MRITS;},k = B.4.1.3 

"j i i 
wk Wh wh 

Summary: 
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1. The MR7TS* for manufacturing firms equals the MATS, for retail firms equals the 

MRTS5; for service firms under §471 and they all equal the price ratio. From equation 4.0.2, 

this leads to productive efficiency because all firms in all markets face the same input prices. 

The same analysis holds for MRTSMPS and MRTS/-"5, 

Conclusions: 

Using the criteria of equation 4.0.2, §471 leads to productively efficient behavior for compar- 

isons between manufacturing, retailing, and service firms. 
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Appendix B.4.2 

In appendix B.4.1, the MRTS for all the possible combinations of productive efficiency con- 

ditions under §471 between firms are computed for the manufacturing, retailing, and service indus- 

tries. In appendix B.4.2, the MRTS for all the possible combinations of productive efficiency 

conditions under §263A between firms are computed for the manufacturing, retailing, and service 

  

  

  

industries. 

Manufacturers: 

MRIS; 7 = 

,U+ry-1 _8ifj w(t — ( - af (h+ ry]? J]- {i+ry? 

{ler}? -1 18 jf" wel — ef) — Op [i+]? }- [i +r}? 

MRIS, A = 

Wk 

We 

MRIS} 4 = 

eee rah wj(1 — eh - o,f aa 1) - (1 : 7 
wx{l — ¢] 

Summary: 

  

  

  

§263A 

Retailers: 

MRIS; 7 = 

(i+r]?-1 19 if) 
wilt — {1 -— 6;C (i+ry" WH] “Tere 

(l+ry?-1 C8 jfj" 
will — Cl ~ Onl WI ? 7 

MRIS, = 

Wk 
we 

MRIS), = 

{ltr 16 ifiw 
  with ta ea 

wk{l—¢] 
  

Services 

MRTS; 7 = 

B.4.2.1 

i 
wit 

MRTS4,k' = B.4.2.2 

Wk 
wae 

MRISj,k = B.4.2.3 

Wi 
Wk 

1. In general, the MRTS™. of a manufacturing firm does not equal the MR7TS3, of a retailing firm 

does not equal the MRTS5, of a service firm under §263A. From equation 4.0.2, §471 leads 

to productively efficient behavior, while §263A leads to productively inefficient behavior. This 

is true because MRTSM # MRTS%. # MRTS;, under §263A, while MRTSM = MRTSB, 
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= MRTS5, under §471. The same analysis follows for MRTS/-%5 for comparisons between 

manufacturing, retail, and service firms. 

2. Sections 471 and 263A do not apply to pure selling and administrative costs, so the 

MRTS = MRTSBy = MRTS§ under both §471 and §263A. From equation 4.0.2, since 

all firms in competitive markets face the same input prices, both $471 and §263A lead to 

productively efficient behavior between manufacturers, retailers, and service firms in this 

comparison. 

3. If the §263A rules were applied to service firms, there would be no decrease in productive ef- 

ficiency because firms already make productively inefficient decisions because MRTSM # 

MRTSR, # MRTS;, under §471. Adding §263A to retailers does not solve any inefficiencies 

unless by sheer coincidence some of the allocation terms are equal as described in part 2 above 

(i.e., one makes the unlikely assumption that all firms in all markets have precisely the same 

production technology and use precisely the same cost allocation techniques. 

4. There are no cases where §263A leads to productively efficient behavior while §471 leads to 

productively inefficient behavior. 

5. Intuitively, one might argue that subjecting all firms to the same distortions leads to more 

productively efficient behavior because all firms have the same or close to the same dis- 

tortions. If all the firms have the same distortions, then all the firms have the same MRTS 

and productive efficiency occurs. This possibility could have materialized, but retail and ser- 

vice firms do not have manufacturing costs. From Exhibit 4.2, if retail and service firms did 

not capitalize manufacturing costs under §471, but did capitalize manufacturing costs under 

§263A, productive efficiency between manufacturers, retailers, and service firms might have 

been enhanced by the required capitalizations. Because retail and service firms do not have 

manufacturing costs, this possibility did not develop. 
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Conclusions: 

1. Using the criteria of equation 4.0.2, §471 leads to efficient behavior between manufacturers, 

retailers, and service firms. Section 263A adds sources of inefficiency to the comparisons be- 

tween manufacturers, wholesalers, and service firms unless one makes the unlikely assumption 

that all firms in all markets have precisely the same production technology and use precisely 

the same cost allocation techniques. Assuming that production technology is identical across 

industries is particularly difficult because of the inherent differences between industries. 

Therefore, §263A cannot lead to an improvement in efficiency for manufacturing firms and 

probably leads to more inefficient productive behavior than §471. Requiring service firms to 

be covered by the rules of §263A creates no further inefficiencies, and only solves any of the 

productive efficiencies if by sheer coincidence some of the allocation terms are equal (i.e., one 

makes the unlikely assumption that all firms in all markets have precisely the same production 

technology and use precisely the same cost allocation techniques.) 
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Appendix C.1 

The model of a profit-maximizing firm subject to the uniform capitalization rules of §263A 

is developed in chapter 5.1 and is shown in equation 5.2.1. The model is analyzed in Appendices 

C.1 - C.5 to determine if production in period one, production in period two, and inventory holding 

between periods one and two increase or decrease. Three specific things are done in Appendix C.1. 

First, the first order conditions of the profit function are calculated with respect to the choice vari- 

ables of production in period one, production in period two, and inventory holding between the 

two periods. Second, the matrix of second order conditions [Chiang 1984, p.212] is set up to 

compute the changes in production and inventory holding when §263A is imposed. Third, 

Cramer’s rule is used to determine whether production in the first period increases or decreases 

because of §263A. 

Appendices C.2 - C.3 determine whether production in the second period and inventory 

holding between the two periods increase or decrease because of §263A. All the second order 

conditions under the general assumptions of the model, partial equilibrium, and LIFO inventory 

are calculated in Appendix C.4. The results from the various assumptions in Appendix C.4 are 

briefly summarized in Appendix C.5. The results from Appendix C.5 are inserted into Appendices 

C.1 - C.3 as required. 

The terms that are used in appendices C.] - C.5 are: 

I = Firm profit 

P; = The price of the good in period i[P; > 0]. 

qi = The quantity of the good produced and sold in period i [g; > 0 J. 

¢.(gi) = The firm’s production cost in period i which is a function of 
quantity produced in that period [c(g,) and 0c(g¢)/0qg; > 0]. clq) 
will not equal ¢,.:(9g;.,) unless g; = g;4;. Production cost in- 
cludes all costs to acquire the good and get it to the ultimate con- 
sumer, including manufacturing, marketing, and selling and 
administrative items. 

tj = The tax rate in period 1 [0 < ¢ < I]. & may or may not equal 
bi4 I- 

r = The discount rate [0 < r < 1]. 

I, = Units of inventory held at the end of period i [/; > 0 J. 
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Iy- 

hl) 

£1.) 

©; 

©, 

  

Ih 
© Fons Je fg-#) 

lo~k OL Grr he (h-»)   

Beginning inventory in units that comes from an implicit prior 
period. The 0-k subscript indicates what period the inventory units 
came from. If the firm is a FIFO taxpayer, k equals zero. This 
indicates that the ending year 0 inventory came from year 0 pro- 
duction. If the firm is a LIFO taxpayer, k equals some number 
greater than zero. This indicates that the ending year 0 inventory 
came from production in periods prior to year 0. 

Ohi Ii) 

él; 

Total holding cost including pure economic holding cost and the 
tax deferral costs of holding inventory from §471 and §263A. 

  Economic inventory holding cost [4,(/;) and > 0]. 

The proportion of the firm’s production (including manufacturing, 
selling and administrative) costs that must be allocated to inventory 
under $471 and/or §263A [0 < ©, < lJ. ©, strictly increased 
when §263A was added to the previously existing §471 [Seago, 
1987]. 

The proportion of the firm’s holding costs that must be allocated 
to inventory under §471 and/or §263A [0 < @ < lJ. ©, strictly 
increased when §263A was added to the previously existing 9471 
[Seago, 1987]. 

The increase in the proportion of production (1) and holding (2) 
costs that must be allocated to inventory (j= 1,2) respectively be- 
cause of §263A [0 < 46)]. 

Production costs in inventory from some prior period (0-k), a 
portion of which must be added to taxable income. If the firm is 
a FIFO taxpayer, k equals zero. This indicates that the ending year 
0 inventory came from year 0 production. If the firm is a LIFO 
taxpayer, k equals some number greater than zero. This indicates 
that the ending year 0 inventory came from production in periods 
prior to year 0. 

Inventory holding costs from some prior period (0-k), a portion 
of which must be added to taxable income. 

The proportion of inventory from current period production. p is 
close to 1 under the FIFO assumption and close to 0 under the 
LIFO assumption [0 < p < 1]. 

The proportion of inventory from prior period production. (1 - 
p) is close to 0 under the FIFO assumption and close to 1 under 
to LIFO assumption. 

From 5.2.1, the firm’s profit maximizing objective is: 

N= Pll-aljiat+h-.-O+[ 
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It   a(4, fox, 1,0)01 —4]-[ Jog, 1,O)[1 -— 2] - 

    

I+r 

6@[ AE Je (Gon lon n-ulo-) ~ 5:0 SM Yo sllo-) - 

H(o-as 1, Qo—4s HO; 4,1, P) C.1.1 

Where: 

HI, - x, I, Go — ks jn, 9, li, 7, p) = 

  
I t 

AI, @)1-0+2la- i = O14, fo-%, 1, O) + OAT, O,)] - 

Iy_ xe t[1—p] 
Fa eh + UO 4-— Tok — 15 Lo— 4) + Ojo - c(Zo-4)] C.1.2 

Because the firm wishes to jointly maximize profit with respect to quantities produced and 

inventory levels maintained, the following first order conditions must be simultaneously met: 

orl Oa, lo—s: I, ©) OH(o_ x I, qo-ks n, ©,, ti, 7, p) _ 
  

    

  

F, = = pPfil-4j-—- 1—t)]- 0 = 35 i — 4] oa [1-4] 5a, 
C.1.3 

_ats=siCi«sw@w{(CLL be] A, 1,9) [1-6] 
Py ag. P, [l+r7] Og, [l+r] =0 

C.1.4 

1-t 0e(1:; Lo - 4, 1, 9; 
fF, =a =—Pl—1)+P+ 2] (4 aT ) [1-4] 

[lt+r] 
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0c2( Ga, f, ©,) [1 ~_ | _ O11 (Lp — ks f, Jo -k: N11) ©,, i, r, p) _ 0 

al [1 +7] al = 
  

C.1.5 

To determine whether quantities produced and inventory carrying levels increase or decrease 

with respect to changes in the amount of cost allocated to inventory, the system of first order con- 

ditions (Equations C.1.3 - C.1.5) must be fully differentiated and the parameters other than the 

quantities produced, inventory level, allocation rates are assumed to be constant |i.e., the derivatives 

of the functions with respect to [y_ x, 9o_-x, 7, &, Pi, p =O]. That system of equations yields the fol- 

lowing matrix [Chiang 1984, p 212]. 

  

  

              

- -r 7 r 7 

aq, 9g, a || 60; 60; 
OF, OF, OF, 0g) OF, C \ 6 

OF, OF; OF; al OF; 

67 =O     The matrix 1s solved for —— and the results indicate an increase or a decrease 
60; ’ 60; ' 60, 

in the quantities under consideration when the allocation rate is changed. Using Cramer’s rule for 

solving the matrix (Chiang, 1984, p. 107-10] and inserting zero values as computed in Appendix 

C.5: 
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| ar, OF, 
— 60; al 

6 8h 
~ 60, 8g, 

OF; OF; 
— 60; al 

1 ok 2 C17 
08; oF, OF, 

04; ol 

AF, 
0 — 0 

042 
OF; OF; 
0q, él 

Which yields:*’ 

OF; oF, ,, dF; dF, OF; 

60; OF). OF; ,. OF; dF, .. oF; “ 
  (jg Wag Gp) Gp ea 

The denominator of C.1.8 is negative because it is the third principal minor of the Jacobian 

matrix. Because the first term in the numerator is negative as a result of the second principal minor 

and the denominator is negative because of the third principal minor, the sign of the second term 

in the numerator determines the sign of the derivative. Therefore: 

On 

a0, <° 
  

47 The firm is a profit maximizer and therefore the first and third principal minors of the Jacobian matrix 
of second order conditions are negative. The denominator of C.1.8 is the Jacobian matrix of second order 
conditions. The second principal minor is The second principal minor is positive [Chiang, 1984, p. 336]. 

; OFi , ; . . wt 2. ; oe Fy 
Since —— is negative and the second principal minor is positive, 842 is negative. Likewise, since Bai 

2 
  

and OPP are negative OF must also be negative 
6q2 & , él g " 
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Iff: 

oF, ,, oF; OF, OF; 
Use, ar} ~ ark G6, 

      }J] < 0 C.1.9 

The value taken on by equation C.1.9 depends upon the economic and legal assumptions 

made. This research incorporates three sets of unrelated assumptions that result in six possible 

outcomes. The effect of §263A being efficient vs. §263A being inefficient is modeled. The general 

case where no equilibrium assumption is made vs. the equilibrium assumption is modeled.** The 

equilibrium assumption also requires the simplified method (i... O=©,; ) for mathematical 

tractability. The effects of LIFO inventory for tax purposes (with no equilibrium assumption) are 

modeled. The positive (+), negative (-), zero (-0-), or ambiguous (?) values shown in Appendix 

C.5 are inserted into C.1.9 as follows: 

48 Equilibrium occurs in the long run when there are zero economic profits to attract entrants into the 
market. See equation C.4.14. 
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Assumption §263A Is Efficient §263A Is Inefficient 

The market is not necessarily in equilibrium. [There are no equilibrium, ©, LIFO, or inventory 

accumulation assumptions.] 

[?i-]-(? 0?) =? [?i-]-(? te) =? 

The market is in equilibrium and ©, =@,. [There are no LIFO or inventory accumulation as- 

sumptions. ] 

[7-1-7 els? [?-]-(?n?e) =? 

LIFO inventory is used for tax purposes and no inventory is accumulated. [There are no equilib- 

rium or © assumptions.] 

[-I-]-([O}?)= + [+ I-]-[-0-i1?] = - 

Conclusions: 

1. The general conclusion that can be reached is that if LIFO is used for tax purposes and no 

current period production is in inventory, production in the first period unambiguously in- 

creases if §263A is efficient and unambiguously decreases if §263A is inefficient. The intuition 

of this result is that if LIFO is assumed and no current period production is retained in in- 

ventory, all current period production and holding costs are charged to expense. If §263A 

allows productively efficient behavior, costs decrease, and production increases. If §263A al- 

lows productively inefficient behavior, costs increase, and production decreases. 
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2. The results depend upon whether §263A allows productively efficient or inefficient behavior. 

If §263A has no efficiency effects on firms, no change in output behavior occurs. Appendices 

B.3 - B.4 show that §263A unambiguously causes productively inefficient behavior. 

3. If LIFO inventory and no current period production in inventory are assumed, the results are 

not necessarily reversed, they are just intractable in this model of general cost functions. The 

assumption of no current period production simply allows mathematical tractability. 

4. The §481 adjustment is modeled as 6 in equation 5.1.7. This parameter does not appear in 

the first order conditions of C.1.3 - C.1.5 and C.4.41 - C.4.43. Therefore, the §481 adjustment 

has no impact on future production and inventory holding decisions. This demonstrates that 

the §481 lump-sum adjustment is truly efficient because it does not distort future decisions. 

5. Because the §481] adjustment has no impact on future production and inventory holding de- 

cisions, the LIFO or FIFO choice can have no impact on the §481 adjustment. 
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Appendix C.2 

The model of a profit-maximizing firm subject to the uniform capitalization rules of §263A 

was shown in appendix C.1 and the conditions under which production in the first period increases 

or decreases because of §263A were determined. In appendix C.2, the output model [equations 

C.1.1 - C.1.5] is analyzed to determine if production in period two increases or decreases. Using 

Cramer’s rule [and inserting zero values as computed in Appendix C.5] to solve the matrix of second 

6 
order conditions [equation C.1.6] for < yields: 

j 
  

  

  

  

    
      

    

        

a 
w= = C21 

/ aF, oF, 
aq; al 

aF, 
0 — 0 

04) 
OF, aF, 
04, ol 

Which yields: 

dF)... 0F, ,, OF; OF, ,. OF; dF; 
Og, [ a0, It qi Hap} tap it qi i _ 60; C29 

08) SB yy hy By Mh MB OB ” 
0g2 . On ol ol 041 092 
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OF; OF, 

042 80, 

depends upon the economic and legal assumptions made. This research incorporates three sets of 

  takes on   is negative as a result of the second principal minor.*® The value that — 

unrelated assumptions that result in six possible outcomes. The effect of §263A being efficient vs. 

§263A being inefficient is modeled. The general case where no equilibrium assumption is made vs. 

the equilibrium assumption is modeled. The equilibrium assumption also requires the simplified 

method (1.e., © = ©; ) for mathematical tractability. The effects of LIFO inventory for tax purposes 

(with no equilibrium assumption) are modeled. The positive (+), negative (-), zero (-0-), or am- 

biguous (?) values shown in Appendix C.5 are inserted into C.2.2 as follows: 

49 The firm is a profit maximizer and therefore the first and third principal minors of the Jacobian matrix 
of second order conditions are negative. The denominator of C.2.] is the Jacobian matrix of second order 

conditions. The second principal minor is positive [Chiang, 1984, p. 336]. Since oF. is negative and the 

A and OF2 on negative OF aust 
6q1 0q2 8 ’ al 

      2. . . . . 
is negative. Likewise, since 

0q2 
second principal minor is positive, 
also be negative. 
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Assumption §263A Is Efficient §263A Is Inefficient 

The market is not necessarily in equilibrium. [There are no equilibrium, ©, LIFO, or inventory 

accumulation assumptions.| 

The market is in equilibrium and ©,=©,. [There are no LIFO or inventory accumulation as- 

sumptions. | 

LIFO inventory is used for tax purposes and no inventory is accumulated. [There are no equilib- 

rium or © assumptions.| 

Conclusions: 

1. The general conclusion that can be reached is that production in the second period unam- 

biguously increases if §263A is efficient and unambiguously decreases if §263A is inefficient 

independent of the equilibrium or LIFO assumption made. All past and current period 

production and holding costs are charged to expense in the last period because there is no 
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ending inventory. If §263A is efficient, costs decrease, and production increases. If §263A is 

inefficient, costs increase, and production decreases. 

2. The results depend upon whether §263A allows productively efficient or inefficient behavior. 

If §263A has no efficiency effects on firms, no change in output behavior occurs. Appendices 

B.3 - B.4 that §263A unambiguously causes productively inefficient behavior. 
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Appendix C.3 

The model of a profit-maximizing firm subject to the uniform capitalization rules of §263A 

was shown in appendices C.1 - C.2 and the conditions under which production in the first period 

and second period increase or decrease were determined. The output model [equations C.1.1 - 

C.1.5] is analyzed in Appendix C.3 to determine if inventory holding increases or decreases. Using 

Cramer’s rule [and inserting zero values as computed in Appendix C.5] to solve the matrix of second 

  

  

      
  

  

    

      

  

  
  

order conditions [equation C.1.6] for a yields: J 

OF, OF, 

aq, ~ 60; 

0 OF, OF, 

OF; OF; 

ol L , 
30, = = - C.3.1 

J OF; OF; 

OF- 
0 — 0 

0”G) 

OF; 0 OF; 

04, ol 

Which yields: 

OF; OF, OF; OF, OF; 
al [ 2G; Ita, }{ 30, }—{ 30, h{ 24, }] a 

60; OF, OF, OF3 oF, OF; ~~ 

oq 

The denominator of C.3.2 is negative because it is the third principal minor of the Jacobian 

matrix. Because the first term in the numerator is negative as a result of the second principal minor 
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and the denominator is negative because of the third principal minor, the sign of the second term 

in the numerator determines the sign of the derivative. Therefore: 

  

      

30, <=? 

Iff: 

Oh,, oh, , oF ,, oF 

The value that C.3.3 takes on depends upon the economic and legal assumptions made. This 

research incorporates three sets of unrelated assumptions that result in six possible outcomes. The 

effect of §263A being efficient vs. §263A being inefficient is modeled. The general case where no 

equilibrium assumption is made vs. the equilibrium assumption is modeled. The equilibrium as- 

sumption also requires the simplified method (i.e., © = ©; ) for mathematical tractability. The ef- 

fects of LIFO inventory for tax purposes (with no equilibrium assumption) are modeled. The 

positive (+), negative (-), zero (-0-), or ambiguous (?) values shown in Appendix C.5 are inserted 

into C.3.3 as follows: 
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Assumption §263A Is Efficient §263A Is Inefficient 

The market is not necessarily in equilibrium. [There are no equilibrium, ©, LIFO, or inventory 

accumulation assumptions.] 

[-I?)-(?nel=? [-N?)-(?0?] =? 

The market is in equilibrium and @,=@,. [There are no LIFO or inventory accumulation as- 

sumptions.| 

[-W?)-f? ne) =? [-I?]-(?1?) =? 

LIFO inventory is used for tax purposes and no inventory is accumulated. [There are no equilib- 

rium or © assumptions.] 

[- I? }-[- 1-0] =? [-N?}-( + J-0-] =? 

    

  

Conclusions: 

. OF , . . OF 3 
1. Under the LIFO method, since Bai < 0, C.3.3 is negative if — 50, > 0. From C.4.39, 

— OF > Oif: 
60, 

#c,(.) &o(.) [1-4] Al.) 
3160, [1-4] 4100, [l+r] ° a1d0, [1-n] > 0 C.3.4   

Using the LIFO inventory method for tax purposes [i.e., ending inventory comes from the 

earliest available production, primarily beginning inventory] and assuming the results of 
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equation C.3.4 [i.e., inventory stays the same or decreases] is equivalent to assuming that p 

= ( [the proportion of ending inventory from current production is zero]. In developing 

equation 5.1.9, it was argued that selling and administrative costs avoided one period because 

of producing, but not selling inventory are incurred the next period. Therefore c(/) should 

dc,(.) 
  approximately equal c,(/). Likewise, it seems reasonable to believe that should ap- 

6c2(.) Ocf(.) . 6c3(.) 
a and 3100, should approximately equal 318@," 

holds in reality and §263A is inefficient, then the first two terms of C.4.39 approximately 
2 h(.) 

6100; 

relevant case. The assumption that p = 0 is not violated since §263A is inefficient and in- 

If the above case     proximately equal 

  cancel each other and > 0. Appendix B proves that 263A is inefficient, so this is the 

ventory likely decreases. 

2. ‘The intuitive conclusion that can be reached from equation C.3.3 and C.4.38 - C.4.39A is that 

because §263A is inefficient, LIFO is used for tax purposes, and there is no current period 

production cost in inventory [i.e., o = 0], inventory holding decreases if marginal production 

cost [with respect to inventory] avoided in period one increases more because of §263A than 

the sum of the increases in marginal holding cost [with respect to inventory] and marginal 

period two production cost [with respect to inventory]. This is consistent with the intuition 

developed in Chapter 1.1.2 where the direction of increase or decrease in inventory is deter- 

mined by the relationships of production and holding cost. The mathematical results simply 

describe the relationship more precisely. 
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Appendix C.4 

The model of a profit-maximizing firm subject to the uniform capitalization rules of §263A 

was shown in appendices C.1 - C.3 and the conditions under which production production in the 

first period, production in the second period, and inventory holding between the periods increase 

or decrease because of §263A. The derivatives that are need to solve the equations in appendices 

C.1 - C.3 are computed in Appendix C.4. When an equation has an unambiguous positive, nega- 

tive, or zero value, the next equation is addressed. If the value of the equation is ambiguous, 

equation C.4.14 (equilibrium) is inserted into the result to determine if equilibrium conditions make 

the result unambiguous. If the value is still ambiguous, p = 0 (LIFO and no inventory accumu- 

lation) is inserted into the equation prior to the equilibrium condition to determine if the result is 

unambiguous. 

This dissertation makes the reasonable assumption that average and marginal costs are posi 

tive and increasing. Therefore: 

clGis Io — ks i, ©) 
= 50 

C.4.1 

OC; iy Li ky by M4 eldv bon) C42 04: 

OCG iy Ei - 1, j CAG fo 1 ©) < 0s 
C45 él, 

CC; iy Ly 1,0, CAG tym 1, ©) > 0 
C44 dq? 

Oci( Gi, Ih ~ ks , ©) 
te <0 

C.4.5 

dn() 
x - 

C.4.6 

50 At equation 5.1.9, it is pointed out that the negative sign in front of c,(J7,) means that 
dcq., Io —k Ti) _ dc,(1i) -— <0 

61; ~ él; 
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OPA(I) a> C47   

If §263A is efficient, total and marginal production and holding costs decrease with respect to 

increases in ©). If §263A is inefficient, total and marginal production and holding costs increase 

with respect to increases in ©,. 

§263A is Efficient: §263A is Inefficient: 

AG ee <0 AG ee > 0 C.4.8 

Sa I, @)) > 0 eS) < (05! C.4.10 

et ee ©) <0 SG ee) > 0 C.4.11 

on S) <0 “) ~ C.4.12 

PHS) <0, Tae > 0, C.4.13 

Firms are attracted into competitive markets by the opportunity to earn economic profits and 

will continue to enter the market until price is bid down to average cost, leaving no profits to be 

earned. Once in the market firms continue to produce until price equals marginal cost. At equi- 

librium: 

51 At equation 5.1.9, it was pointed out that the negative sign in front of cJ;) means that 

dedqis Ty — ky Ti) dcdIi) ss . . . . eg 
————— = -— <0. When §263A is inefficient this same relationship implies that 
802g — ay I) _ aed(1,) < 0. when §263A is inefficient 

3100, = 31,00, . when § is inefficient.   
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Oci( Gi, Lyk f, ©) _ Ci( Gi, Io-bs f, ©)) _ CE ©) = ag, Gi Gi 0 C.4.14   

Because production and selling costs are separable in equation 5.1.9: 

0024, lows ZL, ©) 
824i, fo-t) 1) _ 

4. 
bet 5 

C.4.15 

The required second order conditions from equation C.1.6 are as follows. The references 

following the equations explain why the sign 1s positive or negative. 

    OF , _ CT _ Ca(q, Lok f, ©) OPH (Lo — ks f, Go — ks n,9,, bi, ’, p) [1—a]— a3 <0 
0” Ogt Og? 

C.4.16 

Equation C.4.16 is negative because the first principal minor of the Jacobian is negative. 

OF en   

    

= = 0 C.4.17 
7) ON0g 

OF, _ e-Ti =_ _ CHa I, do —ks un, ©; bi, r, p) C.4.18 

al aq.ol aq.al 

See equations C.4.15 and C.4.43 

The signs of equations C.4.18 and C.4.43 are indeterminate. At equilibrium, if the firm uses 

the simplified method discussed in chapter 2.1 (i.c., ©, =@.), equation C.4.14 shows that 

dct.) of.) AC) 
  = (0). At equilibrium, equation C.4.18 becomes: 

    

04: q. qi 

OF = oil = _ OH I, 0 - ks n,©;, li, r, p) C4 19 

ol 0q,6l dq,0l A. 
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See equation C.4.44 

The signs of equations C.4.19 and C.4.44 are indeterminate. If the firm uses LIFO for tax 

purposes and retains no current period production in inventory, p = 0. Using the LIFO assump- 

tion, equation C.4.18 becomes: 

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

OF , = Cyr = _ CHI - 4, 1, do—ks jn, ©;, &, 7, p) 

ol 0q,al 0qol 

See equation C.4.45 

OF 2 _ Cl _ 0 

On Og20Q 

OF, _ PM _ _ Pc(g, 1,0) [1-4] 0 
6q2 6q3 0q3 [1+7] 

See equation C.4.4 

OF: em _ 0 
ol 6g2.61 

See equation C.4.15 

OF 3 —_ eT 52 _ OH (Ly _ 45 i, Go -k qj, ©,, bi, r, p) 

0g Olog 6q,al 

. 2 _ an 
  

dldq ~ 0q,0l 

APPENDICES: 

by Young’s theorem [Chiang, 1984, p. 313]. 

C.4.20 

C.4.21 

C.4.22 

C.4.23 

C.4.24 
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See equations C.4.15 and C.4.43 

The signs of equations C.4.24 and C.4.43 are indeterminate. At equilibrium, if the firm uses 

the simplified method discussed in chapter 2.1 (i.e., @©,=@,), equation C.4.14 shows that 

Oci(.) Ci. hi.) 
  = 0. At equilibrium, equation C.4.24 becomes: 

      

0g: qi qi 

CH (Ip. iJ, —ks ,©,, bi, ’ OF3 OM PH (o- L, - ms Ws Os NP) C.4.25 
341 aloa, dq.ol 

See equation C.4.44 

The signs of equations C.4.25 and C.4.44 are indeterminate. If the firm uses LIFO for tax 

purposes and retains no current period production in inventory, p = 0. Using the LIFO assump- 

tion, equation C.4.24 becomes: 

    

    

      

  

OF 3 _ @yi _ OH (Ly ~ ks I, 90 -k Ns ©,, lis r, p) 
Oa aloa aq. = 0) C.4.26 

See equation C.4.45 

OF; _ Om _ 
Og 010q@2 

C.4.27 

See equation C.4.15 

OF 3 _ CT _ _ 07c1(4i, Lp x, 1, ©,) [l—4]- Co(g,/,0,) [1-6] _ 

al ap aP ar [l+r] 

PA(Lo— 4s Lis Jo— ks ir Ops bis P; Von fy dom MW Ontore) — 9 C.4.28 
ol? 
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Equation C.4.28 is negative because the third principal minor of the Jacobian is negative. 

OF | CT Ca(q, lek I, ©)) OA (Ly — 4; f, qo — ks n,O;, ti, r, p) 

60, 04,00, — q,00, [1-4] + 04,00, 
      C.4,29 

By substitution from equation C.4.46, C.4.29 becomes: 

_ OF, _ eTl c,(.) _ [p©, [pQ th 
      

20, 0q00, 900, t'—‘l'-~“G I-Giy it 

Ip b .. a) af) Al) @,da(.)  @,0A(,) 
N [ti —- l+r IL aq, —™ q1 —~ qi — qe; — qioQ; }] C.4.30 
  

The sign of equation C.4.30 is indeterminate. At equilibrium, equation C.4.14 shows that 

c,(. (. Ki. er ; , ; 
ol) _ a i = 0. If the firm uses the simplified method discussed in chapter 2.1 (ie.,   
0g; qi 

©, = ©,), equation C.4.30 becomes: 

  2M SO) Fy py PO _ Oe 
00, 64,60; 64,60, qi all +r] 

Oj! t Ac(.) ahi.) 
  C.4.31   

qt la- Ty il 30, + 30, 

The sign of equation C.4.31 is indeterminate. If the firm uses LIFO for tax purposes and 

retains no current period production in inventory, p = 0. If §263A is efficient and LIFO is assumed, 

equation C.4.30 becomes: 

_6Fi _ em _ al) r 
60; 0q,00; 0q,00; 

  1-4] < 0 C.4.32 

See equation C.4.9 

If the firm uses LIFO for tax purposes and retains no current period production in inventory, 

p =0. If §263A is inefficient and LIFO is assumed, equation C.4.30 becomes: 
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OF, _ e-Ti _ 07¢,(.) 

- 60); 7 6q,:60; 0q,00; [1-4] > 0 C.4.33     

See equation C.4.9 

If §263A is efficient: 

OF, am _ ak) Cla 
60); 0q,00,; 6¢,00; [1+r] 
      < 0 C.4.34 

See equation C.4.9 

        

    

If §263A is inefficient: 

OF, en _ ef.) [1-4] 
~ 30, ~~ 09,00,  d@00, [l+r] ~ 0 C.4.35 

See equation C.4.9 

OF; _ am al.) ll —4)4 ol.) [1-4] 
60; 8160, 3100, "" @100, [147] 

07g — ks I, Go — ks 1,9,, li, 7, p) 

alo@, 
  C.4.36 

The sign of equation C.4.36 is indeterminate. By substitution from equation C.4.49, C.4.36 

      

becomes: 

OF; _ CM _ c,(.) O,lp Ole  b 
—36, ~ ~ 3100, ~ Geo, ~ll-~g-I-~q-q47 It 

Bo.) [l1~b]  PAl) 
3160, [l+r] * aloo, |} 
  t]+ 
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b c\(.) 6c,(.) A(.) OA(.) 

pe, WI + G+ ty lt 
p 

Nn [4 — 
    

  

Bal), OAL), , GAL) 
" 80, a0, 8180, y 0.4.37 

The sign of equation C.4.37 is indeterminate and equilibrium has no effect on the sign. If the 

firm uses LIFO for tax purposes and retains no current period production in inventory, p = 0 and 

equation C.4.37 becomes: 

OF; _ em Lal) Go.) [1-4]  @A(.) 
20, 10, a100, '— "I+ S750, trary * oreo, U4 C.4.38     

See equations C.4.10, C.4.11, C.4.13. 

  Equation C.4.38 shows that — — > Oif: 
i 

a) 4, Pet) [l= a), PAC) 
a100, (1 1+ S50, [r+7 + G10, 
    [1a] > 0 C.4.39 

See equations C.4.10, C.4.11, C.4.13. 

In developing equation 5.1.9, it was argued that selling and administrative costs avoided one 

period because of producing, but not selling, inventory are incurred the next period. Therefore 

dc(. 
c,(1) should approximately equal c,(/). Likewise, it seems reasonable to believe that a should 

GA) and aci0) should approximately equal oci(,) 
él 0160, 6100, 

in reality and §263A is inefficient, then the first two terms of C.4.39 approximately cancel each other 

Oh?(.) 

6100; 

efficient, the first two terms of C.4.39 approximately cancel each other, and 

  

. If the above case holds     approximately equal 

and   > 0. Appendix B proves §263A 1s inefficient, so this is the relevant case. If §263A is 

ahr.) 
a1d0, 

equation is not possible and is not considered. Using the LIFO inventory method for tax purposes 

  < 0, then the 

[ie., ending inventory comes from the earliest available production, primarily beginning inventory], 
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and assuming the results of equation C.4.39 [i.e., inventory stays the same or decreases] is equivalent 

to assuming that p = 0 [the proportion of ending inventory from current production is zero]. 

  Equation C.4.38 shows that — = < Oif: 

  

c,(.) @o(.) [1-4] Bal.) 

aio, |! "I+ oie@, Ti+r] * Gide, 4) < 9 C.4.39A 

See equations C.4.10, C.4.11, C.4.13 

If the above case holds in reality and §263A is efficient, then the first two terms of equation 

oh*(. 
C.4.39 approximately cancel each other and aI ae < 0. Appendix B proved that §263A is inef- 

j 
  

ficient, so this case does not apply. If §263A is inefficient, the first two terms of C.4.39 approxi- 

ah.) 
mately cancel each other, and a10@, 7 0, then the equation is not possible and is not considered. 

j 
  

To complete the analysis of the problem, the following derivatives of 

H(lo-2 1, Jo-ks Ms ©), ti Y, P) Must be computed: 

AL, — ts 1, Go—ks Ns Oj; bis 7, P) = 

Ip t 
A(I,©@)[1 — 4] + x [4 — Ta LO9j1(41, Lo- 4) 1, O/) + OT, O/)] - 

  

  

      

Iy-s 21 — 
ine [et + Oe ao-n Io— 4-11 Lo~%) + Oro — co-4)] C.4.40 

0H(.) _ Ip b ©,0c,(.) ©,c:(.) ©,A(.) 

og a lag ae 44) 

OH(. dn(. 1dc\(. TOW. 
saeieD = u-a+Ftu- a WLOifea(.) + a) ]+ ©,[A(.) + -~ I C.4.42 
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0? H(.) Pp b ©,0c,(.) ©1c1(.) ©,A(.) I ©,0c,(.) ©,0h(.) 

aqol Ge It - - ~=- [+ I 1 i ler an 1 1 qn ol ol 
    

C.4.43 

The sign of equation C.4.43 is indeterminate. At equilibrium, if the firm uses the simplified 

method discussed in chapter 2.1 (1.e., @, = ©, ), equation C.4.43 becomes: 

      
PH.) _ 1p dal) ah(.) b 

aq.al gq ti qar ll art art C.4.44 

The sign of equation C.4.44 is indeterminate from equations C.4.3 and C.4.6. If the firm uses 

LIFO for tax purposes and retains no current period production in inventory, p = 0. Using the 

LIFO assumption, equation C.4.43 becomes: 

  on) = 0 C.4.45 

PH) — Ip bh 4, Gal.) a) AL), Qa.) ©, erl.)_—@y_-GAL.) 
  

ag00, 71 la- ay il an a  % ' 0400, 4% 00, 4% 00, 

C.4.46 

The sign of equation C.4.46 is indeterminate. At equilibrium, if the firm uses the simplified 

method discussed in chapter 2.1 (ie., ©, = ©, ), equation C.4.46 becomes: 

CH.) — [p9, b 071(.) dci(.) OA(.) 

6q,00, 7% l4-s47 ll aq,00, 4.00, 4,00, C447 
  

At equilibrium, the sign is indeterminate. If the firm uses LIFO for tax purposes and retains 

no current period production in inventory, p = 0. Using the LIFO assumption, equation C.4.46 

becomes: 

eH(.) 
39,60, = 0 C.4.48   
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eH) _ FH) 
3100, ~ aloo, | 

          t a) | dab) | AO) 4 Oh) 
pop WL + Gy I ar it n+ [4 - 

8c,(.) Be.) Ohl.) ‘ BA(.) 

30, +! G00, * 30, */ a0, | C.4.49 Ol   

The sign of equation C.4.49 is indeterminate. If the firm uses LIFO for tax purposes and 

retains no current period production in inventory, p = 0. If §263A 1s efficient, equation C.4.49 

becomes: 

&H() _ Bal) 
4160, alc; 
    [l-a] < 0 C.4.50 

See equation C.4.13 

If the firm uses LIFO for tax purposes and retains no current period production in inventory, 

p = 0. If §263A is inefficient, equation C.4.49 becomes: 

OH.) _ PAL) 
ald@,  —- 1d 
    [1-t4] > 0 C.4.51 

See equation C.4.13 
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Appendix C.5 

The model of a profit-maximizing firm subject to the uniform capitalization rules of §263A 

was shown in appendices C.1 - C.3 and the conditions under which production production in the 

first period, production in the second period, and inventory holding between the periods increase 

or decrease because of §263A. The derivative that are need to solve the equations in appendices 

C.1 - C.3 were computed in Appendix C.4. Appendix C.5 summarizes the signs of derivatives 

computed in Appendix C.4. 

Equilibrium LIFO And No. 

  

    

  

    

    

    

  

  

General And Additional 
Case ©, = ©, Inventory 

OF , — 

On Oat 

OF, Tl 
= -0- -0- -0- 

042 0gi0 G2 

OF 1 = Pi 9 9 -0- 
ol 0q,0l , ‘ 

OF 2 e7r1 
—_ = = -0- -0- -0- 
On 0q2041 

OF 2 - eT 

042 0qs 

OF, _ =i 
al ag,01 “O- “O- “O- 

OF 3 _ ery 9 9 -0- 
041 dloq " 

OF; _ o-Ty 

Oa: alaqa “O- ~O- ~0- 

OF 3 — 

ol of? 
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-~-—Jt 2s ? 9 -/+ 
30, 0q,00, 

OF 2 ol —_-— = - - + 
a0, 8q,00, iv ie 

60; 0100, 

Where: 

-0- The derivative is unambiguously zero. 

? The sign of the derivative in ambiguous. 

The sign of the derivative is unambiguously negative. 

+ The sign of the derivative in unambiguously positive. 

-{+ The sign of the derivative is unambiguously negative if §263A is efficient and is 

unambiguously positive if §263A is inefficient. 

+ /- The sign of the derivative is unambiguously positive if §263A is efficient and is 

unambiguously negative if §263A is inefficient. 
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Pure Production Cost (Category 1) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

Indirect Costs of §263A and §471 

Type of Costs 

Repairs of production facilities 
and equipment 

Maintenance of facilities and 
equipment 

Utilities 

Rent of equipment and 
facilities 

Rent of land 

Indirect labor (including 
fringes) 

Indirect materials and 
supplies 

Small tools and equipment 

Quality control and 
inspection 

Taxes attributable to labor, 
materials, facilities, and 
equipment 

Depreciation-straight line 

Depreciation-excess 

Depletion-cost 

Depletion-excess of cost 

Administrative costs directly 
attnbutable to production 

53 Taken from Seago [1987]. 
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Section 471 
Regulations 

Section 263A 
Regulations 
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(16) Compensation to officers for 
services attributable to 
production 

(17) Insurance on facilities and 
equipment 

(18) Insurance on inventory 

(19) Contributions to pension,profit- 
sharing plans, and other employee 
fringes-current cost, 
past services cost 

(20) Research and experimental 

expenses (section 174) 

(21) Rework, labor, scrap, and 
spoilage 

(22) Bidding expenses,successful 

(23) Engineering and design 

(24) Materials handing and 
warehousing 

Mixed Services Cost (Category 3) 

(25) Administration and coordination 
of production 

(26) Personnel operations 

(27) Purchasing operations 

(28) Storing and handling 
finished goods 

(29) Accounting and data services 

(30) Data processing 

(31) Security services 

(32) Legal department 

N
 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Pure Selling and Administration Cost (Category 2) 

(33) Marketing,selling, and 
distribution 

(34) Bidding expenses- 
unsuccessful 

(35) Interest 
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(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

Research and development 
not applicable to production 

Losses under section 165 

Depreciation on equipment 
and facilities that are 
temporarily idle 

Income taxes 

Pension and profit sharing- 
past services 

Costs attributable to strikers 

Overall management 
(directors, officers, and 
their staffs) 

General business planning 

Financial reporting and 
internal audits 

Financial planning and 
economic forecasting 

Shareholder, public and 
industrial relations 

Tax department 

Where: 

I. 

2. 

~ II 

Cost required to be charged to inventory. 

Cost charged to expense in the current period. 

Cost charged to inventory or expense in conformity with the firm’s accounting procedures. 
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